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TOTAL FORCE FITNESS FOR THE 21st CENTURY: A NEW PARADIGM

In this special issue of Military Medicine, we provide the foundation of a new paradigm for maintaining health, readiness and performance in the Department of Defense (DoD). It is a holistic view to carry us into the 21st Century and be applied to all those who work daily to help preserve the health of those in harm’s way.

We are in an age of sustained conflict. Wars and threats to our security are no-longer episodic, but require continuous optimal performance, resilience and recovery. Injury from these conflicts may be physical and mental, social and spiritual. It impacts the service member, their family and community, and the nation. If we are to protect the freedom and security of our nation, we must move beyond simply having a sound body to a holistic view of health and fitness that includes both mind and body. Such a shift is essential, perhaps even for our very survival.

Because of this need the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), ADM Michael Mullen, asked the Consortium for Human and Military Performance (CHAMP) at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences (USU) to develop the concept of Total Force Fitness (TFF). CHAMP coordinated with the Samuel Institute (a non-profit research organization), the Institute of Alternative Futures, and members of the JCS office to organize and host such a workshop. A group of over 70 scientists, health, social, community and spiritual leaders and those from the front lines was convened to help frame, define and tell us how to evaluate and measure what we need to keep our service members resilient and flourishing in the current environment. The workshop was held on December 6-9, 2009 at the (USUHS), Bethesda, Maryland. This special issue is the result of those deliberations and the work of dozens of contributors after the conference.

The front cover of this issue illustrates the framework with which we began. It depicts the mind and body of the service member surrounded by the family, community and environment in which they live and function. The back cover illustrates the eight domains of Total Force Fitness the group addressed. These include physical, nutritional, medical, environmental, behavioral, psychological, spiritual, and social, with family embedded within multiple domains. Eight working groups were established to define the domain and describe its components, provide a summary of the rationale and evidence for including it in TFF and collect the metrics and measurement approaches that are or could be used to evaluate the success of DoD programs in attaining TFF. All articles were subject to rigorous peer-review and those who passed this process were accepted for publication.

The goal of this issue was not to describe the many programs existing or in development to enhance fitness in the force, as that would be beyond the scope of this effort. We did attempt to provide the foundation for how any fitness program could be evaluated and compared, and a summary of metrics that could be used for monitoring program effectiveness and for improving and comparing those already in existence. In addition, a number of current measurement indexes used both inside and outside the military were reviewed with the potential to integrate these evaluations for the individual, unit commander, community and DoD leadership.

At the end of this issue we have selected articles addressing the challenges to implementing this holistic view. Many lessons from the past have gone unlearned and many current programs are going unevaluated, which dooms us to repeat our failures and lose sight of our successes. In recent years, science has become sub-divided and distanced from the front lines so appropriate and evidence-based information does not always get translated for those who need the information in a timely manner. We hope the readers will find the information in this special issue of Military Medicine a major step toward closing the gap so they may deliver more and better value to those they serve.
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“Fitness” is a commonly used word in our society today but within the military it has a particularly deep meaning. Conventionally, being fit means being adapted to a particular condition or circumstance. In war, militaries and their individual combatants must adapt to the chaos and complexities of battle. As these militaries return from war, they must maintain a state of vigilance while also peacefully coexisting within the civil society that produced them. Their fitness is not just a matter of adaptation in balance with the conditions at hand. An individual fit for marathon running may be perfectly unfit for mountain climbing. A family adapted to the state of having the soldier-parent gone may suddenly find themselves poorly suited for the sudden return of a battle-hardened warrior. An organization having spent the past decade in counterinsurgency warfare may find the role of conventional armor warfare too restrictive or mundane to perform well on the tank gunnery range.

In a static world, perfect fitness is achievable. However, in the real world being fit is a dynamic state of being. Optimal fitness may be more dependent on our state of mind than on the frequency of trips to the gym. I believe the secret to optimal fitness lies in the constant awareness of the changing environment and the continuous pursuit of flexible adaptation to the inevitable shifts. For the warrior, this necessity for “awareness” is encapsulated in the quotation from Sun Tzu “Know the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles you will never be in peril. When you are ignorant of the enemy but know yourself, your chances of winning or losing are equal. If ignorant both of your enemy and yourself, you are certain in every battle to be in peril.” This sounds so simple and yet it is very hard. Hearing about our strengths is easy. Finding out that we are vulnerable requires integrity in our assessments. Nowhere is this more true than in our unit readiness reporting.

Fitness is often used interchangeably with the term “readiness.” Are you fit, are you ready? As I see it, readiness is all about being capable of being able to accomplish something you are called to do. A unit of troops may be ready to load onto airframes and deploy to a distant land. How many troops are leaving behind families that are falling apart? How many are flagged for unresolved drug or alcohol issues. How many are being loaded onto these aircraft while we in leadership remain oblivious to these problems that do not show on a readiness report? I, for one, want to know not only that a unit is ready but also that it is in a state of what I would call “total fitness.”

Total fitness is a state where mind and body are seen as one. It is a state where people, their families, and the organizations in which they serve are connected and thriving. I see total fitness as a point of balance between readiness and well-being, where each of these two conditions are mutually supporting and in complete balance. A total force that has achieved total fitness is healthy, ready, and resilient; capable of meeting challenges and surviving threats. Achieving that begins with the way we treat our people.

In the discussions of deployment we often talk about “boots on the ground” or “numbers of bodies.” When a soldier is medically evacuated from theater we “requisition” a replacement. Our current language bespeaks the idea that we are moving around an inanimate object. We cannot forget that a mind occupies the body of every person we deploy.

From Aristotle and Plato through Descartes and Kierkegaard, philosophers have debated the mind–body duality. Regardless of one’s beliefs in a mind–body duality, a growing body of scientific evidence, as I read it, certainly links the general health of the body with the state of one’s perceptions of well-being. Scientists have also gathered ample evidence that one’s attitudes toward wellness influence how one maintains one’s physical health. Even if one still believes that success in war is all about boots on the ground, one has to concede that being concerned about the state of a soldier’s mind is just as important as the state of his or her weapons system.

It is also true that what we put into our bodies has just as much importance as how we prepare our minds and bodies. The emerging science behind the positive effects of omega-3 fatty acids on mood indicate that diet is not simply a matter of maintaining ideal body weight. Fitness cannot be separated completely from nutrition. Stress eating may just be compounded by the fact that we present so many “comfort foods” in deployed settings—where the ability to expend calories is ever present; yet upon return, individuals with much lower calorie requirements continue to ingest these high-fat and high-carb diets.

It would be a mistake to fix a discussion on fitness in a military at war only in the negative. It is, in fact, not at all uncommon for people to achieve a higher level of physical and emotional fitness following difficult events like battles and wars. This is what Richard Tedeshi and others have called “post-traumatic growth.” Many of the principles described under the rubric of post-traumatic growth can be found in the Army’s pioneering efforts in comprehensive soldier fitness. The key seems to me to be the ability to maintain a balance both emotionally and physically under a variety of rapidly changing demands.

In this edition of Military Medicine, scientists will explore what fitness really means to warriors and their families. I have charged them to think hard, to apply science, and to help me...
understand how I can make sure that warriors and their families can lead their lives to the fullest. I have challenged the scientists to think holistically and to provide our 21st century leaders with 21st century definitions of fitness, health, and resilience.

Inevitably in war, some men and women pay the ultimate sacrifice. For those surviving members of their families and those who have served beside them I am obligated to provide opportunities for them to meet whatever challenges they face in the future. For those who continue to serve, I must make sure they stand fit and ready to face whatever missions they are called to execute. For those who move into the civilian world, I believe we owe them our full support for a successful transition toward a life that is as rich and fulfilling as it can possibly be. Most importantly, for the families who have sacrificed so much, I fully embrace my role as a defender of their rights.

Total force fitness is more than a physical fitness. It is the sum total of the many facets of individuals, their families, and the organizations to which they serve. It is not something someone achieves twice a year for a test. It is a state of being.

To the scientists and health care providers who read this issue of *Military Medicine*, I issue this call: Help me help our troops and their families. Give us the tools to know when to intervene. Provide us with scientific measures of total force fitness. Give our people the guidance and support they need. Keep your minds open to creative new concepts and possibilities. Critically evaluate the role of complementary and alternative medicine. Add to our understanding of the connections between physical fitness and aging. And finally, explore the anecdotal evidence regarding total force fitness and then develop scientific protocols to put these observations to objective tests. In return, I will defend your efforts, advocate for your cause, and fight any bureaucratic hurdles that may pass in your way.

**REFERENCES**

CURRENT DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE GUIDANCE FOR TOTAL FORCE FITNESS

Fitness and health care have traditionally had a major focus in the military and will continue to be an important focus for the medical community throughout the 21st century. The challenges of meeting comprehensive mental and physical care for service members are many, especially in this era of persistent conflict. One must ask two questions: What is military fitness? What and who determines what qualities are components of total force fitness? We have focused much of our attention on enhancing physical health and equating that to fitness, but we must look beyond this singular focus for all.

Going back to 2006, the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences held a conference for more than 80 attendees from several Department of Defense (DoD) and service-level organizations on this subject. Entitled “Human Performance Optimization (HPO) in the Department of Defense,” this conference set out toward a goal of initiating the development of an overall strategic plan for human performance optimization for the military. The finding of this conference was subsequently published in Military Medicine in 2007. This conference recognized that there was a capability gap regarding HPO, and even today it continues to be so. One important initiative that evolved from that meeting was the development of a dedicated human performance office within Force Health Protection in the Assistant Secretary of Defense Office (Health Affairs). This office has been an active partner within the DoD on all issues arising in the area of HPO. Other related efforts at the DoD Health Affairs level to highlight fitness and performance can be found in the Military Health System Strategic Plan.

A “Healthy, Fit and Protected Force” is one of the four components of the mission of the MHS and “Optimizing Human Performance” is further specified in mission element 2: Fit, Healthy and Protected Force. The importance of fitness is also recognized in the most current version of the Joint Force Health Protection Concept of Operations dated July 2007, as a Joint Force Health Protection capability. Senior leadership further recognized the need for a more inclusive and comprehensive program for fitness. In December 2009, a “Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century” conference was held at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences to again address health, fitness, and performance optimization, and ultimately, develop a consolidated Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff directive on the way ahead for DoD total force fitness, with application to all services. One product from the conference was an identification of eight integral components of fitness: social, behavioral, physical, environmental, medical, spiritual, nutritional, and psychological fitness. Furthermore, this program would be prevention focused, individual centric, and that the family would be recognized as central to the total force fitness equation. This direction is similar to the Comprehensive Soldier Fitness program that was recently launched by the Army, which contains several overlapping areas of emphasis: family–soldier relationships, assessment and training from accession to retirement, and that leadership engagement is a key component in individual growth. The Army’s focus on the comprehensive soldier fitness concept has been an important framework for the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff to engage all the services to adopt a unified overarching product, but gives the services the freedom to address individual differences. The Air Force has forged out in this realm too in a quest to improve human performance. They have moved from a model traditionally founded on force protection to a more holistic doctrine that “incorporates a capabilities-based, total life-cycle approach to managing airmen, a performance-based force projection model that concentrates on human performance.”

Traditionally, attention to fitness within the military has generally been targeted only to the physical domain. Each service has its own unique evaluation tool, such as the Army Physical Fitness Test, to measure an individual’s physical performance with some of the test requirements changing focus over time using measure/metric to evaluate their performance. As the military closes in on the ninth year of persistent conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan, a larger concern is emerging about the total health of the force. Physical injury patterns
from blast and improvised explosive devices are clearly different from previous conflicts, especially in the area of amputations, which has challenged traditional health care standards, both in how we take care of them and the total numbers seen. Not so easily identified and treated are the so called “hidden” injuries—hearing, vision, and now the more often diagnosed concussions, post-traumatic stress disorder, and anxiety. The personal and professional burden they create for our returning warriors is potentially overwhelming.

Our experience with injuries and illnesses from these conflicts has identified that there are additional domains of health that the health care systems have not uniformly targeted for evaluation and/or personal growth for our service members and their families. The Army has made the first service-wide attempt to consolidate a group of “strengths” for evaluation. They have identified five strengths—physical, social, emotional, family, and spiritual—and have begun to build an Army life cycle program to foster development, improvement, and further growth in each domain. The remaining services have yet to fully implement a similar program that engages the service members and their families in such a comprehensive fashion. This evaluation of needs by the Army has energized the DoD to assess the need for a unified, overarching program for all services.

The Department of Defense provides guidance for all DoD personnel through several types of department directives and instructions. The most encompassing policy guidance comes from the issuance called the Department of Defense Directive (DoDD). Directives are documents that establish policy, delegate authority, and assign responsibility. This includes non-organizational charters, assignment of functions and resources between or among the DoD or Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) components, assignment of executive agents, and matters of special interest to the secretary or deputy secretary of defense. Currently there is only one directive that addresses many of the concepts contained within total fitness. It is DoDD 6200.04, “Force Health Protection,” the only specific issuance in the physical fitness domain. It delves deeper into specific aspects of programs and procedures that are contained in a directive. DoDI 1308.3, “DoD Physical Fitness and Body Fat Programs Procedure” is the only specific issuance in the physical fitness domain. It states that service members shall maintain physical readiness through appropriate nutrition, health, and fitness habits.\(^6\) Aerobic capacity, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and desirable body fat composition, form the basis for the DoD Physical Fitness and Body Fat Programs where the criteria for evaluation and body fat measurement is identified within the program design.

Queries for DoD-level guidance on many of the other components of total fitness are limited. DoD 6490.4 “Requirements for Mental Health Evaluations of Members of the Armed Forces” touches on three components of total fitness—mental, behavioral, and psychological fitness. This instruction addresses the referral, evaluation, treatment, and administrative management of service members who may require mental health evaluation, psychiatric hospitalization, and/or assessment of risk for potentially dangerous behavior and protects the rights of service members referred by their chain of command. There are no other documents currently written at the DoD level addressing social, environmental, spiritual, or nutritional fitness.

There are two DoDIs that are more holistic in their influence. The first is DoDI 6130.4, “Medical Standards for Appointment, Enlistment or Induction in the Armed Forces,” and the second, DoDI 6490.03, “Deployment Health.” The Medical Standards DoDI focuses on physical fitness and has a limited evaluation on psychological fitness of the individual in regard to military service. The DoDI for Deployment Health is much more proscriptive with a requirement to document and reduce the risk of disease and occupational exposures of deployed personnel along with recording daily locations of these personnel. This includes exposures, reporting of data, and submission of health-related lessons learned to their respective services.

Total force fitness for the services, military families, and our civilian workforce faces many challenges ahead. We must clearly define what those fitness components will be, how they will be assessed as individual measures, as well as how they will be applied to the community at large, how they will be “trained,” and who determines and what the “end state”
is—all tasks that lie ahead. The Department of Defense needs to be an active participant in all these discussions as we forge ahead. Effective, well-informed guidance from our senior leaders is paramount to the successful launch of this initiative and ensure that it becomes totally integrated into the entire life cycle of our service members. The individuals within our ranks are our most valuable resource and we need to embark on a journey to maximize their potential to the fullest.
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ABSTRACT In this article we describe a new paradigm for “Total Force Fitness.” In an age of sustained conflict, fitness requires continuous performance, resilience, and recovery of the whole person, not just the physical body. Injury from these conflicts is physical and mental, social and spiritual. It impacts the service members, their families and communities, and the nation. It is now abundantly clear that if our service members are to protect the freedom and security of our nation, we must move beyond the idea of simply having a sound body to a more holistic view of health and fitness, that includes both mind and body. We illustrate how science supports such a paradigm with research on how mind-body-spirit and community all interact to sustain health and accelerate healing in the path of stress and injury. A shift to total force fitness will be difficult, but essential, perhaps even for our very survival.

—A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

INTRODUCTION

Warfighters and service members are the most valuable assets in the military for accomplishing our mission of defending the country. This mission has become progressively more complex as the United States is currently engaged in multiple conflicts resulting in unparalleled operational demands. Resilience to changing environments and the strains of war and multiple deployments is clearly required given the current stress on the force. Extensive resources are expended on insuring that equipment and materials are state-of-the-art and in good repair; whereas resources for maintaining and improving human resilience, performance, and health are more limited. Human health and performance optimization (HPO) are increasingly recognized as the cornerstones of an effective and efficient military. Most research has focused on the prevention of disease through physical examinations, vaccinations, health risk screening, enhanced exercise, and the reduction of unhealthy habits, such as smoking and alcohol use. The Department of Defense (DoD) invests a considerable amount in research and delivery of products in these screening, assessment, and treatment areas, but significantly less on health promotion, resilience enhancement, and HPO.

WHY DO WE NEED A NEW APPROACH TO FITNESS? Why do we need a new approach to fitness in the military? Why should we change the current approach to fitness, especially in the midst of two wars? And, why now? The answer is that the current paradigm is failing us. The demands on current warfighters and their families are overwhelming the resilience capacity of our service members. The military services are experiencing rampant post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), scores of injuries, family casualties, and increasing suicide rates. As described below, the burden is high and the framework of the current response does not match the circumstance or need.

The Scope of Trauma Response

The current wars in Iraq (Operation Iraqi Freedom, OIF) and Afghanistan (Operation Enduring Freedom, OEF) are returning thousands of warfighters with psychological mind injuries such as PTSD and physical mind–body injuries, such as traumatic brain injury (TBI), many with long-term symptomatic and functional consequences. Trauma to the head and neck occurs in 15–20% of all battle injuries, and mild TBI may affict up to 28% of all deployed warfighters. Over 46% of blast patients and 55% of amputees at Walter Reed Army Medical Center have sustained comorbid brain injury. Nearly 20% of warfighters returning from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan suffer from diagnosable PTSD, and nearly 40% report stress-related symptoms and dysfunction that significantly compromise reintegration into a full, productive life. As stated by Potash, the wounded veteran presents the health care system with “new challenges” not the least of which is the “... growing number of patients with comorbid chronic pain ... brain trauma and ... attendant cognitive issues.”

Triggered by combined mind–brain/body injuries (MBI), the various manifestations of the trauma response share many common pathophysiological and recovery mechanisms. Evidence supports the potential for the development, expression, and durability of certain types of pain and psychopathologies (of various severities) in which genotypic factors could be either latent or code for differentially expressed phenotypes (e.g., of ion channels, neurotransmitters, receptors, and synaptic
elements). The triggers for differential expression could reflect from the internal and external environmental factors. In such genotypically predisposed individuals, environmental and/or psychosocial insult can induce a core constellation of common symptoms that include:

1. Psychological and emotional distress (e.g., depression, anxiety, anger),
2. Cognitive impairment,
3. Chronic and often refractory pain of organic and psychosomatic origins,
4. Drug/opioid desensitization (with abuse potential),
5. Somatic (sleep, appetite, sexual, and energy) dysfunction.

Best estimates suggest that multiple comorbidities after exposure to trauma may be present in a substantial percentage of wounded military personnel. Villano et al.8 and Shipherd and coworkers9 have shown that psychiatric conditions, such as depression and anxiety, appear to be responsible for the co-occurrence of a syndrome of chronic pain and heightened stress reactivity, including frank presentation of PTSD, in 24 to 66% of combat-wounded veterans of OIF/OEF. The impairment of cognitive abilities in patients with chronic pain and PTSD, and the reported incidence and prevalence of chronic pain, PTSD, other neuropsychiatric conditions, and cognitive deficits in wounded OIF/OEF troops are also described by Beck and colleagues.10,11 These results are strengthened by the report that over 60% of these warfighters have been diagnosed with some form of brain injury or apparent constellation of cognitive, emotional, and behavioral features resulting from neural insult.9 This constellation of trauma-related manifestations can occur after any trauma but is especially prevalent now as trauma responses. (Fig. 1)

**Failure to Address the Full Trauma Response**

The full expression of the MBI complex often manifests following treatment of the acute neuropsychological symptoms caused by in-theater trauma, with signs and symptoms reflective of progression along this neuropsychopathologic spectrum in these military personnel.12 This pathological progression may be due to the psychophysiological effects of increased allostatic loads incurred by social, familial, occupational, and/or economic stressors, and it advances many service members down the slippery slope of resilience failure, symptomatic worsening, psychosocial stress, and life disruption.13 These persons are then classified into categories on the basis of mind, brain, or bodily damage and sent to specialty clinics (psychiatry, neurology, rehabilitation medicine, etc.) that address selected components of the trauma response (psychological, neurologic, or physical). Often they simply do not show up for care (avoiding treatment altogether for symptoms that carry a social stigma) or show up repeatedly at a later time in primary care clinics with a variety of somatic complaints involving dysfunctions in sleep, appetite, energy, and/or sexual activity, or with law enforcement after family and community violence. The former results in under diagnosis and treatment and the latter increases the burden on primary care, social and legal services from chronic, unremitting illness. The latter may arise from so-called “sub-threshold” PTSD or “mild to moderate” TBI, which often goes undiagnosed or ineffectively treated.14 These patients may present weeks to months after trauma exposure with symptoms and dysfunctions that chronically burden the defense or veteran’s health care delivery systems.7,14 During these months they may be performing suboptimally for the mission with increasing risk of becoming casualties during future deployments. Clearly, the zero-sum nature of this situation is not appropriate to the sound practice of health care and the military—both technically and ethically—and calls for a more innovative and comprehensive approach to addressing the full consequences of trauma response.

**The Need to Focus on the Whole System of Trauma Response**

Clearly this epidemiologic and mechanistic data indicate a large and growing clinical problem (with recent estimates of this pattern of comorbidity within this population of wounded at as much as n = 10,000).15 These patterns of comorbidity may reflect underlying, common pathoetiologic variables and mechanisms, but emphasize the critical need for different approaches to holistically address the confounding variables and mechanisms. Moreover, they equally compel and sustain the need for “… the development of intervention based on a new integrated care model.”9 In addition, the long-term impact of mind–brain/body injuries extends beyond individuals as it touches their families and communities, a result that too often goes unaddressed by the health care system.16 From the perspective of the person, family, and community there is good reason to consider the whole person (rather than individual

---

**FIGURE 1.** Trauma Spectrum Disorder.
components) and investigate integrative, multidimensional (mind, body, symptom, function) approaches to classification and treatment.\(^7\)

Because of the complex nature of the human trauma response, the current standards of care for the service member are not maximally effective, nor do they fully address the biopsychosocial aspects and spectrum effects of trauma. Such care should address the whole person, family, and community experience of trauma and seek to facilitate prevention, cure, and healing. Such an integrated paradigm includes contextual understanding of person-specific variables, uses innovative approaches based on rigorous methods of empirical evaluation, and should narrow the gap between science, health care, and training.\(^8\) We cannot sustain our force by staying within the present paradigm. A new paradigm that leverages needs of the current wars, the science we know, and the best we can offer to the whole community is essential. A system that responds to the changing performance demands is imperative in these times of war and multiple deployments. To help frame this new approach, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), 70 experts, drawn from the operational, scientific, and educational communities, came together to integrate the components of health and fitness under the title “Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century.”

**THE NEW PARADIGM: TOTAL FORCE FITNESS**

From December 6 to December 9, 2009, at the request of Admiral Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), 70 experts, drawn from the operational, scientific, and educational communities, came together to integrate the components of health and fitness under the title “Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century.” At this conference, the dimensions of total force fitness were defined and some of the currently available metrics for assessing total force fitness were discussed. The following questions were posed: How do we get to total force fitness? What does total force fitness mean? What are the best strategies to move total force fitness into the training of the warfighter? And, how can we measure the components of total force fitness in a simple and integrated fashion? At a previous conference on HPO, Colonel Francis O’Connor outlined the major capability gaps that our warfighters face in mission performance.\(^18\) The conditions that prevent optimal mission performance in the military involve three major areas directly connected to HPO and total force fitness: physical injury, being overweight, and psychosocial dysfunction.

Looking at the psychological components alone, nearly 40% of service members report symptoms and dysfunctions that significantly prevent a full and productive life.\(^5\) Stress and psychological symptoms reduce the ability to maintain appropriate weight, fitness, and nutrition and increase the likelihood of developing chronic pain and dysfunction. Additionally, being overweight and having poor physical fitness compromises proper performance and often results in the discharge of service members each year. We are losing people due to lack of physical fitness despite mandatory testing. What we do not consistently mandate are programs that would provide the core (basic) physical fitness needed to build onto for the special physical fitness requirements of the individual’s mission. There is also no guidance on how to build both the physical and mental resilience of our warriors and their families so that they can better withstand and recover from the physical and mental insults of military service during training, deployment, war, and reintegration. Finally, lack of physical fitness contributes to injury, which is the number one cause of lost duty days among service members.\(^18\) What became clear at this conference is that these facts represent the tip of the iceberg and that a community approach to the management of health and fitness is required. Although major medical diseases require standard medical treatment, more rapid and widely applicable nonmedical training approaches are needed for the majority of those who cannot perform optimally, for whatever reason. Optimizing stress management skills and maintaining a healthy physiology before and during deployment, coupled with a process for rapid improvement and reintegration into normal life and optimal functioning on return from wartime, may well prevent the progression to PTSD and the development of chronic pain and may well reduce the chances of obesity, injury, and poor performance. Thus, a holistic approach that integrates the current domains of health and function is requisite for achieving total force fitness.

**THE DOMAINS OF TOTAL FORCE FITNESS**

What are the conditions for optimum performance, human resilience, and flourishing? Converging research reveals that four foundational pillars are required for optimal function: (1) physical fitness (activity) and rest, (2) proper nutrition and substance use, (3) psychological resilience, and (4) social integration. This framework, called the biopsychosocial model of human functioning and its components, creates an optimal healing environment.\(^19\) It postulates that a comprehensive lifestyle approach involving all four components works synergistically to improve function in all major areas that compromise human function and performance in any venue. Does such a holistic framework work? Yes it does. Reviews of research on comprehensive lifestyle programs show that when properly delivered these programs can attain good adherence and improvement in weight, body mass index, cholesterol, physical fitness, and quality of life.\(^20\) Components of proven comprehensive lifestyle programs form the basis for optimizing performance and attaining total force fitness for military populations. But, optimum performance requires more than attention to just health. During deployment and upon reintegration into the family unit, warfighters are faced with multiple challenges, which include: (1) alertness and sleep rest management issues; (2) stress management from schedule pressure; (3) endurance and rapid recovery; (4) short- and long-term fatigue and functional sustainment in heat, cold, and altitude; (5) knee, leg, ankle, and spine trauma resulting in premature osteoarthritis; (6) a quick ramp-up in fitness, which is not sustained during deployment; (7) nonmission-specific training to prevent injury or psychological trauma; (8) rapid learning requirements and mental hardiness; (9) drug and supplement...
Why Total Force Fitness?

SORTING OUT THE PERFORMANCE CLAIMS THROUGH EVALUATION RESEARCH

Currently the individual and commander are bombarded with a plethora of products, practices, and programs claiming to enhance performance and improve health and fitness. These include approaches such as team training, mind–body practices, dietary supplements (caffeine), brain stimulation, drugs (sedative hypnotics), electromagnetic machines and special training techniques, functional movement screening, PTSD treatment tapes, stress programs, and meditation. A recent worldwide survey showed that over 60% of service members are regularly taking some type of dietary supplement. Usually supplement use is at the advice of the sales clerk or by getting information from magazines or peers. Evidence-based information is rarely available or rarely translated into a form that can be properly used by the warfighter or their commander. How can commanders and warfighters maximize the health, resilience, and performance of their charges? Credible, relevant and timely information or knowledge of total force fitness is difficult to find.

FOUNDATIONS OF TOTAL FORCE FITNESS

The foundations of total force fitness are multilayered as illustrated in Figure 2. First, fitness and performance optimization rest on the foundation of risk reduction, which allows for readiness to respond to challenges and prevent breakdown on physical, psychological, family, and social levels. The next layer of the foundation is health and wellness practices that allow a person to sustain balance and be symptom free. On top of these two levels, are stress resistance and resilience to changing environments. Resilience can only be determined during or after the stress or trauma occurs and the warfighter returns to health and function. Finally, the top layer of this foundational pyramid is HPO. Performance optimization is determined when functional excellence results in mission accomplishment or post-traumatic growth. It means going beyond simply resisting the challenges of stress and functioning at a new optimal level to face new missions or challenges. Thus, the foundational layers of total force fitness rest on the bases of risk reduction, health and well-being, resilience, and optimal performance.

Health is important to the maintenance of total force fitness. Nothing works without health. Wars are won and lost on health. Health arises from our capacity to resist breakdown and rapidly heal and recover. But, what is health? We concur with the World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition of health, “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease” (http://www.who.int/about/definition/en/print.html). To this we would add spiritual well-being as a component of total force fitness. Spiritual well-being should not be confused with religion, however, which may or may not be an important part of one’s spiritual well-being. In the military, fitness is manifest in four fundamental ways—prevention, health and well-being, resilience, and optimal functioning. In addition, these foundations must be sustainable throughout the deployment and military lifecycle. Optimal performance during battle and deployment must be balanced against health and sustainable social functioning upon re-entry. This requires a holistic framework wherein all dimensions of human flourishing are addressed.

INTEGRATING FITNESS DOMAINS

The total force fitness charge requires us to seamlessly combine the multiple components of fitness in the mind and the body. Within the category of the mind, we include spiritual, psychological, behavioral, and social fitness, whereas within the category of the body, are physical, nutritional, medical, and environmental fitness (Fig. 3). In the current paradigm, these components are usually addressed independently with
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Why Total Force Fitness?

Physical fitness, for example, addressed through the performance of pushups, situps, and endurance training, is a part of the military culture. Medical and environmental fitness is also extensively addressed in the military. Recently, a focus on psychological fitness has begun to emerge. However, each of these components typically has its own specialists and delivery methods and resides within its own silo. To achieve total force fitness, the individual warfighter and commander require a more integrated and streamlined approach for monitoring and delivering the changes needed to be resilient and perform optimally.

Figure 4 illustrates where total force fitness is applied on the health–illness continuum relative to our current disease treatment approach. The healthy individual fluctuates within a certain range of function and optimal functioning occurs within the upper part of that range. Stressors, injury, and aging can force the individual over the threshold toward dysfunction where treatment usually occurs. Total force fitness works to the left of that stress, injury, and/or aging to retain health, reduce risk, improve resilience, and enhance performance. Disease management, on the other hand, focuses on symptoms and treatment after the injury. By focusing to the left of the injury, fitness increases the chances that the individual will return to healthy and optimal functioning in the event of environmental stressors and injury. Note: these factors, for the most part, are not dependent upon underlying gene susceptibility. A single genome when placed within its proper optimal functioning environment can flourish. The same genome when placed within a stressful or dysfunctional social, physical, or nutritional environment will degenerate. The question is: what is the environment that supports optimal fitness and function?

GETTING TO TOTAL FORCE FITNESS

The conference, Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century, began by describing the domains of total force fitness. These domains were derived from a variety of sources including current practices on medical fitness, psychological resilience (e.g., Comprehensive Fitness Program of the Army and Total Family Fitness being implemented within the Navy and the Combat Operational Stress Program), physical fitness and injury screening (e.g., Special Forces and Marines), and integrative health care approaches being piloted in the Air Force and National Guard. The concept of total force fitness encompasses eight domains including medical, environmental, and social, including family, behavioral, spiritual, psychological, nutritional, and physical fitness. Figure 5 illustrates the domains of fitness derived at the conference. The constructs of health, resilience, and human performance require us to look at the intersections across and within each domain. In the next section of this article we provide examples of why it is essential to integrate these domains and not focus only on the most obvious.

Physical Fitness Is Enhanced by Psychological Factors

Physical fitness, well ingrained in military culture, is assessed regularly through semiannual testing and regular physical exercise. Time is provided during the work day to maintain physical fitness on many military installations. However, many would say we have a culture of testing not fitness. We often do not require warfighters to be fit for what they do, which is much more specific than just being generally physically fit. We know that one can be physically fit but if a job requires a specific physical activity like loading missiles under a wing, general fitness may not protect from injury. Most fitness trainers believe they can optimize physical function and endurance through general exercises, but should physical fitness be addressed only through such exercise? Research shows that other factors can impact physical fitness and endurance, for
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example, in the psychological domain. A study published in ACE Fitness Matters showed that average lap times could be enhanced by providing athletes something they were told would enhance their performance, even though that substance was a placebo. By calling a drink “super oxygenated water,” subjects ran an average of 83 seconds faster or 3.3 seconds faster per lap than when given “regular” water. Eighty-four percent of the athletes ran faster during the placebo enhancement part of the trial. A recent survey of dietary supplements used in the military showed that service members frequently purchase and consume performance-enhancing products in an attempt to increase their endurance and strength. Although the ingredients of these supplements may not impact performance, the psychological aspects of taking them probably do. Thus, total physical fitness requires attention to the psychological, not just the physical components. Similar arguments could be offered for the behavioral domain.

**Psychological Fitness Is Enhanced by Nutritional Fitness**

Likewise, is it rational to address resilience by focusing only on the psychological fitness domain? A positive psychology enhancement program is currently being delivered and tested by the Comprehensive Soldier Fitness Program in the Army under the leadership of BG Rhonda Cornum. As with physical fitness, evidence indicates that we must step outside of the psychological fitness domain to attain total force fitness even in the mental health realm. For example, adequate nutrition is an essential component of psychological fitness. A meta-analysis of six trials examining the effect of dietary omega-3 fatty acids (FAs) on depression symptoms showed a significant inverse correlation between the amount of omega-3s with depression and psychiatric symptoms. Supplementing American warfighters who have low levels of omega-3s might provide significant enhancement of mood and resistance to stress. Omega-3s also seem to be related to suicide. A study published in the *American Journal of Psychiatry* showed that low plasma levels of docosahexaenoic acid or DHA (an omega-3 FA) at baseline predicted future suicide attempts at patient discharge. In addition, increased omega-3 FA intake is associated with reduced suicidal ideation. Thus, achieving psychological fitness will require attention to nutrition. Resilience cannot be addressed solely by focusing on the psychological fitness domain in isolation.

**Medical Fitness Is Enhanced by Social and Spiritual Fitness**

The components of medical fitness are well delineated within the health care system. The management of pain and wound healing are major areas of focus for medical treatment. Although current approaches to pain management include nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, acetaminophen, analgesics, and various types of opioids, it is well accepted that pain is influenced by psychological, social, and even spiritual components. Case studies have shown that hypnosis or the belief in God’s blessing can help individuals resist pain, reduce bleeding, and accelerate wound healing. These factors can also be trained through various mind–body approaches. For example, Gonsalkorale 2002 in *The American Journal of Gastroenterology,* reported showing that simple imagery and self-hypnotic techniques can improve and maintain lower abdominal pain thresholds for individuals with chronic abdominal pain. Other studies have shown that social interactions cannot only reduce pain, but improve immune function and enhance wound healing. For example, a study by Kiecolt-Glasier published in *The Archives of General Psychiatry,* 2005 showed that family conflict can significantly influence physical wound healing. Time to heal was delayed by an entire day following a marital conflict as compared to after a supportive social interaction. Dr. Kiecolt-Glasier cites other studies showing that stressful family events can slow local cytokine production at the wound site and promote maladaptive, systemic, proinflammatory production that could lead to accelerated chronic disease later in life.

Mechanisms of these mind–body connections are increasingly being revealed through basic science. Stressors that activate the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis cause the release of cortisol and other metabolic mediators, which have multiple systemic effects, inducing cytokines that feedback to the brain. Disruption of these feedback systems can impact the ability to properly respond and function, both cognitively and psychologically. The mind, body, and family are not separate functioning entities. Interventions that focus exclusively on nonpsychological aspects of medical fitness cannot withstand scientific scrutiny. The entire human being—mind, brain, and body—function as an integral whole. Thus, one should not rely on the results of medical fitness assessments alone when considering even its basic medical issues, such as pain and wound healing, without addressing other domains such as social and family fitness.

**Social Fitness Enhances Cell and Unit Fitness**

Social fitness is multidimensional and includes friends and family, recreation, religion, and hobbies, as well as bosses and peers. Cohesion is an important construct within social fitness, and minimal attention has been paid to the importance of family cohesion. The importance of family fitness and cohesion cannot be underestimated with regard to total force fitness. PTSD, depression, anxiety and, often, physical injuries, ultimately reside within the family unit, regardless of how a family is defined for long-term management. Is it possible to measure social cohesion easily and in a way that can track whether a family has adequate support? This is an area of great importance as well as a challenge to total force fitness. Losada and others have illustrated that assessing personal connectivity of a team is highly correlated with its performance. The emotional space as measured by “other vs. self” shows that high performance teams have high variability in emotional space and an emotional positivity ratio of 3 to 1. Those with lower positivity ratios were shown to be low-performing teams. Thus, unit
and family cohesion are both likely to influence the individual warfighter with regard to unit productivity and performance. Bell and others have proposed a simple metric for assessing the likelihood of social connectivity and its ability to impact individual health and unit performance. Thus, social and family fitness are essential to total force fitness and impact performance from such disparate areas as the rate of wound healing to overall unit functioning.

MEASURING TOTAL FORCE FITNESS

These examples illustrate why a siloed approach to components of fitness is inadequate. Achieving total force fitness involves breaking down the barriers currently between the domains of fitness to develop a system that addresses an integrated whole person, including family, social, physical, and spiritual aspects in addition to providing practical approaches that can change and maintain positive health and behavior within the military environment. To do this, we must develop a comprehensive set of measures of success and use them in an integrated fashion for continual process improvements. Thus, a crucial requirement for moving total force fitness forward is an assessment tool for both the service member and the commander: a “total force fitness index,” if you will.

Measurement of total force fitness would require taking current evidence from each fitness domain and developing simplified, valid, and measurable parameters that can be fed back at the individual, unit, and organizational level. A tool for monitoring and delivering behavioral change of the whole person would be the next step. Figure 6 illustrates what a total force fitness assessment index might look like by using a radar map display for each of the fitness domains in a single graphic. Such a map reflects nutritional, physical, social, spiritual, psychological, behavioral, and medical fitness. By using such a single visual, the strengths and gaps in fitness and performance could be seen as a whole and areas for improvement could be highlighted. A system that provides the command and the DoD with this total force fitness index could provide an overview of where force fitness needs improvement and where it needs to be strengthened. Such a fitness index or map could serve as a guidepost to individuals and commanders and is critical for producing an integrated system for monitoring total force fitness in the DoD.

CONCLUSIONS

Monitoring and evaluating total force fitness will require comparative evaluations across approaches, units, and domains. Without ongoing monitoring and research, the effects of programs and policies delivered on the organizational level and the behaviors on the individual level cannot be assessed. Such evaluations will also require a new paradigm of research that uses information systems for rapidly tracking components of total force fitness and providing easy to understand and usable feedback. A coordinated effort that allows for program and outcome evaluation, a clearinghouse for identifying effective programs, and a mechanism for disseminating those results across the military is needed.

Leadership from top levels will be needed to integrate this new paradigm. The military has been a leader in innovation for millennia when it comes to health and human performance. Widespread application of vaccination, water sterilization, surgical techniques, physical fitness training, nutritional research, and now psychological health and resilience have often been applied first in the military before being disseminated to the civilian community for public health benefit. The same opportunity exists for the development and implementation of a new paradigm of total health and fitness. This approach is most important now that legislation for universal health care has been adopted. Embracing the concept of total force fitness requires the individual to take responsibility, but also that appropriate messages regarding total force fitness are disseminated for all to hear, accept, and embrace.

Never before has the scientific knowledge, medical capacity, war-time need, and political resources come together in a cry for change. But will those in the DoD accept this challenge and seize the day? Getting to total force fitness will require that we use the crisis of the wars as the opportunity to create a new reality for health, healing, and human flourishing for the 21st century.
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ABSTRACT “Total force fitness” is a state in which the individual, family, and organization can sustain optimal well-being and performance under all conditions. Physical fitness, an important component of total force fitness, is the amount of physical training required to achieve a physical work capacity. Due to the austere environments and high physical work capacity required for mission tasks, military service members must sustain a more advanced level of physical fitness than the civilian population. To meet these high demands, physical fitness training must be split into four components: endurance, mobility, strength (including core strength), and flexibility. Both aerobic and anaerobic training need to be utilized. The four components of physical fitness training plus performance testing and injury surveillance/prevention must be well understood and included as part of all military physical fitness programs to ensure our service members are prepared to meet the physical demands of the mission without incurring injury.

INTRODUCTION

“Total force fitness” is a state in which the individual, family, and organization can sustain optimal well-being and performance under all conditions. Physical fitness is one component of total force fitness, which also includes psychological, behavioral, medical, nutritional, spiritual, and social health. Consistent regular exercise can have a positive impact on social health, depression, generalized anxiety, and sleep deprivation.1–5 With the interdependencies of the categories of total force fitness, it is very important that military service members be physically fit. The physical fitness level required by a military service member is higher than that of the general population due to the diverse nature of military missions and the large loads carried by service members. Currently, service members must perform missions in austere environments over 6- to 15-month periods. Missions executed in these diverse environments require a large variety of physical skills. The purpose of this article is to discuss how to develop and maximize service members’ physical fitness by aerobically and anaerobically training the four components that make up physical fitness: endurance, mobility, strength (to include core strength), and flexibility; how to use injury surveillance and prevention strategies to train without incurring injury; and to outline current initiatives to improve physical training.

DEFINING PHYSICAL FITNESS

What is physical fitness? The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services separates physical fitness into two categories: health-related fitness and performance-related fitness.6 The general public focuses on health-related fitness, which is the amount of physical training required to reduce the risk of disease or injury. Military members focus on performance-related fitness, which is the amount of physical training required to achieve a physical goal, such as climbing a mountain or maneuver chalks and chains on an aircraft carrier.

What exactly is military physical fitness? According to the Army Manual FM 21-20, Physical Training, “War places a great premium upon the strength, stamina, agility, and coordination of the soldier because victory and his life are so often dependent upon them. To march long distances with full pack, weapons, and ammunition through rugged country and to fight effectively upon arriving at the area of combat; to drive fast-moving tanks and motor vehicles over rough terrain; to make assaults and to run and crawl for long distances; to jump into and out of foxholes, craters, and trenches, and over obstacles; to lift and carry heavy objects; to keep going for many hours without sleep or rest—all these activities of warfare and many others require superbly conditioned troops.”7 To put it more succinctly, military physical fitness is the ability to physically accomplish all aspects of the mission while remaining healthy/uninjured. Because there are variations in military missions/tasks, it is important to adjust physical fitness training accordingly. Health-related fitness is therefore the same for all military members, but performance-related fitness differs depending on the mission. An Air Force load master who spends 10 hours a day loading planes needs to train differently than a scout who is tasked to patrol 15 miles through the mountains of Afghanistan. Military fitness training needs to be designed to specifically complement the mission tasks required by the service members. This is referred to as “specificity of training.”
Physical fitness training can be split into four major components allowing for the diversity of training necessary to accomplish mission tasks: endurance, mobility, strength, and flexibility. Endurance is the body’s ability to continually accomplish the same task in a repetitive fashion, such as loading supplies onto a ship. Mobility is the ability to move the body in space with the precision necessary to negotiate an obstacle. An example of this is climbing a wall. Strength is the ability to generate force attempting to overcome resistance such as lifting an ammunition can. Finally, flexibility is possessing the optimal joint range of motion such as required to reach overhead. All four aspects of physical fitness are important and essential in creating a physically well-balanced, injury-resistant, and mission-fit service member.

Military fitness programs need to be based on the mission task-oriented fitness philosophy. In fact the most recent physical fitness guidance from the Army and Marine Corps places an emphasis on this philosophy. It isolates individual tasks performed by the service member during a mission and breaks them down into their physical components. An example of this task breakdown is when a squad has to patrol through Baghdad, sprint through the market, kick down a door, and steady their weapons to fire. Many aspects of fitness are being utilized to accomplish this mission. The service member must possess the aerobic endurance to walk the distance of the patrol while wearing combat gear. Sprinting through the market place and jumping through the window require not only the anaerobic ability to sprint but also the ability to change directions quickly to negotiate obstacles. Kicking down the door requires strength. The service member’s overall VO2 max must be high enough to allow him or her to accomplish all of these tasks without fatiguing. Failure to accomplish any task in the sequence puts the service member in danger and could result in death. Therefore, suboptimal or poor physical fitness in service members is much more serious than in an athlete. Participation in physical activity above the minimum guidelines will increase the health benefits. However, participation in physical activity above the minimum and within the guidelines will increase the health benefits. Since the military requires service members to perform challenging physical tasks, they should perform more than the minimum duration and frequency of aerobic training. Examples of endurance training are long-distance running, swimming, foot marching, cycling, low-weight, high-repetition strength training, and stairmaster. Distance, duration, repetition number, and speed need to be increased gradually to reduce the risk of injury and increase performance. A very general example would be increasing the distance run only 10% per week.

An absolute work load is the amount of work required to accomplish a task. A task may require 3 L/min of oxygen consumption. If the service member’s VO2 max is 4 L/min, then he or she is working at 75% of his or her maximal capacity. By improving the service member’s physical fitness, or maximal capacity, any given task will represent a lower relative work load, i.e., it will be easier. The main purpose of physical training in a service member is to decrease the relative work load required to complete mission tasks. The secondary purpose of military physical training is to increase the service member’s overall medical fitness, psychological fitness, and resistance to injury (Fig. 1).

COMPONENTS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS

Endurance

Endurance is the body’s ability to continually accomplish the same task in a repetitive fashion. Proper endurance training will increase the service member’s ability to perform repetitive tasks at a lower relative work load; patrolling 10 miles will become easier. Endurance is aerobic training which is dependent on the body’s ability to take in and utilize oxygen, VO2 max. The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and the American Heart Association recommend a minimum of 30 minutes of moderately vigorous aerobic activity for a minimum of 5 days a week for adults under the age of 65. However, participation in physical activity above the minimum and within the guidelines will increase the health benefits.

Mobility

Mobility is the ability to move the body in space with the precision necessary to negotiate an obstacle, such as entering a window. Mobility training is designed to increase the service member’s speed, balance, jumping, and ability to change direction. Anaerobic training can improve mobility. This involves training with tasks that take no more than 5 minutes. Examples of mobility training include jumping, sprinting, and climbing. Plyometrics (jumping exercises) have been shown to be effective in increasing vertical jump height more than strength training alone. Speed (sprint) training over 11 weeks with 3–4 sets of 3 sprints of 10 m increasing to 50 m has been shown to increase jump height, jump power, jump length, squat strength, sprint speed, and agility.
It is important that speed training incorporate changes in direction as well. If a service member is training to accomplish running tasks that require quick directional changes, the principle of specificity of training should be applied; namely, train by sprinting in a straight line as well as with multiple directional changes. Using only straight sprint training results in increases in straight speed but not change-of-direction speed and vice versa. Therefore, a combination of the two training techniques is needed.

**Strength**

The purpose of strength training is to increase the service member’s ability to generate force and power, thus lowering the relative work required to complete mission tasks. Muscle strength is the maximum force created by a muscle, muscle endurance is the ability to create a force repetitively or sustain it, and power is the ability to create force quickly across distance. Hence, strength is required to lift a 40-lb box, while power is the ability to move the box 4 feet in 1 second.

Many weight training regimes are based on a one-repetition maximum (1 RM). This is simply the most weight that the service member can lift once. Novice individuals should begin with 60–70% of their 1 RM for 8–12 repetitions and 2–3 sets. However, once a service member has been strength training for 6 months or more, 80% of 1 RM is needed to continue to increase one’s strength and 85% has been shown to be most effective in athletes. It is important to remember that even though 80% is stated to be the most successful, this effectiveness is maximized when incorporated into a periodized weight training program. Periodization is a phased training program using a variety of sets, repetitions, weights, and exercises.

The strength program goal always needs to be considered. For maximum strength to increase, one of three things must happen: (1) the load must increase, (2) repetitions must increase, or (3) rest periods must be lengthened. For muscle endurance to increase, repetition speed should be increased and rest time reduced. If the goal is to increase power, light loads (0–60% 1 RM for lower body and 30–60% 1 RM for upper body) are used with fast repetitions. The amount of rest time between sets varies, depending on the goal of the weight lifting program. If the goal is for maximum one-time strength, such as lifting a heavy casualty, then the rest periods between sets need to be longer, at least 2–3 minutes and often up to 5. If the goal of the program is to increase endurance, such as lifting more boxes, then the rest period should be shorter, less than 1 minute for sets of 10–15 repetitions and 1–2 minutes for 15–20 repetition sets. For power, such as pushing up out of the prone, rest periods should be 3–5 minutes between sets. Ballistic exercises use very fast explosive movements and are most effective when training power.

It is important to remember that maximum strength, muscle endurance, and power are all inter-related and a general program should include aspects of each one. ACSM recommends that weight lifting be performed 3–4 days a week. It is important to remember that this does not mean that each muscle group is stressed every day. When performing a whole body routine, the service member should lift a maximum of three times a week or, when using an upper and lower body split workout, the service member should lift 4 days a week: upper body 2 days and lower body 2 days.

Core strength is the endurance strength of the abdominal and back muscles and should be included as the foundation of any physical fitness program. Low muscular forces applied at specific areas along the spine during core strengthening will drastically increase the load carriage capability of the spine (combat gear or lifting loads). Since this submaximal coactivation must be maintained regardless of which component is being trained (endurance, mobility, strength, or flexibility), endurance is much more important than overall strength for maintaining and increasing load carriage capability. Core stability is the biomechanical building block upon which all other training rests. Core stability is also important because low core strength is associated with a high prevalence of low back pain (LBP) and higher core strength is associated with less recurrence of LBP; patients were 12 times less likely to have recurrence in LBP for 1 year after receiving core stability training. The core muscles must be conditioned to increase the load carriage capability of the spine, reduce the risk of injury, and keep the body biomechanically efficient.

**Flexibility**

Flexibility is the fourth physical fitness component. The purpose of flexibility training is to maintain or achieve optimal muscle length–tension relationships across joints that enable a service member to perform military-specific tasks with less likelihood of injury or undue difficulty. Hypo- or hyperflexibility can be detrimental. Poor flexibility is related to injury in the Achilles tendon, hamstrings, patellar tendon, plantar fascia, and iliobibial band. For individuals who require increased flexibility, static stretching (motionless stretches held for 15–30 seconds) should be done at the end of the fitness session. If static stretching is performed before the main exercises, there is often a decrease in performance. In fact, one study shows that maximum voluntary muscle contraction was still reduced 9% an hour after stretching. Hence, to avoid performance decrements, stretching is best done at the end of a workout. It is important to note that it is possible to be too flexible. Those who are hyperflexible do not need to stretch these muscles, as it will not reduce their likelihood of injury.

**NON-PERFORMANCE-BASED BENEFITS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS**

There are many non-performance-based benefits to being physically fit besides accomplishing the mission. The risk of cardiovascular disease, thromboembolic stroke, hypertension, type 2 diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, obesity, colon cancer, breast cancer, anxiety, and depression all decrease with an increase in physical activity. Endurance training increases
capillary density in working muscle, raises blood volume, and decreases heart rate during exercise. Mechanical loading of the skeletal system through impact or weight lifting will help increase bone formation in young adults and slow the rate of bone loss in older adults. Fitness programs that include resistance training improve dynamic stability and preserve functional capacity. Fitness training also improves psychological well-being as well as work performance. The end result is that fit service members are physically and psychologically healthier and more productive.

**MEASURING PHYSICAL FITNESS**

Once unit physical fitness trainers understand the four components of physical fitness and how to create and implement a fitness program, there needs to be a method to measure the service member’s and unit’s physical fitness. Physical fitness needs to be measured and monitored to ensure that service members are improving or maintaining the required level of fitness to perform their mission tasks with a reduced relative work load. There exist numerous validated tests to measure each component individually. Military fitness tests are not currently designed to measure each component. However, the military physical fitness test design is constrained by ease of administration, minimal requirement for equipment, field settings, and time required to administer. Currently, each military service is using its respective physical fitness test composed of some variation of a distance run, push ups/pull ups/flaxed arm hang, and sit ups (Table I). Note that only endurance and flexibility are currently being measured on standard fitness tests. However, current tests are easy to administer and roughly correlate to endurance and strength performance. In the majority of studies, the 2- and 3-mile run have shown good or excellent correlation to VO$_{2}$max in subjects. A 1-mile run has shown poor to good correlation with VO$_{2}$max. Previous studies on push ups indicate a good correlation with total upper body strength and endurance. The Marine Corps has added a combat fitness test (CFT) to complement their standard physical fitness test (PFT). The Marine Corps is currently the only military service evaluating the components of mobility and strength (Table II). The CFT is designed to test tasks similar to those found in a combat environment.

Since service members tend to design their physical training around the fitness test, the ideal fitness test would reflect all components required for mission task accomplishment. The performance measures in Table III provide a possible set of tests to assess all four components. This set is only one example; many combinations of tasks could be used. A complete fitness test could be achieved with several single events or events could be combined into an obstacle course similar to the CFT. The goal is to measure mobility, strength, and endurance in the entire body and monitor how they change over time. The Marine Corps administers the PFT once a year and separately administers the CFT later in the year. The Air Force, Army, and Navy currently administer their single fitness tests twice a year.

**INJURY SURVEILLANCE AND PREVENTION**

It is essential that units, commanders, and other overseeing agencies have the ability to monitor injuries and ensure that specific training techniques are not disproportionately increasing injuries. An adequate surveillance system monitors injury incidence and allows injury to be tied to mechanisms of injury.

**TABLE I.** Standard Physical Fitness Tests of Each Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time/Distance</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>Push Ups</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sit Ups</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>1.5 miles</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waist Circumf</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>Push Ups</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sit Ups</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>2 miles</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps</td>
<td>Abdominal Crunch</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pull Ups/ Flexed</td>
<td>To exhaustion</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arm Hang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>3 miles</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>Push Ups</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curl Ups</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>1.5 miles</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sit and Reach</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A swim or elliptical event can be substituted for the Navy run.

**TABLE II.** Marine Corps Combat Fitness Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time/Distance</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>880 yds</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Lift</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint</td>
<td>25 yds</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawl</td>
<td>25 yds</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint</td>
<td>25 yds</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casualty Drag</td>
<td>10 yds</td>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casualty Carry</td>
<td>65 yds</td>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammo Can Carry</td>
<td>75 yds</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenade Throw</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammo Can Carry</td>
<td>75 yds</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III.** Suggested Performance Metrics to Include All Components in Military Fitness Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Measured Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Push Ups</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sit Ups</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Mile Run</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Agility Test</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine Ball Put</td>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad Jump</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitive Squat</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull Ups/Flexed Arm Hang</td>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Movement Screen</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The Functional Movement Screen is currently undergoing validation in a military population. It has been shown to correlate with injuries in NFL players.®
VO2 max, and higher running mileage increase the chance that endurance, lower fitness level, hyper- and hypo-flexibility, lower injuries in service members. Smoking, greater age, lower muscle strength, and commanders can identify and modify injury promoting activities, taking steps to decrease injuries and increase unit fitness, productivity, and readiness. 

For injury surveillance to be optimally successful, the Department of Defense (DoD) needs to create a standard DoD-wide injury surveillance database. Currently, injury surveillance databases are not uniform either in metrics collected or data entered. In general, it is recommended that a minimum of four data points be collected on all new patients (mechanism of injury, body region, deployability, and unit). Additionally, fitness scores should be included as part of the medical record. The information that is collected must be available for analysis by local medical staff to provide commanders with accurate injury trends and options to correct the likely cause of injury. 

Using surveillance, the Army identified that the majority of injuries occur during training. Data collected Army-wide indicated that physical training is the leading cause of outpatient injury visits, accounting for 25 to 40% of all injuries. In Marine Corps basic training, 78% of the injuries were due to overuse and significantly correlated to running and physical training. Thirty-six percent of female Navy recruits suffered overuse injuries in basic training. Musculoskeletal injuries resulted in the most lost duty days at the U.S. Air Force Academy. Of the limited duty days received by soldiers, 80–90% are from training-related injuries. In a study of 15,000 deployed soldiers, the majority of soldiers claimed that physical training was responsible for their musculoskeletal injuries. Research has identified risk factors for these injuries in service members. Smoking, greater age, lower muscle endurance, lower fitness level, hyper- and hypo-flexibility, lower VO2 max, and higher running mileage increase the chance that a service member will sustain an injury. 

Once injury surveillance has identified injuries, steps must be taken to reduce them through prevention. The Joint Services Physical Training Injury Prevention Work Group in 2008 systematically reviewed 34 potential injury prevention strategies. Six interventions had strong enough evidence to become recommendations for implementation in all four services: (1) prevent overtraining; (2) perform multiaxial, neuromuscular, proprioceptive, and agility training; (3) wear mouth guards during high-risk activities; (4) wear semirigid ankle braces for high-risk activities (such as airborne training); (5) consume nutrients to restore energy balance within 1 hour following high-intensity activity; and (6) wear synthetic blend socks to prevent blisters. The first two interventions speak to the widespread overuse injuries caused by an over-reliance on endurance running in the military’s physical training programs. 

**CURRENT PHYSICAL FITNESS INITIATIVES**

The military has attempted to initiate the six interventions mentioned above as well as several others geared toward mitigating additional risk factors. Service members are given counsel on smoking sensation, custom mouth guards are offered by dental services, and synthetic blend socks are issued. All four branches of the military have issued new physical fitness guidance with the Army and Marine Corps offering the most in-depth instruction. 

The previous Army Fitness Manual, FM 21-20, was published in 1998. Since then, there has been further exercise and injury research as well as a drastic change in the military’s operational tempo. This resulted in implementation of several local fitness programs. In addition, Army physical therapists recognized the need for well-rounded fitness programs and created them for several divisions and the Rangers. In these programs, more emphasis has been placed on strength training, core strengthening, mobility drills, and foot marching than found in FM 21-20.

The Army recently created a new doctrine for physical fitness training using the injury prevention approach guidance. TC 3-22.20 Army Physical Readiness Training (PRT) was published in March of 2010. The emphasis is on a well-rounded mission task-oriented approach to physical fitness and includes detailed explanations of proper methods for mobility, strength, endurance, and flexibility training. Soldiers participating in PRT were 46–52% less likely to suffer an injury when compared to units using traditional physical training while scoring the same on the Army physical fitness test (APFT).

The Marine Corps has also been making huge strides in enhancing its physical fitness program and issued new guidance in 2008. Along with creating the CFT the Marine Corps is shifting the focus of its physical fitness training to mission-oriented tasks as well. The Marine Corps has been developing a comprehensive combat fitness program that promotes health and fitness. The Marine Corps’ most recent guidance recommends that aerobic and muscle-strengthening activities be conducted more often, at higher intensity, and for shorter duration as well as points out the need to gradually increase the difficulty of training. 

The Air Force has issued its latest physical fitness guidance in 2010. This guide instructs airmen to train endurance, strength, mobility, and flexibility. The Air Force has increased its testing to twice a year, is making the standards on their fitness test more difficult this year, and is certifying physical training leaders. 

The Navy published new guidance on physical fitness training in 2005, emphasizing its importance for mission accomplishment. Sailors are instructed to train endurance, flexibility, and strength. The Navy has started a command fitness leaders course to create fitness leaders capable of designing fitness programs. 

**CONCLUSIONS**

Physical fitness is composed of the four components: endurance, mobility, strength, and flexibility. Training should include all four components supported by a foundation of core strength and be based on mission tasks the service member is required to perform. Proper physical training should (1) break down mission tasks into physical components,
(2) ensure that all four components are part of physical training in a manner specific to the mission tasks required, (3) monitor physical fitness levels and improvement to ensure performance is increasing and relative work load is decreasing, and (4) prevent improper training through injury surveillance and prevention. The four components of physical fitness training plus performance monitoring and injury surveillance/prevention must be well understood and included as part of all military physical fitness programs to ensure our men and women in uniform are properly prepared to accomplish any mission safely and effectively.
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ABSTRACT The dramatic increase in psychological demands associated with current military operations makes psychological fitness of our military personnel more vital than ever. Psychological fitness is defined as the integration and optimization of mental, emotional, and behavioral abilities and capacities to optimize performance and strengthen the resilience of warfighters. The present article proposes a military demand-resource (MDR) model as a comprehensive and integrated model of psychological fitness for the total force. The model emphasizes the importance of identifying military-driven and evidence-informed variables, and selecting operational outcome measures for resilience and performance. The model integrates the roles of internal (personal) and external (environmental) resources specifically for developing, sustaining, and restoring psychological resources, similar to the maintenance of physical fitness and health. Equal attention to the psychological component is critical for achieving the mind–body balance as desired in a total force fitness framework for military forces today.

INTRODUCTION Contemporary sustained armed conflicts pose unparalleled challenges. These challenges include conflict with nonstate adversaries using guerrilla and terrorist tactics while operating under stringent rules of engagement, protracted conflicts requiring multiple deployments, and increased flow and ambiguity of information and tasks, noncombat roles, autonomy, and responsibility at lower levels (e.g., small teams), and coordination among joint, interagency, and multinational operations. These challenges translate into significant psychological demands on service members, which include the amount and speed of information and tasks, ambiguity of roles and responsibilities, necessity for quick and accurate decisions, and a range of other acute and cumulative challenges associated with military operations.

Given the psychological demands on service members, psychological fitness is more vital than ever. Psychological fitness is defined as the integration and optimization of mental, emotional, and behavioral abilities and capacities to optimize performance and strengthen the resilience of warfighters. The service members’ resilience (ability to withstand, recover, grow, and adapt under these challenging circumstances) is vital to force protection. In addition, without such resilience, service members’ performance (ability to successfully complete tasks) suffers and their fitness and readiness for deployment is adversely affected. This article proposes a comprehensive and integrated model of operational psychological fitness for enhancing mission-critical performance and resilience in service members.

METHODS/APPROACH To consider and develop such a model that addresses psychological fitness in the armed services, a diverse team of military and civilian health and human systems professionals collaborated on reviewing the best available evidence cited in the literature across a range of disciplines to develop an integrated model of psychological fitness. The group included representatives from all services, joint forces command, and special operations command. The primary literature sources were prepublication drafts of systematic reviews on performance factors by the Army Center for Enhanced Performance and resilience factors by RAND. The team used a concept analysis approach to review the empirically based factors, refine definitions of key terms, and identify subdomains of psychological fitness. The team then divided into subteams that focused on each of the different subdomains. Additional literature reviews included military topics and research pertaining...
Military Demand-Resource Model

This article proposes a military demand-resource (MDR) model, which has several key features. First, the model is a systems model that accounts for key interactions across the full range of demands and resources in predicting resilience and performance outcomes. Second, the model is also based on the proposition that it is possible to identify and develop psychological fitness similar to physical fitness, which has important implications for military culture. Third, the criteria for selecting the core framework of the model are based on relevance for use with the military system, operations, and outcomes. How these criteria are met is best understood by discussing the model origins and components first.

The model is based on an integration of the conservation of resources (COR) theory and the job demand-resource model, both of which suggest that resources and demands must be continuously monitored to ensure that resources that are needed to address environmental demands are sufficiently maintained. The MDR model identifies the following types of variables that interact to determine outcomes: demands, external resources, and internal resources.

Demands are aspects of the environment that require physical, psychological, social, and spiritual resources. Primary psychological demands identified in the current military operational environment include the amount and speed of information and tasks, challenging roles and responsibilities (unclear, changing, and competing), necessity for quick and accurate decisions, all of which are part of the range of stressors associated with military operations and activities of daily living. The range of additional stressors can also be acute (e.g., exposure to real risk of serious injury or the aftermath of violence, traumatic loss, or moral conflict) and/or chronic (e.g., repeated long work days and limited time for rest, extended sense of powerlessness). In addition, it is important to recognize that the military lifestyle includes demands not associated with combat and operational challenges. Some of these additional demands include frequent moves, training requirements, expected social behaviors, and career enhancing additional duties.

There are two types of variables in the resource environment: internal and external. Both internal (personal) and external (environmental) resources are called upon to accomplish mission goals, meet demand challenges, and stimulate personal growth and development. Internal resources identified in the model include awareness, beliefs and appraisals, coping, decision making, and engagement. External resources, in turn, include aspects of and from the environment that can be helpful. The COR evaluation provides a list of general resources that ranges from adequate money and transportation to loyalty of friends. In a military system, external resources can include leadership, unit members, families, educational and training programs, and community support organizations and programs.

There are also three important characteristics of resources identified in COR theory. The first is the primacy of resource loss, which means that resource loss has a more pronounced degree and speed of impact than resource gain. This means that the adverse impacts of a resource loss will be much greater than the benefits associated with an equal and opposite gain in resources. The second is that resource investment is an important strategy to protect against resource loss, recover from losses, and gain resources. In other words, those with fewer resources are disadvantaged in two ways: (1) by being more vulnerable to resource loss and (2) by being less capable of generating resource gains. The third is that resource environments can provide direct support and facilitate learning skills for developing resources similar to Hobfoll’s concept of resource caravans and passageways. Examples include stability, safety, and support from family, neighborhood, and community.

An illustration of the MDR model is shown below in Figure 1. Some key features of this model include:

1. Primary components are sequenced chronologically with inputs (demands) first, mediators (resource environment) in the middle, and outcomes (psychological fitness end state of resilience and performance) last.
2. Internal and external resources are in a larger box representing the resource environment, which can either facilitate or hinder transfer of resources and resource development skills. The mobilization of resources depends upon the nature of the resource and the skill to use the available resources. A robust resource environment is immaterial if the service member does not have the skill to use the resource. Conversely, people who are skilled in using their resources often need fewer resources to achieve positive resilience and performance outcomes.

![FIGURE 1. Military Demand-Resource Model.](image)
(3) Desired psychological fitness end state is represented by a large box around resilience-enhancing and positive performance outcomes.

(4) Paths between resources and performance can be either direct or mediated by resilience (e.g., decision making skills can directly impact the quality of decisions or could be mediated by fatigue).

(5) Path to negative resilience/performance outcomes is indicated by dashed lines. These arrows are shorter and thicker to represent that resource losses are greater in degree and speed than resource gains.

(6) Cyclical nature of model includes paths from the performance outcomes back to resources (e.g., positive performance can lead to increased competence and confidence) as well as from performance outcomes to operational demands (e.g., success in combat can lead to decreased threats).

The model also proposes that psychological fitness can be developed using the same training principles as physical fitness. These training principles include increasing awareness and skills through education, repeated practice, feedback mechanisms, performance incentives, and sufficient challenge to push skills to their limit but not exceed limits. Training may increase the capability for better effectiveness under stress and faster recovery from psychological stress. Likewise, capabilities can become degraded with either underuse or overextension due to excessively severe or chronic demands and/or limited resources, which is consistent with the model’s emphasis on the importance of managing resources effectively.

The framing of psychological fitness as a parallel focus to physical fitness has important cultural implications related to the military’s ability to leverage psychological fitness fully. First, a broadening of the view of psychological health to a continuum of functioning that ranges from optimal to impaired will hopefully decrease stigma around mental health issues and normalize getting treatment when needed, just as one would naturally do for a physical injury or illness. Second, by developing a lexicon of psychological fitness domains, the military can move toward systematic approaches to better understand and improve how we develop and measure these areas of functioning (e.g., increasing awareness, developing core skills, and mission readiness) and encourage all levels of the military system to take more responsibility for their development.

The criteria for selecting and developing features of the MDR model also describe the main utility of this model. To best capture the complexity of human and military systems, the criteria included a model that could: (1) use a strengths-based approach to assess what resources are available and what resources are needed based on demands, (2) understand and optimize the interactions between a person’s mind-body internal resources and the complexities of the military’s demands and external resources, and (3) assess dynamic interaction demands and resources over time. The comprehensive and dynamic focus of the MDR model is especially important for measuring, managing, and leveraging a multifaceted system that involves the complex force structures, multiple deployments, protracted asymmetrical warfare, limited resources, and military lifestyle challenges.

Outcomes and Metrics
The use of appropriate metrics is essential for evaluating the effectiveness of efforts designed to improve psychological fitness. Metrics can be generally classified as either objective (e.g., frequencies of activities, scores on tasks and tests, ratings by clinicians and supervisors and, physiologic measures and biomarkers) or subjective (i.e., self-report or ratings by clinicians and supervisors). Descriptive and outcome data can be collected on multiple levels (e.g., individual, group, and population levels).

Selection of metrics ultimately depends on whether the metric is feasible, can measure the desired outcome, and can assess whether a program is effectively meeting its goals. In general, objective measures are preferred because they are less subject to natural human biases.\(^\text{17}\) Confidence in findings is also increased when using multiple methods of measuring variables.\(^\text{18}\) Tables I and II provide a sample of either objective or empirically validated subjective metrics that can be used to measure intermediate and operational outcomes related to psychological fitness. Table I provides sample metrics for intermediate outcomes, which are defined as changes in the internal resources themselves (i.e., awareness, beliefs and appraisals, coping, decision making, and engagement) that are thought to influence operational outcomes. In contrast, Table II describes potential metrics for operational outcomes, which are defined as changes in resilience and performance aspects of force protection, readiness, and operational capabilities.

For each outcome variables listed in Tables I and II information about the following selection considerations are included:

1. One or more options for metrics to measure the outcome.
2. Definition/explanation of the outcome and/or the metric.
3. Summary of evidence from peer-reviewed publications supporting the reliability and validity of the metric(s).
   - At least one article published on the psychometric properties of the metric.
   - Evidence of reliability (i.e., the consistency of scores from one assessment to another) through either a correlation across repeated measures of \(\geq 0.5\)\(^\text{19}\) or a Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) (internal consistency) of \(\geq 0.70\).\(^\text{20}\)
   - Evidence of validity (i.e., the ability of the test to measure what it says it measures) thorough a correlation coefficient \(\geq 0.1\).\(^\text{21}\)
   - Description of relevance to military operations, including tailoring testing and use in military and veteran populations.
## TABLE I. Internal Resource Outcomes, Variables, and Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Resource Variable</th>
<th>Options for Metrics</th>
<th>Description (D), Evidence (E), Relevance (R), and Practicality (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Metacognitive</td>
<td>D: Self-report inventory designed to measure two categories of metacognitive awareness in adults: knowledge of cognition and regulation of cognition.&lt;br&gt;E: Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.90$, Pearson’s $r = 0.54$ df.&lt;br&gt;R: Metacognitive awareness is essential for service members to have skills for recognizing changes in physical and emotional states to effectively regulate one’s own stress responses and to relate effectively with others.&lt;br&gt;P: 52 items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Attention Network Test (ANT)</td>
<td>D: Computerized battery designed to evaluate alerting, orienting, and executive attention. Composed of three independent behavioral components of attention: conflict resolution (ability to overcome distracting stimuli), spatial orienting (the benefit of valid spatial precues), and alerting (the benefit of temporal precues).&lt;br&gt;E: Study with 40 normal adult subjects indicates that ANT produces reliable single subject estimates of alerting, orienting, and executive function.&lt;br&gt;R: Using ANT, mental training has been shown to improve the ability to orient attention, allow for improved alerting skills, and protect against functional impairments in WMC. These findings are significant in the dynamic, high-stress, and resource-scarce combat environment.&lt;br&gt;P: 30-min testing session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs and Appraisals</td>
<td>Post-Traumatic Cognitions Inventory (PTCI)</td>
<td>D: Self-report measure of cognitive responses to trauma. Composed of three factors: (a) negative cognitions about self, (b) negative cognitions about the world, and (c) self-blame.&lt;br&gt;E: Internal consistency measures for three subscales (negative cognitions about the self, $\alpha = 0.97$; negative cognitions about the world, $\alpha = 0.88$; self-blame, $\alpha = 0.86$).&lt;br&gt;R: Validated in individuals who sought assessment and possible treatment for mental health problems following an accident involving actual or threatened death or serious injury and their emotional response included intense fear, helplessness, horror, or the perception that they would die.&lt;br&gt;P: 33 items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs and Appraisals</td>
<td>Situational Self-Efficacy (SSE) Scale</td>
<td>D: Developed for investigating the predictive power of efficacy expectations about behavior or task performance. SSE asks to rate (from 1 to 10) level of confidence in ability to do well.&lt;br&gt;E: Has been found to be associated with multitask performance with military personnel.&lt;br&gt;R: There is extensive evidence that self-efficacy is associated with higher levels of motivation and performance for civilian and military populations.&lt;br&gt;P: High. This is a single-item questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs and Appraisals</td>
<td>Dispositional Resilience Scale DRS-15; Psychological Hardiness</td>
<td>D: Self-report measure of hardiness–resilience in response to stress. Composed of three facets: (a) commitment, (b) control, and (c) challenge.&lt;br&gt;E: Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.82$ for total hardiness; facets range from 0.68 to 0.77. 3-week test-retest reliability = 0.78.&lt;br&gt;R: Well validated in U.S. and international military samples.&lt;br&gt;P: 15 items rated on a 4-point Likert scale; 2–3 minutes to complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>Coping Self-Efficacy Scale (CSES)</td>
<td>D: Self-report inventory designed to measure perceived self-efficacy for coping with challenges and threats. Focuses on changes in a person’s confidence in his or her ability to cope effectively.&lt;br&gt;E: Internal consistency and test–retest reliability are strong for all three factors. ($\alpha = 0.91$ and 0.80, respectively). Concurrent validity analyses show these factors assess self-efficacy for different types of coping.&lt;br&gt;R: 3 military-relevant factors: problem-focused coping (6 items), emotion-focused coping thoughts (4 items), and ability to get social support (3 items).&lt;br&gt;P: CSES has 13 items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>Brief COPE Scale</td>
<td>D: Self-report scale to measure coping ability. Scales include: self-distraction, active coping, denial, substance use, items, use of emotional support, use of instrumental support, behavioral disengagement, venting, positive reframing, planning, humor, acceptance, religion, self-blame.&lt;br&gt;E: Based on the well-validated COPE inventory.&lt;br&gt;R: Psychometric properties of the Brief COPE are reported from a sample of adults participating in a study of the process of recovery after Hurricane Andrew.&lt;br&gt;P: 28 items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making</td>
<td>Cognitive Flexibility Scale</td>
<td>D: Self-report scale: subjects rate 19 adjective pairs that capture flexibility in regard to themselves, others, and the environment.&lt;br&gt;E: Internal consistency 0.92, test–retest 0.77, split-half 0.87.&lt;br&gt;R: Emphasizes need in flexibility of thinking before acting.&lt;br&gt;P: 19 items.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE I. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Resource Variable</th>
<th>Options for Metrics</th>
<th>Description (D), Evidence (E), Relevance (R), and Practicality (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engagement</strong></td>
<td>Utrecht Work</td>
<td>D: Self-report inventory designed to measure physical fatigue, cognitive weariness and emotional exhaustion. Composed of three subscales: vigor, dedication, and absorption. E: Internal consistency, Cronbach’s α between 0.80 and 0.90. 2: Two-year stability coefficients for vigor, dedication, and absorption are 0.30, 0.36, and 0.46, respectively. R: Has been validated in military police officers. P: UWES-9 version contains 9 items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement Scale (UWES)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active Disengagement</strong></td>
<td>Gallup Q12(1)</td>
<td>D: Self-report instrument. Respondents are asked to rate their response to each question (on a scale of one to five) about key satisfaction elements that indicate the presence of deep worker engagement. E: To identify the 12 items, Gallup conducted thousands of interviews in many types of organizations and industries across the world. These 12 emerged as the best predictors of employee and work group performance. R: Results have shown a strong link between high survey scores and worker performance. P: 12 items.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### TABLE II. Operational Outcomes, Variables, and Metrics Related to Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Outcome Variable</th>
<th>Options for Metrics</th>
<th>Description (D), Evidence (E), Relevance (R), and Practicality (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Team/Organizational Job and Task Performance</strong></td>
<td>Performance Scenarios, Inspections and Surveys</td>
<td>D: Objective measures, including evaluation of team coordination and maneuvering in simulated performance scenarios, organization inspections, and unit surveys. E: Objective data. R: Measures team performance and effectiveness and unit climate. P: Already evaluated in military.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual Organizational Job and Task Performance</strong></td>
<td>Performance Appraisals and Test Scores</td>
<td>D: Objective measures, including annual performance appraisals as part of promotion system and scores on written and practical tests. E: Objective data. R: Standard measures of job knowledge and performance in military. P: Already evaluated in military.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual Organizational Job and Task Performance</strong></td>
<td>World Health Organization’s Health and Work Performance Questionnaire (HPQ)</td>
<td>D: Self-report instrument designed to estimate the workplace costs of health problems in terms of reduced job performance, sickness absence, and work-related accidents-injuries. E: Good calibration with archival measures of work performance and absenteeism. R: A DoD draft version of the HPQ has been developed and is available, but it has not been sufficiently validated. P: 21 items.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
### Operational Outcome Variable | Options for Metrics | Description (D), Evidence (E), Relevance (R), and Practicality (P)
---|---|---
**Retention** | Early Separation | D: Number of personnel who separate with either: (a) less than 3 years of service (YOS) or (b) between 3 and 8 YOS in 7 separation categories (Convenience of the Government, Drugs, Physical, Psychological, etc.).
E: Objective data.
R: Majority of early separations are not known with enough advanced notice and therefore impact force readiness. In the majority of early separation cases, there is a negative impact from loss. Stressor on the force for potential inability to deploy and stressor on the families of those who are separated.
**Multiperspective Ratings of Performance** | 360 Survey | D: Raters from multiple perspectives (superior, peer, subordinate) assess dimensions of performance.  
E: Tacit Knowledge for Military Leadership (TKML) 360 has been shown to have adequate reliability and validity with Army officers.
R: Self-ratings can be inflated.
P: Multisource assessment feedback (MSAF) 360 survey is being utilized for leadership development at the Army’s Center for Leadership Development, Fort Leavenworth, KS and is available online.
**Organizational Citizenship Behaviors (OCB)** | Organizational Citizenship Behaviors Questionnaire | D: Self-report measure designed to measure altruism, conscientiousness about commitments, ability to work supportively under pressure, thoughtfulness toward others, and commitment to community.
E: Individual OCBs = 0.89, Organization OCBs = 0.79.
R: Positive relationships between OCB and individual-level performance aggre-gated individual performance, group-level measures of performance and organizational-level measures of performance. While supportive, these efforts have not utilized methodologies that establish causal priorities among the variables and show some inconsistencies in their findings.
P: 24 items.
**Burnout** | Shirom-Melamed Burnout measure (SMBM) | D: Self-report questionnaire that assesses physical fatigue (6 items), emotional exhaustion (4 items), and cognitive weariness at work (6 items). Consists of two subscales: physical fatigue and cognitive weariness. Respondents completing the SMBM are asked to rate the frequency of appearance of each feeling during their work. All items are scored on a 7-point frequency scale, ranging from 1, almost never, to 7, almost always.
E: Cronbach’s α = 0.92, Pearson’s r = 0.45–0.89.
R: Sample included 325 human service professionals from five organizations.
P: 16 items.
**Well-Being, Health-Related Quality of Life, and Functional Health Status** | The Veterans RAND 12-Item Health Survey (VR-12), aka Veterans SF-12 | D: Derived from the Veterans RAND 36-Item Health Survey (VR-36), developed using extensive research and normative data from the VR-36 in the VHA. Consists of the 12 most important items from the VR-36 for construction of the physical and mental component summary scales.
E: Strong psychometric properties of VR-36 well established. Two summary component scales derived from the VR-12 explain over 90% of the variance in scales of the VR-36.
R: VR-12 has been administered in national VA surveys in 1997 and 1998 to over 60,000 patients. Since 2002, the VA has administered the VR-12 to approximately 432,000 patients annually as part of its quality management program.
P: 12 items.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Outcome Variable</th>
<th>Options for Metrics</th>
<th>Description (D), Evidence (E), Relevance (R), and Practicality (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Symptoms</td>
<td>Post-Deployment Health Assessment and Re-Assessment (PDHA, PDHRA) and Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2)</td>
<td>D: PDHA includes a face-to-face interview with a trained health care provider and directed at the individual’s health status and concerns at redeployment. PDHRA identifies health concerns that have emerged over time following the most recent deployment. Included in the PDHA is the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2) is a 2-item depression instrument that inquires about the frequency of depressed mood and anhedonia. Returning deployers with DD2796 (PDHA) or DD2900 (PDHRA) on file; positive screen or referral on either form is counted. E: PHQ-2 has high construct and criterion validity. R: Can lead to other risk behaviors or family maltreatment that can disrupt readiness. Can be directly related to deployment risk (hospitalization or discharge). Evaluations reflect either behavioral mental health issues or other behavioral/social issues that lead to indiscipline, family maltreatment, separation, etc. Behavioral/mental health issues higher prevalence in returning deployers (PTSD, etc.). P: Already collected in military. Source: ASD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Maltreatment</td>
<td>Annual Rate of Child Victims of Active Component and Civilian Parent Substantiated Abusers</td>
<td>D: Includes both married and unmarried abusers; does not include noncaring/ mode child abuse (samples too small); collected over several years (comfortable with since FY 2000). E: Objective data. R: Both an indicator of stress and potential deterrent to deployment due to indiscipline. P: Already collected in military, available through DUSD (MC and FP) and DMDC Master Database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Abuse</td>
<td>Single-Item Alcohol Screening Questionnaire (SASQ)</td>
<td>D: “On any single occasion during the past 3 months, have you had more than 5 drinks containing alcohol?” E: Accurately identifies patients who meet DSM criteria for alcohol abuse or dependence. R: Antecedent to individual risk behaviors. P: One question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Screenings</td>
<td>Number of Alcohol Program Screenings/Assessments Conducted in Each Service During the Quarter Compared to Baseline Level for That Quarter</td>
<td>D: Reflection of rate of actual usage/abuse. E: Objective data. R: Severe alcohol abuse can lead to safety mishaps or death, other risk behaviors, and indiscipline. P: Already collected in military.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illicit Drug Use</td>
<td>Quarterly Illicit Drug Positive Rate</td>
<td>D: Number of service members with an illicit drug positive specimen in the calendar year divided by number of unique service members tested. Drug abuse not defined by specific type(s) of abused drug. E: Objective data. R: Rates reflect both abusers as well as short-term/single event users. Can lead to safety mishaps or death, other risk behaviors, and indiscipline. P: Already collected in military. Source: ASD (HA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime sleepiness</td>
<td>Epworth Sleepiness Scale</td>
<td>D: Asks the subject to rate his or her probability of falling asleep on a scale of increasing probability from 0 to 3. E: Pearson correlation coefficients range from 0.70 to 0.80; high specificity (100%) and sensitivity (93.5%). R: Daytime sleepiness = decreased focus. Has been tested in an Army MTF sleep clinic. P: 8 items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Suicides</td>
<td>Number of Probable and Confirmed AD Suicides by Quarter</td>
<td>D: Time period chosen because the variation in suicide rates was relatively normal; probable suicide equates to confirmed suicides. E: Objective data. R: Clear link to inability to deploy, also impacts morale across unit or force. P: Already collected in military. Source: ASD (HA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Rates</td>
<td>Percentage of Personnel Who Were Already Married at the Beginning of the Fiscal Year but Were Divorced at the End of the Fiscal Year</td>
<td>D: See left. No appropriate way to compare military divorce rates to civilian divorce rates. E: Objective data. R: Can be an indicator of increased stress, lead to other risk behaviors, and delay deployment due to legal proceedings. P: Already collected in military. Source: DUSD (MC and FP).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(continued)*
TABLE II. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Outcome Variable</th>
<th>Options for Metrics</th>
<th>Description (D), Evidence (E), Relevance (R), and Practicality (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indiscipline (Courts-Martial,</td>
<td>Number of Service Members</td>
<td>D: Loss of service members on average reflect a negative loss to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonjudicial Punishment,</td>
<td>Convicted at General or</td>
<td>force (despite the negative behavior, the assumption is made that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deserti ons)</td>
<td>Special Courts-Martial per Fiscal Year</td>
<td>the lost service member was at one time considered a deployable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Nonjudicial Punishment</td>
<td>member).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proceedings Administered per Fiscal Year</td>
<td>E: Objective data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Desertions per Fiscal Year</td>
<td>R: Clear relationship with deployment and readiness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Summary of the metric’s practicality, including ease of administration, length of questionnaire, response burden, and whether metrics exist in other measures that are already routinely administered or in pre-existing databases.

**Internal Resources Specific to Psychological Fitness**

The internal resources include five subdomains of psychological fitness: awareness, beliefs and appraisals, coping, decision making, and engagement. The descriptions of these subdomains includes a line definition of each subdomain and supporting factors, samples of empirical evidence for how the factors relate to performance and resilience, and samples of the evidence for the effectiveness of identified factors.

**Awareness**

Virtually all of the factors that contribute to resilience in relation to performance are contingent on the ability to attend appropriately. That is, individuals must maintain a sufficient level of awareness of their own environment and their relation to and functioning within it before an appropriate response can be activated.

Self-awareness is broadly defined as the self-descriptions that a person ascribes to oneself that influence one’s actual behavior, motivation to initiate or disrupt activities, and feelings about oneself. Self-awareness can be developed over time and has been shown to be a significant factor in inferential processes and intelligence. Individuals must also have situation awareness, or knowledge of what is going on around them for accurately interpreting and attending to appropriate cues in the environment.

Self-awareness and situation awareness are both multidimensional constructs composed of various psychological and cognitively oriented factors that influence processing abilities and play a critical role in resilience and performance. Emotional and cognitive awareness are two underlying mechanisms that comprise self-awareness. Emotional awareness includes awareness of one’s own emotions and the emotions of others. It has been found to impact psychological resilience and coping, as well as performance. Cognitive awareness, or metacognition, is awareness and regulation of one’s cognitive
functioning and the factors that affect it. 

Metacognitive strategies can be employed to manage uncertainty in a situation, and research indicates that using metacognitive strategies can enhance adaptability and on-the-job performance.

Attention allows individuals to accurately perceive information in the environment and can be degraded under stressful conditions, thereby limiting resilience and performance. However, some individuals have better control of their attentional focus. Individual differences in attentional control include the abilities to selectively attend to goal-relevant information while ignoring goal-irrelevant information and to divide and switch attention as needed. Although many of the underlying mechanisms related to both self- and situation awareness are biologically based, there are also aspects of attention that can be taught and developed. Training programs with continuous individualized adaptive feedback have been shown to enhance attention control and could be developed to improve cognitive and situational awareness.

Beliefs and Appraisals

Beliefs are defined as psychological states in which an individual holds a premise to be true. In contrast, cognitive appraisals represent a process through which people evaluate a situation or experience. Pre-existing beliefs play an important role in influencing the appraisal process. For example, beliefs about one’s ability to control the environment can impact how much confidence one has in his/her ability to accomplish an endeavor.

Appraisals have been theoretically linked with responses to stress and performance outcomes. Stress responses are conceptualized as the interaction between the perception or appraisal of demand, perceived ability to cope, and the perception of the importance of being able to cope with the demand. A person’s perception and appraisal of an event help determine whether the event is experienced as threatening, and whether one feels able to adequately cope, which, in turn, can lead to decreased or increased experiences of stress. Appraisals have also conceptually been associated with performance. In general, a negative evaluation of a situation often leads to a negative outcome while positive evaluation appears to improve task performance by reducing subjective distress and possibly enhancing cognitive function in addition to improving objective performance.

Studies on Bandura’s social cognitive theory provide evidence that beliefs and appraisals influence how people deal with a range of stressors. This theory focuses on the role of a person’s appraisal of personal capabilities to manage events (coping self-efficacy). Findings indicated that a sense of mastery (competence and perceived control over their life) enables an individual to better handle stressors by mobilizing and sustaining active coping efforts. In addition, higher levels of mastery are associated with recovery from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and with less distress following trauma and a greater perception of societal and family support.

Evaluations of controllability and predictability of potential external threats can also play a central role in how a person responds to a potentially traumatic event. PTSD is characterized by individuals’ catastrophic interpretations about the threatening nature of their environment and their self-evaluated inability to cope. In contrast, the greater the perception of predictability and controllability of a trauma, the less likely that this traumatic experience will result in persistent psychological dysfunction and disorders. The ability to predict an adverse event helps an individual generate resources to help deal with the event and provides a sense of mastery and control over a traumatic, uncontrollable experience.

Studies have also shown that a profile of beliefs or attitudes summarized as psychological hardness can influence coping appraisals, health, and performance in response to stress. This attitude profile incorporates a strong belief of control (that one can influence events), commitment (that life is interesting and meaningful), and challenge (that change is valued as a normal part of experience). Studies with military groups have shown that hardness beliefs predict successful performance in Army Special Forces candidates, few PTSD symptoms in response to combat stress, and improved leader performance in officer cadets. A relevant study with Dutch military personnel finds that hardness beliefs influence problem-focused coping style, which in turn affects positive coping behaviors. Thus, hardness (commitment, control, and challenge) beliefs appear to be an important individual-level factor that can influence healthy or unhealthy coping appraisals and strategies in response to a range of stressors. Additional studies suggest that leaders can have a substantial influence on hardness cognitions and related appraisals and coping behaviors demonstrated by unit members.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that self-efficacy is related to successful performance across a variety of work-related and academic tasks, problem solving, and analytic thinking. Studies on reappraisal techniques provide examples of methods for modifying these factors. For example, the ability to re-evaluate a traumatic experience and one’s responses to a traumatic experience can be taught through cognitive behavioral techniques such as cognitive processing therapy (CPT), which has been used in the treatment and prevention of PTSD following traumatic exposure. Positive appraisal of a mission and an individual’s role in executing it may help develop resilience instead of negative appraisal of a traumatic situation. The Penn Resiliency Program is an intervention that combines cognitive restructuring techniques, behavioral activation, interpersonal skills, relaxation and coping techniques. These activities have been associated with decreases in depressive and anxiety symptoms and increased well-being and optimism in high-risk adolescents and college students. Other studies also suggest that optimism is a valuable resilience resource in coping with stress.

Studies on stress inoculation also provide examples of techniques for enhancing mastery, self-efficacy, and a sense of control over threat. Stress inoculation, as the name suggests, attempts to immunize an individual from reacting negatively to stress exposure. This process takes place before experiencing the stressful conditions of concern. One critical hallmark of stress inoculation...
is the requirement for increasingly realistic pre-exposure through training simulation. The model proposes that through successive exposure approximations, one builds a sense of expectancy and outcome that is integrated into positive cognitive appraisal and a greater sense of mastery and confidence. As previously mentioned, this habituation to anxiety may in turn diffuse affective states that would otherwise draw upon performance resources and hamper efficient information processing (as discussed previously). This cognitive–behavioral, pre-emptive approach to stress prevention has been implemented in a variety of settings to include work with the military, law enforcement, fire fighters, medical personnel, and many others.  

Tough realistic training that approximates actual military operations can be a key method for stress inoculation as well as other psychological benefits related to beliefs and appraisals. These potential additional benefits include a sense of psychological preparedness and self-efficacy.

Coping

A core component of resilience as it relates to warfighter performance is the ability to cope with stress. Coping can be broadly defined as thoughts and behaviors a person uses to manage the demands of stress and to maintain optimal levels of energy and capacity to work. Several coping strategies have been empirically linked to enhanced performance and resilience in both civilian stress and coping as well as military mental health research. These include problem-focused coping, emotion-focused coping, maladaptive coping, recharging, energy management, and cognitive load management.

Problem-focused coping (PFC) refers to active efforts to confront and manage situational demands and to reduce the discrepancy between a current situation and a desirable outcome. PFC has been found to be associated with greater resilience (decreased likelihood of developing mental health difficulties) in studies with both civilians and military members. Haney and Long also found evidence that PFC is associated with increased confidence and enhanced performance.

In contrast to the active nature of PFC, maladaptive coping involves attempts to cope with stress through activities that may reduce stress initially, but create greater stress in the long term. Maladaptive coping practices such as uncontrolled anger, alcohol abuse, aggression toward others, and self-harm, have been shown to be inversely related to both physical and psychological well-being.

Emotion-focused coping (EFC) involves regulating emotions through a broad range of activities such as seeking emotional support, building emotional awareness, working toward acceptance, and positive reappraisal. Civilian literature suggests that two EFC techniques in particular, structured meditation and building positive emotions, may be helpful to enhancing immunity to a variety of physical ailments (e.g., headache, and chronic pain) as well as building resilience to psychological illnesses (e.g., anxiety and depression).

In addition, as part of their program for enhancing the fitness of Army soldiers, the Army Comprehensive Soldier Fitness (CSF) program is integrating the broaden and build theory of positive emotions and the Penn Resiliency Program’s cognitive behavioral intervention for enhancing positive emotions such as optimism and happiness.

The next coping strategy that merits consideration is described as “recharging,” which includes practices to restore energy and counterbalance stress that can offset adverse mood and deteriorating performance. Research demonstrates that taking long recovery periods away from work is associated with decreased levels of burnout. Moreover, military research indicates that providing sufficient down time between deployments can reduce the risk of developing a range of post-deployment mental health difficulties.

In addition to breaks from work, the ability to strategically manage energy, or proactively regulate physical and emotional arousal, can promote optimal performance as well as enhance endurance. Two tools shown to be particularly effective in managing energy include relaxation and energization. These techniques utilize imagery, meditation, and muscle relaxation to produce marked changes in physiological arousal that can be harnessed to quickly and efficiently conserve as well as maximize energy when needed.

Lastly, cognitive load management techniques are mental strategies (planning, prioritizing, tracking, executing, chunking) used to achieve more efficient task performance or to manage complex or ambiguous information. One example of interference that tasks create for each other can be seen in literature related to the effects of talking on the phone while driving. Moreover, prolonged attention to tasks that are mentally taxing without sufficient breaks often results in attention lapses or vigilance decrements as well as slowed reaction time. Finally, in research examining truck drivers as well as medical personnel, accidents have been linked to decrements in vigilance as well as to sleepiness and fatigue. These negative consequences of cognitive overload may similarly arise from demands of asymmetrical warfare when large amounts of information must be processed in potentially lethal, time-sensitive, and ambiguous situations under continuous operations.

Decision Making

Decision making is defined as thoughts and behaviors used for evaluating and choosing courses of action to solve a problem or reach a goal. The operational relevance of decision making is demonstrated in the increased operational intensity, tempo, and scope, the interrelationships between humans, agencies, and technology, and the uncertainty that places increased value on the human capabilities of quick and accurate thinking, planning, acting, assessing feedback, and modifying plans. The decision making factors include problem solving, goal setting, adaptive thinking, and intuitive thinking. These factors are inter-related with those of the awareness subdomain and belief and appraisal subdomain. For example, Nezu’s social problem solving model identifies orientation (beliefs and expectancies) variables such as self-efficacy as key predictors of how well problem solving tasks are completed.
Problem solving and goal setting are structured decision making factors seen in many aspects of military operations, especially systematic goal setting, and during all mission-related activities. Problem solving can be applied to identifying effective or adaptive ways of coping with problematic situations encountered in everyday living. Problem solving is a systematic and objective process of finding root causes of problems and potential solutions and acting on them. Goal setting, which can often complement problem solving, is described as a cognitive process of identifying specific, measurable, and time-targeted objectives.

Adaptive and intuitive thinking are less structured forms of decision making. Adaptive thinking includes cognitive processes that involve monitoring and adjusting to unanticipated and ambiguous circumstances to exploit advantages, minimize harm, and successfully complete tasks. As such, adaptive thinking is an umbrella term that includes current adaptive thinking and performance variables and a range of related variables such as creativity and divergent thinking, cognitive flexibility, and dialectical thinking. Intuition is defined as the process of quick and confident decision making based on insights that are often below the conscious level.

Intuitive decision making is especially important in an era of irregular warfare where unpredictable events such as well-hidden improvised explosive devices (IEDs) are the norm. Thus, a critical operational skill set has become intuitive decision making, where heightened danger in a naturalistic setting is quickly sensed and an appropriate response is quickly activated.

Decision making factors are related to a variety of resilience and performance outcomes. Studies have found evidence that social problem solving is related to several resilience outcomes including effective coping responses to intrapersonal and interpersonal stressors, stress experiences, anxiety, depressive experiences, and more severe clinical forms of distress such as suicidal ideation and hopelessness.

Sports psychology research provides evidence of relationships between goal setting and performance. A meta-analysis of 36 studies found an effect size of 0.34 for enhanced athletic performance associated with specific goal-setting conditions versus no-goal or “do-your-best” goal-setting conditions. In addition, the most recent comprehensive review of goal-setting interventions in sport found that of 88 studies examined, 70 studies demonstrated moderate to strong effects on a variety of sport performance measures.

Research has shown that various aspects of adaptive thinking are related to resilience and performance in response to novel and ill-defined problems. Drawing from the preliminary adaptability, or adaptive thinker profile, characterized by Svensson and colleagues in Stokes et al., research has supported a model whereby various factors associated with adaptive thinking combine to predict performance in the face of challenge and uncertainty. In the empirical study, subjects that performed best in response to an unexpected and challenging task condition displayed creative, innovative, and flexible thinking. Thus, being capable of such an adaptive response is critical for resilience in a performance context.

There is also evidence that intuition is linked to performance outcomes. Klein and colleagues found that expert chess players and firefighters had a larger base of tacit knowledge to draw from, resulting in better intuitive decisions.

Studies have also demonstrated that decision making skills are modifiable through training. Training programs that incorporate self-regulatory skills such as metacognition offer a method to enhance adaptive thinking. Skilled intuition in decision making can be enhanced through training programs that provide an environment of sufficiently high validity and adequate opportunity to practice the skill desired. Incorporating these empirically supported training characteristics in combat training simulators that replicate the extremes of combat in a secure environment (e.g., Strategic Operations, Inc. in San Diego and the Infantry Immersion Trainer at Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton) offers a method for enhancing desired decision making skills and improving resilience in combat scenarios.

Engagement
Operationally, engagement is an important countermeasure for the constant physical and psychological demands of performance that increase the risk for disengagement and burnout. Engagement is a sustained experience of strong identification with unit members, unit, and mission characterized by high levels of energy and full involvement in mission tasks. Engagement is characterized by three factors: dedication, vigor, and flow. Dedication is the identification with work and feelings of inspiration, pride, and challenge. Vigor includes readiness and energy one exhibits and being resilient. Flow, adapted from Csikszentmihalyi, is a sense of being completely involved in an activity and a sense of heightened clarity about goals, tasks, and skills to successfully meet challenges.

There is evidence that engagement is associated with resilient responses to stress, whereas lack of engagement is associated with burnout. Britt et al. found that engaged soldiers are less likely to report negative consequences under high levels of training. In contrast, burnout has been characterized as a function of decreased engagement with one’s job demonstrated in emotional exhaustion, cynicism, and decreased self-efficacy.

Studies have also found evidence that engagement is related to performance. In general, engagement of the employee at work has been associated with organizational performance outcomes. In addition, a study of over 50,000 employees found engagement was associated with performance as well as probability of retention. Flow has been found to be related to performance directly as well as motivation and task interest. Burnout has been shown to be negatively related to job performance. Specifically, workers who have higher emotional exhaustion, rate low in performance by themselves and supervisors.
A review of research supports two methods for preserving and increasing engagement. For example, engagement can be fostered by focusing on a person’s strengths. Managers’ performance has been found to be associated with their practice of matching employee talents to tasks and placing emphasis on individual strengths, which subsequently led to increases in employee engagement. A second method is ensuring a balance among resources such as job control, supervisor support, access to information, performance feedback, and social support. For example, workers who perceive sufficient recovery during leisure time report experiencing a higher level of work engagement during the next work day.

Another method for increasing engagement is using a narrative and beliefs-based approach of changing one’s personal story (e.g. more effective self-talk). Although this method has not been studied adequately, this approach can be conceptualized as integrating cognitive–behavioral techniques that are supported by evidence in related contexts. These techniques include leveraging self-talk and increasing intrinsic motivation.

Psychological Fitness: A Military Demand-Resource Model

Psychological fitness is one of the eight total force fitness (TFF) domains of mind–body functioning. The TFF domains interact to achieve a state in which the individual, family, and organization can sustain optimal well-being and performance under all conditions. Therefore, it is important to understand and leverage interactions across these domains. A sample of key interactions between psychological fitness, internal resources, and other TFF domains are summarized below.

Exercise and physical activity can affect cognitive performance and mood. Research on physical exercise has consistently demonstrated a positive impact on mood and affect. Moreover, physical fitness has a low effect on reducing anxiety and stress and decreasing depression. Finally, it has recently been shown that one hour of moderate exercise can facilitate attentional process.

There is also evidence that eating behaviors, supplement use, and preventing dehydration can potentially enhance psychological fitness for the warfighter. Research has shown that late afternoon snacks can positively affect cognitive tasks requiring sustained performance. In addition, carbohydrate supplementation has been found to enhance cognitive performance for soldiers in sustained operations in which high levels of energy are expended. Also, caffeine may provide the best example of a substance that at low doses can enhance "mental energy" related to heightened alertness as well as self-reported vigor, efficiency, and clearheadedness with doses as low as 32 mg. Whereas certain nutrients and food products may enhance mental capacity, dehydration (22% reduction) will adversely impact cognitive functioning.

Social fitness is also inter-related with different aspects of psychological fitness including attention to social cues, regulation of emotion, social problem solving, and adaptability and flexibility to changing cultural and social rules. For example, beliefs and appraisals can set expectations and influence one’s ability to develop and make use of social resources. Likewise, beliefs and appraisals associated with psychological hardness are thought to enhance one’s ability to both develop and utilize effectively social support systems. There is also evidence that teaching people how to use social support and individual mastery resources can enhance coping skills and subsequently lead to a reduction in emotional exhaustion.

There is also evidence that spiritual and psychological fitness are inter-related. Two examples include (1) behaviors related to spiritual practice and (2) thoughts about purpose and meaning. Several randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have indicated that mindfulness, which can be used as a form of spiritual practice, and body–mind training can improve attention and self-regulation. For example, Lutz and colleagues found that 3 months of intensive training in focused-attention meditation enhanced attentional stability, reduced mean reaction time, improved target detection times, and increased efficiency by reducing task effort. These practices have also been associated with an enhanced ability to positively reframe the stressors of deployment and recover more quickly from mental and psychological stress, protection against functional impairments in working memory capacity, and enhancement resilience and recovery following combat. In addition, the spiritual fitness domain of "purpose and meaning" overlaps with the psychological fitness domains of beliefs and appraisals and coping. Evidence shows that cultivating purpose and meaning, which includes ability to find religious significance, improves coping ability. For example, finding positive meaning is associated with greater acceptance of difficult situations and opportunities for post-traumatic growth leading to spiritual resilience as well as better psychological adjustment.

External Resources

External resources are environmental resources that can serve as aids to (1) achieving work goals, (2) reducing job demands and their associated physiological and psychological costs, and (3) stimulating personal growth and development. These resources support the individual’s ability to thrive. The military provides a multitude of external resources that target resilience and prevention, promote healthy behaviors, and enhance performance. Leadership, unit, family, training, policy, and research serve as six key external resources for strengthening individual performance and resilience.

Leadership has been shown to be the most influential external resource because it impacts multiple areas of a service member’s life. Research indicates that effective leadership includes communicating and modeling constructive beliefs/behaviors, reducing service member stress by providing clear...
expectations for performance, enhancing service member confidence and performance by ensuring appropriate education and training, providing constructive feedback, creating psychological safety, and empowering service members by trusting them with complete tasks independently. Leadership is pervasive throughout a unit and affects all aspects of the military operational environment. It is thought that leadership can be extremely detrimental when it is bad, but when it is good it can serve as a protective factor to developing mental illness and can be incredibly effective by creating a climate of trust, growth and development, which can enhance performance.

The unit is the environment in which the individual can grow, develop, and strengthen. No service member can perform the mission without the unit. Units provide esprit de corps, motivation, satisfaction, mutual friendship and caring, shared goals, teamwork, group pride, prestige, and status. If service members are to be resilient, they must be able to draw not only upon their own internal reserves, but those of their unit as well.

Training, policy, and research are three key external resources that also support individual growth and development. From the first day a recruit enters the military, the recruit is trained to become a member of a team. Services should continue to explore opportunities to integrate psychological fitness training into life-cycle training.

Policy fulfills multiple functions. It establishes standards and expectations for productive and healthy activities, creates a safe and supportive work environment, provides a structure for compliance with legislation affecting the employer–employee relationship, establishes a basis for behavioral accountability, and provides structure that may help offset uncertainty.

In the Department of Defense (DoD), there is a wide range of programs for increasing resilience, but limited outcomes data. More information about the variety of resilience programs can be found in an overview of DoD resilience programs by Bowles and Bates. In addition, a forthcoming RAND report on resilience, which is overseen by the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic Brain Injury (DCoE), will include data about existing DoD programs and their consistency with research evidence on resilience.

One final important external resource is knowledge about resilience resources that can be gained from systematic environmental scans, gaps analyses, and program evaluations. The DCoE is also sponsoring several program evaluation pilots of leading resilience-building programs to identify key principles and components for each program. These studies will be conducted with military populations and will utilize operational outcome metrics.

**BOTTOM LINE FOR THE LINE**

The MDR model can provide military leaders and supervisors with a framework to leverage internal and external resources for assessing, supporting, and enhancing the psychological fitness of their unit members and those they lead. This can be illustrated with examples for the psychological fitness domains of beliefs and appraisals, coping, and engagement.

Leaders can influence beliefs and appraisals associated with enhanced resilience and performance. For example, leaders can model optimism and self-confidence for their unit members. In addition, leaders can enhance self-confidence by creating training and job performance scenarios that are likely to challenge but not overwhelm unit members, providing constructive feedback for substandard performance, and providing recognition for well-performed tasks.

Leaders can target multiple aspects of the coping domain. They can target specific skill areas such as managing information and task cognitive overload by encouraging and modeling ways to effectively managing mental workload by prioritizing tasks. In addition, they can emphasize the importance of minimizing multitasking as much as possible, both for improved performance and conserving mental energy by reducing task switching. They can also encourage the preservation and restoration of overall energy and cognitive functioning by providing information and guidance to support healthy sleep practices and limit disruptive influences.

Leaders can also leverage the engagement subdomain to lead to enhance resilience and performance. Leaders can facilitate engagement by learning about each unit member’s strengths, maximizing how unit members’ strengths are used in different jobs and parts of the mission, and encouraging them to develop areas of strength. In a similar way, leaders can increase engagement by talking with unit members to understand what they value and how they could approach parts of the mission that could provide them meaning and intrinsic motivation. Leaders can also help unit members find greater understanding and meaning in difficult experiences as a way to stay connected with others and for a sense of purpose.

**DISCUSSION**

This article presents a comprehensive and integrated model of psychological fitness based on an assessment of current and future operational demands and the best available evidence about psychological fitness variables. The intent of the article was to provide an initial framework with which to comprehend and measure psychological fitness.

Recommended next steps include ways to address some of the inherent challenges identified by this review. These challenges included: (1) subjective and multifactorial/level nature of psychological processes, (2) context-specific nature of relationships between variables, (3) variability of the evidence supporting the role of different variables and, (4) lack of operational and population-based metrics.

First, it will be important to continue to develop objective and complementary measures to counter the subjective nature of these variables. Models and studies may benefit from increased multidisciplinary research within and outside of the military mental health sector as well as the civilian social science arenas as research moves toward integrating our understanding of the interactions between mind and brain.
and increasing our understanding of the interactions that span biological, physiological, cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social, and spiritual functioning.

Second, program implementation and research efforts need to account for the role of contextual factors, especially in terms of differences across services and components, individuals and groups, and specialties. One way of understanding contextual factors is to seek input from a variety of service members, units, services, and occupational communities and to take steps to better understand their operational context.

Third, given the limited conclusive empirical evidence on psychological fitness programs in military contexts, this review is advocating two concurrent approaches to program development, evaluation, and research to answer the critical question of “what works for whom?” The first is a practical approach to identify the most promising programs in the near term before stronger evidence about outcomes can be established. This practical approach includes integrating available empirical evidence with evaluations of operational relevance and feasibility, and recommendations from subject matter experts. Then pilot programs could be systematically implemented and evaluated in the military. At the same time, individual programs could enhance their own program evaluation efforts. Many programs could benefit by enhancing their program evaluations efforts to gain more understanding of program effectiveness as well as collect data for process improvements.

Finally, the DoD could benefit from an integrated set of population-based measures of psychological fitness variables. This type of database could provide our senior leaders with an ongoing assessment of total force levels of functioning and trends over time, a view of the general population functioning across multiple metrics, and a safeguard against potentially misleading interpretations when looking at single metrics. There are multiple examples of population-based metrics, each with the potential to inform an enterprise-wide approach for the DoD. The DoD Suicide Event Report collects over 250 data points for suicide completions across the DoD. The Health Affairs Well-Being of the Force metrics pulls and integrates data from multiple health and personnel databases. Two other programs that integrate data from multiple pre-existing datasets are the Naval Health Research Center’s Millennium Cohort study and the U.S. Army Public Health Command’s (provisional, formerly U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine) Army Behavioral Health Integrated Data Environment (ABHIDE). The Army CSF is also employing a measure called the Global Assessment Tool that is designed to assess each of the fitness domains and includes a survey completed by Army members. Yet another approach is the Gallup approach of daily random sampling of well-being measures. These different approaches for population-based assessment and tracking of psychological fitness domains could potentially be leveraged enterprise-wide in support of readiness and force protection.

The MDR model can provide an integrated and systemic framework of psychological fitness for proactive and enterprise-wide population-based applications such as surveillance and monitoring the fitness of the force. In addition, the MDR model can also enhance program identification, information sharing, gap analyses, program development, and program evaluation of psychological fitness resources across services and specialty communities. In these ways, the framework will hopefully provide the next step in facilitating collaboration, effective and efficient use of resources, and synergy in DoD efforts to support the optimal psychological fitness of our total force.
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ABSTRACT Behavioral health and occupational health contribute substantially to a healthy military force. To assist commanders in monitoring and supporting their troops, we review the role of behavioral health on military fitness, including substance abuse (alcohol, tobacco, and illicit drugs) and psychophysical behaviors associated with weight and sleep problems. We also examine the role of occupational health, including psychosocial factors (stress and social influence), and environmental factors (physical, chemical, and biological stressors). We summarize components that negatively affect service members’ mental and physical functioning, greatly reducing readiness. The military’s stand on illicit drug use and fitness has significantly reduced problems within these domains. Some progress has been made in reducing problems associated with alcohol, tobacco, and accident prevention. Little headway, however, has been made in the prevention and treatment of insomnia. Recommendations are offered for further improving behavioral and occupational health within the context and capacity of current military environments.

INTRODUCTION

Background and Context

The United States has a professional military trained in a broad range of skills to be prepared for any military eventuality. Even so, today’s military service members are under increasing pressure to perform at consistently optimal levels, carrying out military duties for extended periods of time in a fast-paced, hectic, and sometimes dangerous environment. Because of the multidimensional complexity of operational demands, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) is moving toward preparing service members not only in physical fitness for duty, but also in behavioral, psychological, medical, nutritional, spiritual, and social facets. Taken together, these domains of military life represent a holistic view of fitness that the military can target to ensure a more completely fit, ready, and resilient fighting force.

Behavioral and occupational fitness plays a significant role in both long-term health outcomes and current performance. A recent study found that tobacco use, excess weight, and high alcohol consumption cost DoD an estimated $2.1 billion annually in medical care.1 Over and above the financial costs, however, behavioral and occupational problems take a toll on military readiness—one of DoD’s primary concerns in light of today’s high operational tempo and multiple deployments. Thus, behavioral health and occupational health lay the foundation upon which the very readiness DoD seeks is based.

The purpose of this article is to characterize current knowledge and metrics regarding behavioral health and occupational health, as well as their relationship to total force fitness. The intent is not to present extensive original research, nor to be an exhaustive literature review. Rather, following the mandate from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Total Force Fitness working group, the goal is to highlight the problems in the various areas of behavioral and occupational health, discuss measures that can be used to assess these areas, and describe interventions that are being used or could be used to address problems. Under behavioral health, we first examine substance misuse, including alcohol, tobacco, and illicit drug use. We follow this with a discussion of psychophysical health, including the problems associated with excessive weight and sleep difficulties. We then consider occupational issues affecting overall military performance, including selected psychosocial factors (job stress, family stress, social influences, but omit psychological health and fitness since they are covered in another domain in this supplement) and environmental factors, including injuries and accidents, hygiene and illness, and exposures to physical, chemical, and biological stressors. For each area, we address the significance of the component in terms of military fitness, how commanders can recognize when a problem exists, and methods that can assist them in promoting healthy behavioral and occupational fitness. The intent is to assist line commanders to better support their troops.

Operational Definition of Behavioral and Occupational Fitness

Behavioral health refers to the relationship between one’s behaviors and their positive or negative health outcomes. Although there is some overlap between behavioral health and psychological health (indeed, many health behaviors share a relationship with mental health outcomes), this fitness domain incorporates health-related behaviors rather than underlying...
psychological factors. Occupational health refers to the relationship between one’s occupational exposures to physical, chemical, and biological stressors and related health outcomes as well as occupational performance levels. Service members in physically demanding occupations or military occupational specialties (MOS) may experience higher than expected rates of injuries or illness. Some types of work may also be more stressful psychologically. Environmental factors—such as coming into contact with chemical contaminants and high-impulse noise events (e.g., explosions, exposure to disease vectors)—also play a role in overall health and fitness. Because personal, leader, and unit behavior can reduce negative environmental influences, we consider these factors within the behavioral fitness arena.

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH—SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Substance use and abuse, including heavy alcohol use, tobacco use, and illicit drug use, have long been associated with military life. Together, over half of all service members use one or more of these substances. Figure 1 presents trends from 1980 to 2008 from comprehensive population-based health behavior surveys of the active duty force who engaged in heavy alcohol use, cigarette use, and illicit drug use during the past 30 days. As shown, there have been large reductions in cigarette use and illicit drug use over the years, but less improvement in heavy drinking.

Table I provides information about the characteristics of the heavy alcohol, illicit drug, and cigarette users from the 2008 DoD Survey of Health Related Behaviors Among Active Duty Personnel (HRB Survey). It presents prevalence estimates and odds ratios adjusted for all of the other characteristics in the table. As shown, the overall prevalence of heavy drinkers was 20%. The highest rates of heavy alcohol users occurred among persons who were serving in the Marine Corps or Army, were men, were white or Hispanic, had less than a college degree, were single or married but unaccompanied by their spouse, and were in any pay grade except senior officers (O4–O10). Cigarette use prevalence was 30.7%. Smokers were more likely to be serving in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps and were more likely to be men, to be white non-Hispanic, to have less than a college degree, to be single, to be enlisted (especially pay grades E1–E6), and to be stationed outside the continental United States (OCONUS). The overall prevalence of illicit drug use (including prescription drug misuse) was 12.0%. Drug users were most likely to be serving in the Army, but also in the Navy or Marine Corps relative to the Air Force, were more likely to be women, to be Hispanic or other race/ethnicity, to be married but unaccompanied by their spouse, and to be enlisted pay grade. The demographic characteristics are highly similar for heavy alcohol users and cigarette users. Of further interest (not shown in the table), during 2008, 10.3% of service members reported serious alcohol-related consequences (highest at 22.7% among heavy drinkers), 15.7% reported lost productivity (highest at 31.9% among heavy drinkers), and 4.5% reported symptoms of dependence (highest at 14.2% among heavy drinkers).

Comparisons of the 2008 health behavior survey were also made with the civilian population (using data from the
TABLE I. Sociodemographic Correlates of Past 30 Days Heavy Alcohol Use, Cigarette Use, and Illicit Drug Use Including Prescription Drug Misuse, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sociodemographic Characteristics</th>
<th>Heavy Alcohol Use</th>
<th>Cigarette Use</th>
<th>Illicit Drug Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted Prevalence</td>
<td>Odds Ratio</td>
<td>Adjusted Prevalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service (row no.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army (1)</td>
<td>21.6 (2.3)*</td>
<td>1.49*</td>
<td>(1.11–1.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy (2)</td>
<td>17.9 (0.7)*</td>
<td>1.16*</td>
<td>(0.99–1.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps (3)</td>
<td>25.2 (1.1)*</td>
<td>1.84*</td>
<td>(1.53–2.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force (4)</td>
<td>15.9 (0.9)*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Gender (row no.)                 |                   |             |                  |             |                   |             |
| Male (1)                         | 21.8 (1.2)*        | 2.97*       | (2.49–3.56)      | 31.9 (1.2)* | 1.61*             | (1.41–1.84) |
| Female (2)                       | 8.9 (0.8)*         | 1.00        |                   | 23.3 (1.5)* | 1.00              |             |

| Race/Ethnicity (row no.)         |                   |             |                  |             |                   |             |
| White, Non-Hispanic (1)          | 21.6 (1.1)*        | 1.00        |                   | 35.3 (1.4)* | 1.00              |             |
| African American, Non-Hispanic (2)| 14.3 (1.2)*        | 0.59*       | (0.52–0.67)      | 196 (1.1)* | 0.42*             | (0.38–0.46) |
| Hispanic (3)                     | 20.7 (1.6)*        | 0.94        | (0.83–1.08)      | 23.4 (1.1)* | 0.51*             | (0.48–0.59) |
| Other (4)                        | 17.4 (1.3)*        | 0.75*       | (0.63–0.88)      | 29.4 (1.6)* | 0.74*             | (0.63–0.88) |

| Education (row no.)              |                   |             |                  |             |                   |             |
| High School or Less (1)          | 23.4 (1.4)*        | 1.98*       | (1.57–2.49)      | 36.5 (1.4)* | 2.60*             | (2.10–3.22) |
| Some College (2)                 | 19.6 (1.0)*        | 1.56*       | (1.22–1.98)      | 29.9 (1.2)* | 1.89*             | (1.58–2.25) |
| College Graduate or Higher (3)   | 13.8 (1.3)*        | 1.00        |                   | 19.0 (1.4)* | 1.00              |             |

| Family Status (row no.)          |                   |             |                  |             |                   |             |
| Not Married (1)                  | 24.3 (1.4)*        | 1.83*       | (1.63–2.06)      | 31.7 (1.3)* | 1.14*             | (1.06–1.22) |
| Married, Spouse Not Present (2)  | 20.9 (1.5)*        | 1.50*       | (1.27–1.77)      | 32.2 (1.6) | 1.16              | (0.98–1.39) |
| Married, Spouse Present (3)      | 15.3 (0.9)         | 1.00        |                   | 29.3 (1.3) | 1.00              |             |

| Pay Grade (row no.)              |                   |             |                  |             |                   |             |
| E1–E3 (1)                        | 18.8 (1.5)*        | 2.27*       | (1.47–3.51)      | 33.6 (2.8)* | 5.02*             | (2.94–8.56) |
| E4–E6 (2)                        | 22.6 (1.1)*        | 2.92*       | (1.96–4.33)      | 34.7 (0.8)* | 5.28*             | (3.30–8.45) |
| E7–E9 (3)                        | 16.2 (1.0)         | 1.88*       | (1.26–2.80)      | 23.6 (1.4)* | 2.97*             | (1.80–4.90) |
| W1–W5 (4)                        | 17.3 (1.5)         | 2.05*       | (1.36–3.10)      | 14.5 (1.6)* | 1.59              | (0.82–3.07) |
| O1–O3 (5)                        | 16.7 (1.6)*        | 1.95*       | (1.36–2.81)      | 16.5 (1.5)* | 1.86*             | (1.16–3.00) |
| O4–O10 (6)                       | 9.5 (1.6)          | 1.00        |                   | 9.8 (2.0)* | 1.00              |             |

| Region (row no.)                 |                   |             |                  |             |                   |             |
| CONUS (1)                        | 19.4 (1.6)         | 0.89        | (0.73–1.08)      | 29.6 (1.6)* | 0.85*             | (0.73–0.98) |
| OCONUS (2)                       | 21.2 (0.7)         | 1.00        |                   | 32.8 (1.1)* | 1.00              |             |
| Total                            | 20.0 (1.0)         | 1.00        |                   | 30.7 (1.2) | 1.00              |             |

Prevalence estimates are percentages among military personnel in each sociodemographic group that were classified as heavy alcohol users, cigarette users, or illicit drug users in the past 30 days. The standard error of each estimate is presented in parentheses. Adjusted prevalence is a model-based, standardized estimate. The main effects of service, gender, race/ethnicity, education, family status, pay grade, and region were included in the standardization model. Heavy alcohol use is defined as consumption of five or more drinks on the same occasion at least once a week in the past 30 days. Any illicit drug use, including prescription drug misuse, is defined as the use of marijuana, cocaine (including crack), hallucinogens (PCP/LSD/MDMA, and other hallucinogens), heroin, methamphetamine, GHB/GBL, inhalants, or the nonmedical use of prescription-type amphetamines/stimulants, tranquilizers/muscle relaxers, barbiturates/sedatives, or pain relievers. NA, Not applicable or data not available. Significance tests were conducted between all rows within the same sociodemographic group. A superscripted number beside an estimate indicates the estimate is significantly different from the estimate that appears in row no. within the same sociodemographic group. For example, consider the race/ethnicity rows in this table: 1 Indicates estimate is significantly different from the estimate in row no. 1 (white, non-Hispanic) at the 95% confidence level. 2 Indicates estimate is significantly different from the estimate in row no. 2 (African American, non-Hispanic) at the 95% confidence level. 3 Indicates estimate is significantly different from the estimate in row no. 3 (Hispanic) at the 95% confidence level. 4 Indicates estimate is significantly different from the estimate in row no. 4 (Other) at the 95% confidence level. Odds ratios were adjusted for service, gender, race/ethnicity, education, family status, pay grade, and region. An asterisk "*" beside an estimate indicates the estimate is significantly different from the reference group. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval of the odds ratio. CONUS, personnel who were stationed within the 48 contiguous states in the continental United States; OCONUS, personnel who were stationed outside the continental United States or aboard afloat ships. Source: DoD Survey of Health-Related Behaviors Among Military Personnel, 2008.
National Survey on Drug Use and Health). After adjusting for demographic differences between service members and civilians, military personnel aged 18 to 25 (25.7% vs. 16.4%) or aged 26 to 34 (17.7% vs. 11.1%) were significantly more likely than civilians in those age groups to have engaged in heavy drinking, whereas this pattern was reversed for those aged 46 to 64 (3.9% vs. 8.5%). Rates of past-month cigarette use were lower for military personnel aged 36 to 45 (16.9% vs. 20.3%) or aged 46 to 64 (10.7% vs. 17.9%) than for civilians in those age groups, whereas there was no significant difference between military personnel and civilians in the younger age groups. Service members aged 18 to 25 were less likely than their civilian counterparts to engage in illicit drug use (14.0% vs. 19.8%), whereas this pattern was reversed for service members aged 36 to 45 (10.4% vs. 6.5%) or aged 46 to 64 (12.9% vs. 6.6%). The higher rates in the military among these older age groups are due to the misuse of prescription drugs (mainly pain relievers); when looking just at illicit drug use excluding prescription drugs, the rates were lower for service members than for civilians in each age group (2.3% vs. 12.0% overall).

One question that arises regarding substance use is whether service members are current or prior users when they enter the military or whether they begin use after joining. Some evidence suggests that both processes may be operating for some substance use behaviors. For example, 26% to 27% of sailors and airmen engaged in heavy drinking before joining the military, but current rates of heavy drinking are lower among service members (20%). Similarly, 38% of sailors and 32% of airmen smoked cigarettes in the month before joining. Approximately 15% of military personnel (30% of current smokers) started cigarette use after joining the military. About 30% of Navy recruits reported using illicit drugs in the year before joining. The most recent rates from 2008 for the past year are much lower: 6% excluding prescription drug misuse and 21% including prescription drug misuse. Further, military deployments have been shown to increase substance use.

**Alcohol Use**

High alcohol consumption costs the DoD an estimated $425 million per year in medical care costs. The HRB Survey found that 47% of service members engaged in binge drinking (i.e., five or more drinks—four or more for women—on a single occasion at least once in the past month). The highest rate was 58% in the Marine Corps. Binge drinking and heavy drinking (five or more drinks at least weekly in the past 30 days) can result in job productivity loss because of being hurt in an on-the-job accident, being late for work or leaving early, not coming to work, performing below an expected level of performance, poor judgment, poor interpersonal interactions with co-workers, and many other factors. Job performance and military readiness can also be affected by alcohol-related injury or violence. Aggression toward others or being a victim of assault are highly associated with alcohol, as are accidents due to alcohol-related risk taking. Overall, 20% of service members report heavy drinking in the past month, with the highest rate (30%) occurring among 21 to 25 year olds. Heavy drinkers reported having five or more drinks per occasion on 11 of the past 30 days (37% of the days, on average).

Combat deployment may drive the use of heavy alcohol consumption even higher. Similarly, psychological factors, such as depression and stressful life events, both common outcomes of combat deployments, can be associated with increased alcohol use.

**Measures and Components**

There are several definitions of alcohol misuse, typically referring to the severity of the problem. We use the definitions consistent with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American Psychiatric Association (APA). A drink typically refers to a 12 oz. beer (or 8 oz. malt liquor), a 5 oz. glass of wine, or a shot (1.5 oz.) of distilled liquor.

**Moderate Drinking**

Generally, the term “moderate drinking” refers to no more than one drink per day for women and two drinks per day for men. More than this would be considered excessive alcohol use. Of course, no alcohol is recommended during pregnancy, while operating heavy or dangerous machinery (including driving), or while taking prescription medications that can interact with alcohol or in themselves affect performance. Any alcohol use is also discouraged for those with a history of alcohol or drug dependence.

**Heavy Drinking and Binge Drinking**

The term “heavy drinking” is typically defined as having five or more drinks (four or more for women) on a single occasion (i.e., within 1 or 2 hours of each other) on a weekly basis. “Binge drinking” is typically defined as having five or more drinks (four or more for women) on a single occasion at least once in the past 30 days. Binge drinking is a subset of heavy drinking but both heavy drinking and binge drinking are of concern because they are related to negative outcomes at significantly higher rates than more moderate drinking.

**Alcohol Abuse**

The term “alcohol abuse” is functionally defined as involving negative effects of drinking. It involves a pattern of drinking that results in harm to one’s health, interpersonal relationships, or ability to work. This could include a failure to fulfill responsibilities at work, school, or home; drinking in dangerous situations, such as while driving; legal problems associated with alcohol use; and continued drinking despite problems that are caused or worsened by drinking. In the military, such problems...
may include reporting issues such as being passed over for promotion, receiving a lower score on a performance rating, Uniform Code of Military Justice punishment, and driving under the influence charges, to name a few.

Alcohol Dependence

“Alcohol dependence” is characterized by at least three of the following within a 12-month period: (1) tolerance (need for larger amounts to achieve desired effect or diminished effect with continued use of same amount); (2) withdrawal; (3) larger amounts used or taken over a longer period than intended; (4) persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down; (5) great deal of time spent obtaining/using/or recovering; (6) giving up or reducing important social, occupational, or recreational activities; and (7) use is continued despite physical or psychological problems. DoD-wide, an estimated 4.5% of personnel are likely dependent on alcohol.3 Much of alcohol misuse in the military occurs among the enlisted population in pay grades E1–E6. These personnel for the most part are not alcohol dependent but rather drink at binge or heavy levels that lead to impairment and often to associated problems.3

In many cases, commands may limit assessment and care referral for alcohol-related problems to those who have legal difficulty. However, preventing binge or heavy drinking from becoming a legal issue may be possible through regular screening and effective prevention and intervention programs.

Alcohol Problems

Symptoms of alcohol abuse and dependence can be measured in a number of ways, but two of the most commonly used are the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) and the CAGE. The AUDIT, developed by the World Health Organization as a simple method of screening, consists of 10 questions geared toward categorizing drinkers as engaging in hazardous drinking, harmful drinking, and possibly alcohol dependence (http://whqlibdoc.who.int/hq/2001/WHO_MSD_MSB_01.6a.pdf). Across the 10 questions in the AUDIT, 3 deal with alcohol consumption, 3 relate to alcohol dependence, and 4 consider alcohol-related problems. The CAGE is a briefer instrument, frequently used in doctors’ offices as an initial screening tool. It asks 4 questions, with any 2 positive responses suggesting the need for further evaluation: (1) Have you ever felt you needed to cut down on your drinking? (2) Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking? (3) Have you ever felt guilty about drinking? (4) Have you ever felt you needed a drink first thing in the morning (eye-opener) to steady your nerves or to get rid of a hangover? More accurate, but less practical for global assessment of alcohol use, are objective measures, including blood tests (typically taken in the emergency room following an injury where alcohol is suspected of being involved) and breathalyzer tests (typically used by law enforcement during traffic stops).

Outcomes/Benefits of the Fitness Domain and Components

The key benefits of preventing excessive alcohol use among service members are to prevent poor work and family functioning, along with breaks in deployment readiness due to legal problems or medical treatments. Secondary benefits include preventing future illnesses and accidents, as well as improving retention in the military.

How This Fitness Domain Is Being Addressed With Current Programs

Currently, there are several areas of emphasis regarding alcohol abuse within the military: prevention, intervention, and treatment or rehabilitation. Prevention typically occurs through Departments of Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine. Service branches stress prevention through training and education classes. Health messages are communicated to service members on weekends and especially around holidays that warn them not to drink and drive. Telephone numbers are available that personnel can call to get a ride if they are inebriated. Underage drinking on base is prohibited. All branches of the U.S. military have made efforts to deglamorize the use of alcohol, providing nonalcoholic beverages at functions where alcohol is served and emphasizing that alcohol use before or during work hours is unacceptable. The Navy’s “Right Spirit” campaign calls for removing alcohol from traditional ceremonies, providing alternatives to drinking, recognizing the effects of alcohol use, and promoting personal responsibility concerning alcohol use. The Navy Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Program credits this campaign for a nearly 40% reduction in alcohol-related incidents (i.e., infractions in which alcohol played a role) from 1996 to 2000, and for a nearly 50% decline in arrests for driving under the influence (http://www.npc.navy.mil/CommandSupport/NADAP/RightSpirit/History.htm). A survey of Air Force officers attending Air Command and Staff College (ACSC) sought to determine the degree to which the Air Force deglamorization campaign is reflected in the alcohol use norms of ACSC students. Survey respondents generally agreed that the ACSC environment was supportive of alcohol deglamorization but noted that despite the deglamorization efforts, students’ attention often was focused on alcohol, bringing alcohol to social activities is emphasized, and the student population does not consistently view drinking during the workday as unacceptable. The author recommended that the ACSC command structure and faculty support the deglamorization campaign by continuing to emphasize responsible alcohol use, encouraging the use of designated drivers, and recommending alcoholism treatment when necessary.

Interventions include additional efforts that support wellness of service members and their families and may involve a community-based working group to provide leadership, encourage individual responsibility, and involve the base and local communities. Some interventions based on principles of motivational interviewing have shown promise.
Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation Programs (SARPs) for heavy drinkers are offered at all major military installations and medical treatment facilities. In 2009, nearly 9,200 soldiers sought treatment for alcohol abuse—a 56% increase since the beginning of the war in Iraq (http://abcnews.go.com/Health/army-alcoholics-soldiers-seek-treatment-alcohol-abuse/story?id=9863321). Often command liaison personnel are embedded with operational commands where medical officers, commanders, and even military personnel themselves can discuss treatment options. Often, referral to a SARP consists of those mandated by the courts or commands once a serious infraction has occurred. Self-referral is limited because SARP attendance has been heavily stigmatized. One reason for such stigmatization is that treatment often requires absence from one’s workplace. And if treatment is mandated, then a future failure (recidivism) can mean expulsion from service with no or limited benefits. Such a strict policy can be helpful to those engaged in treatment but limits the number of those willing to self-refer for treatment.

Research suggests that alcohol use and related problems are reduced when alcoholic beverage prices are increased. DoD policies, however, allow alcoholic beverages sold in military stores to be discounted below prices in local civilian stores. Voas and colleagues found that a policy change that required Marines stationed at Camp Pendleton, California, to receive written permission to cross the border into Mexico had a positive effect in reducing alcohol problems. After the policy was implemented, the number of underage Marines returning across the Mexican border was reduced by 78%, and the number returning with blood alcohol content of 0.08% or higher was reduced by 84%.

**Tobacco Use**

Tobacco use has also been common among military personnel, and its use was sanctioned in the U.S. military beginning in the early years of the 20th century. Tobacco use costs DoD an estimated $564 million per year. As shown in Figure 1 above, cigarette use has shown large declines in the military since 1980 but has had some increases since 1998; currently, the past-month prevalence is 31%. Table I above provides information on the demographic characteristics of cigarette smokers. As shown, smokers were more likely to be serving in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps than the Air Force and were more likely to be men, to be white non-Hispanic, to have less than a college degree, to be single, to be enlisted (especially pay grades E1–E6), and to be stationed OCONUS. Since 1995, past-month smokeless tobacco rates have ranged from 12% to 15%. Males aged 18 to 24 are most likely to be users (19.0%). Past-year cigar use in 2008 showed a prevalence of 23.6%.

Although the long-term effects of tobacco use are well known (e.g., cancer, cardiovascular disease, pulmonary disease, gastrointestinal disease, reproductive disturbances, oral disease), tobacco can also affect a user’s current military readiness and performance. Physical work capacity and endurance are compromised by cigarette smoking. Reduced maximal oxygen consumption (which reflects aerobic capacity) and exercise duration can be seen among younger smokers. Smokers have lower scores on the Army physical training test than nonsmokers, and smokers have poorer night vision, greater hearing loss, increased motor-vehicle collisions, and increased absenteeism due to issues such as illnesses and accidents.

Tobacco dependence can affect mission performance since deprivation of nicotine has been shown to result in decreased vigilance and cognitive function and in decreased performance during aviation and diving activities. In addition, irritability and mood are affected when tobacco is not available for long stretches of time, such as during certain combat missions or military jobs where smoking breaks may not be feasible.

**Components**

Tobacco use can be divided into smoked tobacco and smokeless tobacco. Whereas the problems associated with cigarettes and cigars are well known, the problems of chewing tobacco are just starting to be appreciated. Long-term effects on health, such as cancer and cardiovascular disease, have been found from using chewing tobacco. Short-term effects are also problematic, however, because nicotine in any form affects the brain’s nicotine receptors, and nicotine withdrawal, including negative mood and irritation, is associated with chewing tobacco.

As with other substances, the effects of tobacco can be psychological and physiological. The heavier the tobacco use, the more likely the short-term and long-term effects. Nicotine dependence is characterized by physical and psychological withdrawal symptoms.

**Outcomes/Benefits of the Fitness Domain and Components**

The primary outcomes associated with activities addressing tobacco use, including cigarettes, cigars, pipes, and smokeless tobacco, are (1) the prevention of tobacco use onset and the reduction in current use and (2) reduced short-term tobacco-related performance issues, such as impaired fitness and withdrawal symptoms. Important secondary outcomes include improved long-term health outcomes, including reducing chronic diseases such as emphysema, cancer, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

**Metrics**

Assessment of tobacco use is typically straightforward and includes simply asking the user for type and frequency of use. Common definitions are drawn from several large-scale studies (e.g., National Survey on Drug Use and Health, HRB Survey).

**Current Cigarette Smokers**

“Current smokers” are typically defined as having smoked one or more cigarettes during the past 30 days and having smoked...
at least 100 cigarettes during one’s lifetime (some studies omit the 100 cigarette criterion).

**Heavy Cigarette Smokers**

“Heavy smokers” are defined as persons who have smoked one or more packs of cigarettes per day during the past 30 days.

**Current Smokeless Tobacco Use**

“Current smokeless tobacco use” is defined as use of smokeless tobacco at least once during the past 30 days.

**Strength of Evidence for Domain and Component**

Evidence is strong that tobacco negatively affects health and moderately strong that tobacco use decreases current physical and cognitive performance levels. This can affect readiness during military missions where tobacco is not immediately available.

**How This Fitness Domain Is Being Addressed With Current Programs**

Current public health education efforts and a change in attitudes and laws about indoor smoking have helped reduce overall smoking rates. Such efforts can be found in departments of Preventive Medicine, Health Promotion, and others. Moratoriums during basic training and parts of advanced training and in certain work environments may also contribute to lower smoking rates. However, smokeless tobacco rates have increased, and smoking rates for enlisted personnel are high. Therefore, stronger efforts directed at these groups need to be attempted.

**Illicit Drug Use**

Drug use has been a known problem in the military, largely beginning with the Vietnam War in the 1960s and 1970s, when heroin and opium were widely used among service members, beginning with the Vietnam War in the 1960s and 1970s, when drug use has been a known problem in the military, largely been attributed to the impact of the testing program. accompanying large reductions in use over the years have largely been attributed to the impact of the testing program.

**Components**

Illicit drug use is considered to be the use of any illegal substance as well as inappropriate use of prescription medications. Illegal drug use includes psychoactive substances such as marijuana, LSD, ecstasy, and PCP; opiates, including raw opium and heroin; stimulants, such as methamphetamine, cocaine, and crack; and others. Prescription drugs for pain, muscle relaxants, anxiety, sleep, and treatment of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder can be obtained from someone else legally prescribed those medications or can be used inappropriately by the person receiving an appropriate prescription. Illicit drug use leads to significant impairment of physical and cognitive functioning and, by regulation, is defined as illegal behavior. The consequences of being caught using drugs often leads to legal repercussions, including incarceration and less-than-honorable discharge.

**Measures of Illicit Drug Use**

Measures of illicit drug use often take the form of survey questions because the topic is sensitive in nature and respondents are less likely to report these behaviors accurately in the presence of (or if directly asked by) others during an interview. The HRB Survey is the major survey for assessing illicit drug use and examines a broader range of drugs than the urinalysis testing program. The 2008 HRB Survey asked questions separately about illicit drug use and prescription drug misuse. Separate definitions were developed for illicit drug use including and excluding prescription drugs.

“Any illicit drug use including prescription drug misuse” is defined as the use of marijuana, cocaine (including crack), hallucinogens (including PCP, LSD, and MDMA), heroin, methamphetamine, inhalants, GHB/GBL, or the nonmedical use of prescription-type amphetamines/stimulants, tranquilizers/muscle relaxers, barbiturates/sedatives, or pain relievers.

“Any illicit drug use excluding prescription drug misuse” is defined as the use of marijuana, cocaine (including crack), hallucinogens (including PCP, LSD, and MDMA), heroin, inhalants, or GHB/GBL.
“Any prescription drug misuse” is defined as the nonmedical use of prescription-type amphetamines/stimulants (including any use of methamphetamine), tranquilizers/muscle relaxers, barbiturates/sedatives, or pain relievers.

“Nonmedical use of prescription-type drugs” is defined as any use of these drugs, either without a doctor’s prescription, in greater amounts or more often than prescribed, or for any reasons other than as prescribed, such as for the feelings they caused.

Outcomes/Benefits of the Fitness Domain and Components

The primary outcome for this domain should be the near elimination of illicit drug use by active duty personnel, including reduction of inappropriate use of one’s own or others’ prescription medication. Secondary outcomes include reduction in lowered functioning and in illness and accidents resulting from illicit drug use.

Metrics

Drug use can be determined in three ways: self-report, other report, and drug testing.

Self-Report of Illicit Drug Use

Obviously, few active duty members will reveal illicit drug use to the command. However, anonymous reports have been obtained in the HRB survey (although there is likely some under-reporting).

Other Reporting

Although a useful source of information for the command, there are no reports on frequency of co-workers reporting drug use for their peers.

Drug Testing

By far, the most effective method of controlling illicit drug use is random drug testing. When conducted frequently, randomly, and properly to ensure accuracy of sample and analysis, this approach appears to be the most effective means of controlling drug use. It is neither effective for drugs not included on the panel (e.g., muscle relaxants, sleep aids, and some street drugs) nor for inappropriate use of one’s own prescription drugs.

Strength of Evidence for Domain and Component

The HRB Survey has shown clear evidence of lowered use of illicit drug use over the years. In general, military rates are lower than those found in the civilian community, but the consequences in the military are often more grave, given the duties facing active duty personnel. Comparing the HRB Survey, an anonymous survey, with nonanonymous surveys shows an expected discrepancy in accuracy when identifiable reporting is required. Treatment programs for illegal drug use have modest results, at best.

How This Fitness Domain Is Being Addressed With Current Programs

Random drug testing clearly has been a beneficial program for reducing illegal substance use and prescription drug use in those not holding a current prescription for that drug. Existing severe penalties for illegal drug use are a useful deterrent. However, repercussions for abuse of one’s own prescription drugs are rarely severe, at least for initial detection.

Substance abuse subcomponents, desired outcomes, metrics, current policies, and recommendations are summarized in Table II.

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH—PSYCHOPHYSICAL FACTORS

Although psychological factors play an important role in military fitness, this component is considered elsewhere in this supplement. Here, we will focus on weight and sleep—primary psychophysical behavioral factors that influence fitness for duty. Other behaviors such as eating and exercise affect weight, and psychological factors (anxiety, depression, stress), substances (caffeine, alcohol), or biological factors (snoring, sleep apnea, hormonal changes) may lead to sleep problems. Sleep function is associated with quality of performance and quality of life and affects up to 85% of deployed service members. Weight is directly addressed by the military, whereas sleep, although no less important, is given far less attention.

Weight

Overweight among military personnel is a growing concern, and it affects both immediate performance and eventual health consequences. Excess weight and obesity cost DoD an estimated $1.1 billion in medical care costs annually. Fortunately, behavioral interventions, such as regular physical activity and proper weight control, can reduce the risks of coronary heart disease, can prevent or help control high blood pressure, and are important for weight control. Physical activity can also reduce depression and anxiety.

Being overweight in the military has both health and career consequences. The military has generally set a body mass index (BMI) as acceptable weight standards (as determined by height and weight), assessed during twice annual physical fitness tests. Surpassing this threshold can lead to enrollment in a diet and fitness program, a disciplinary report in one’s record, and discharge if weight remains out of standards, especially during recruit training. Individuals can experience health consequences of being overweight as well. Approximately 70% of the relative risk for heat during basic training has been associated with exceeding body fat standards.

Similar to civilian society, weight levels have been increasing in the military, but there have been recent improvements. From 1995 to 2005, the percentage of personnel under 20 years of age with a BMI ≥ 25 rose from 28% to 45%, but in...
### TABLE II. Behavioral Health—Substance Abuse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness Domains</th>
<th>Domain Components</th>
<th>Outcomes/Benefits</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Strength of Evidence</th>
<th>Currently Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>Heavy drinking</td>
<td>Primary: Prevent poor work and family functioning; prevent breaks in deployment readiness due to legal problems or medical treatments. Secondary: Prevent future illnesses and accidents; improve military retention.</td>
<td>CAGE: brief screening tool. Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test. (AUDIT) Breathalyzer and blood tests. Objective measure commonly used by law enforcement.</td>
<td>Evidence is strong for the influence of alcohol on (a) current functioning, (b) risk of injury, (c) development of chronic illness, and (d) the value of alcohol rehabilitation programs.</td>
<td>Prevention: (1) Departments of Health Promotions, (2) command trainings and orientations. Treatment: Substance abuse rehabilitation programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binge drinking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol dependence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>Methods of ingestion: smoked, smokeless</td>
<td>Primary: Prevent onset tobacco use and reduce current use. Secondary: Reduction of tobacco-related performance decrement, reduction in tobacco-related illness and disease.</td>
<td>Surveys asking about current tobacco use.</td>
<td>Evidence is strong for (a) the deleterious influence of tobacco on long-term health outcomes, (b) the value of tobacco cessation programs. Evidence is moderate for the effects of tobacco on current functioning.</td>
<td>Prevention: Departments of Health Promotion. Treatment: Tobacco cessation programs, moratorium during basic training, work environments, combat missions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illicit Drugs</td>
<td>Illegal substances</td>
<td>Primary: Near elimination of illicit substance use in and out of the military workplace. Secondary: Reduction of lowered functioning and increased illnesses and accidents.</td>
<td>Anonymous surveys: Random drug screening.</td>
<td>Evidence is strong for random drug screening detecting and reducing illicit drug use. Evidence is moderate for the detection of drug use through anonymous surveys and for the benefits of drug rehabilitation programs. Evidence is poor for the detection of drug use through identifiable surveys in the military.</td>
<td>Prevention: Random drug screening and severe penalties for service members are effective in reducing prevalence of illegal drug use; however, screening for abuse of one’s own prescription drugs is less effective. Treatment: Substance abuse rehabilitation programs exist for eligible service members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prescription substance misuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2008 the percentage dropped to 35%. For those aged 20 years or older, BMI ≥ 25 rose from 51% (1995) to 62% (2005) and remained at that level in 2008.3 Obesity levels (BMI ≥ 30) show a similar pattern and in 2008 were 13%, with 3% among those less than 20 years and 13% among those 20 years or older.3 Still, the overall rate of overweight and obesity (BMI ≥ 25) was 60% in 2008.3 As might be expected, overweight increases as age increases.3

The increases in weight are surprising in the military in view of the emphasis on exercise among service members. Indeed, we see fairly high and increasing rates of exercise, with over 77% reporting moderate or vigorous exercise in 2005 and 83% in 2008. This suggests that increases in weight gain cannot be explained simply as a lack of physical activity by service members and that weight gain is more complex, involving such factors as genetics, dietary intake, and other health behaviors related to energy balance.

Components and Metrics
The National Institutes of Health now define normal weight, overweight, and obesity according to the BMI rather than the traditional height and weight charts. BMI is defined as the individual’s body weight divided by the square of his or her height. The formula universally used in medicine produces a unit of measure of kg/m² but is usually obtained from a simple height and weight chart. Since the BMI describes body weight relative to height, it correlates strongly (in adults) with total body fat content.

Typically, “overweight” has, for the most part, been defined as BMI ≥ 25 or, strictly, BMI from 25.0 to 29.9. “Obesity” is defined as a BMI ≥ 30 (about 30 pounds overweight in an average individual). Note, however, that some very muscular people may have a high BMI without undue health risks, and this is often found in military populations and among athletes. A BMI of 40 is considered to be morbidly obese, whereas a BMI of less than 18.5 is considered underweight.

Percent body fat is most typically estimated from BMI calculations; however, this approach is less accurate than several other methods.53 The most accurate measure of percent body fat is determined via DexiScan, a type of bone density scan costing several hundred dollars per test. Less expensive, but far less pleasant, is to totally submerge an individual for about 30 seconds in a large tub to see how much water has been displaced. A calibrated pinch test, taking measures of skin folds from selected parts of the body, is fairly accurate and inexpensive. A recent method, which uses the body’s electrical impedance and typically costs between $50 and $100, uses a scale that detects with good accuracy the body’s fat content. The BMI calculation remains the easiest method, is the most widely used in medical offices, and is a fair approximation of body fat.

Factors that influence weight include genetic makeup, diet, fitness, and psychological well-being. These are considered in other fitness domains of this special supplement and are not addressed here.

Outcomes/Benefits of the Fitness Domain and Components
Maintaining the military at minimum weight standards is a primary outcome and can be accomplished through improved health behaviors such as improved nutrition and exercise, as well as stress reduction resulting in a greater sense of psychophysical well-being. Reduction in weight-related illnesses is a secondary benefit.

Strength of Evidence for Domain and Component
The prevalence rates of those above military standards are known. All of the factors that influence being overweight and efforts to meet standards are unclear, although age is a key factor.

How This Fitness Domain Is Being Addressed With Current Programs
A culture of fitness generally exists in the military, especially in basic training, for special operations, and when preparing for combat deployment. However, many commands do not continue to emphasize exercise and often (ironically, in terms of weight standards) emphasize exercise even less so for a sedentary occupational specialty. Most commands have mandatory programs once individuals exceed minimum weight standards. Most commands also have inexpensive or free food that includes a large percentage of fried and fatty foods, as well as sugared desserts and sodas—all major contributors to weight gain. Some commands have weight management programs offered through Departments of Health Promotion. Programs in place for recruits entering service in excess of standards show that the majority are able to obtain and maintain standards. Studies also show that those who surpass weight standards but who are able to increase exercise tolerance are no less likely to be discharged than normal weight service members. Therefore, a combination of exercise and healthy diet programs are recommended for those surpassing weight standards.

Sleep Problems
Sleep problems affect the general population, with close to 10% experiencing sleep disturbance at any given time and over 50% experiencing periods of sleep disturbance at some point in their lives. In the military, sleep disturbance is a common complaint both during and after deployment. Poor sleep quality can greatly reduce work effectiveness and increase accidents, with those experiencing poor sleep performing similarly on neurocognitive tests to those who have consumed three alcoholic drinks. Fortunately, research has consistently shown that more than 70% of those with even chronic primary insomnia lasting a decade or those with insomnia subsequent to trauma can receive substantial relief with a targeted intervention program.

Key Components
Sleep disturbance can include difficulty falling asleep, staying asleep, or sleeping deeply. “Primary insomnia” refers to long-term
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

Occupational health is a broad field, spanning psychological areas such as stress and social influences and environmental factors such as physical, chemical, and biological stressors. Some of these areas are covered under different domains such as medical and psychological fitness. We focus here on the psychosocial and environmental factors involved in occupational health.

Some of these areas are covered under different domains such as medical and psychological fitness. We focus here on the psychosocial and environmental factors involved in occupational health.

### TABLE III. Behavioral Health—Psychophysical Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness Domains</th>
<th>Domain Components</th>
<th>Outcomes/Benefits</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Strength of Evidence</th>
<th>Currently Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overweight/Obesity</td>
<td>Overweight (BMI ≥25)</td>
<td>Primary: Reduce prevalence of overweight and obese personnel through improved nutrition, exercise, and stress management. Secondary: Reduce weight-related chronic illnesses.</td>
<td>Body Mass Index (BMI) Taken from measuring weight and height (kg/m²).</td>
<td>Evidence is strong regarding the influence of obesity on chronic illness. Evidence is weak regarding the causes of obesity.</td>
<td>Prevention: All commands have biannual fitness assessments. Some commands emphasize ongoing fitness training, although this varies greatly. Some commands encourage healthy eating options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obese (BMI ≥30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment: Weight management and fitness programs are sometimes available through Departments of Health Promotions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>Primary insomnia</td>
<td>Primary: Improved sleep functioning for all service members experiencing sleep disturbance. Secondary: Improved daytime alertness and work functioning.</td>
<td>Self-report questionnaires (e.g., PSQI, SSS) for most insomnia. Sleep lab study to rule out medical causes, if needed.</td>
<td>Evidence is strong regarding the impact of sleep disturbance on cognitive and work functioning, and also regarding the ability to improve sleep functioning through behavioral interventions.</td>
<td>Prevention: Little is currently done to prevent the onset or exacerbation of insomnia, even though much is known. Treatment: Behaviorally based insomnia programs are occasionally held at major medical treatment facilities. However, most often, patients use over-the-counter medications or see physicians who offer sleep medication for temporary relief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary insomnia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daytime fatigue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Psychosocial Factors

Job Stress

Some degree of work stress is to be expected and, unless excessive, need not be avoided. However, in response to the question, “During the past 12 months, how much stress did you experience at work or while carrying out your military duties?” 27% of military members in 2008 reported that they experienced high stress while performing their military job or duties, down from 32% in 2005. Still, job stress is of concern, especially associated with deployment. Command atmosphere is often a factor, with trust in one’s chain of command a large factor in morale and general outlook.

Family Stress

The 2008 HRB Survey also found that 18% of service members reported high stress from family relationships, about the same as reported in 2002 (19%). This was in response to an item asking: “During the past 12 months, how much stress did you experience in your family life or in a relationship with your spouse, live-in-fiancé, boyfriend or girlfriend, or the person you date seriously?”

Deployment Stress

Prior deployment (not only to combat arenas) is a factor in military fitness. Marital status can also affect other health behaviors that in turn affect job functioning. More previously deployed service members report being heavy users of alcohol and tobacco, having higher rates of depression, symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder, and suicidal ideation. Moreover, single service members, as well as married service members who deployed without their spouses, report higher problems of these types than married service members who deployed with their spouses, down from 32% in 2005. Still, job stress is of concern, especially associated with deployment. Command atmosphere is often a factor, with trust in one’s chain of command a large factor in morale and general outlook.

Social Influences

Peer influences, including stigma for problems, can be a negative influence on health behaviors. For example, smoking habits of Air Force recruits following basic training showed an increased likelihood of smoking if one’s drill instructor smoked. Similarly, having friends who smoke and view smoking as important increases service members’ risk of smoking. Stigma can be a factor in preventing improvement of those factors. Studies in military populations with mental health concerns have found stigma to be a major barrier to military members seeking treatment that could increase their fitness for duty. Social influence can also have a positive effect on behavioral fitness. Recently, the military leadership has attempted to reduce stigma and improve attitudes toward seeking mental health care through a number of measures, including eliminating the requirement to report the solicitation of counseling for marital counseling or postdeployment-related stress. The Army’s BattleMind briefings and the Marines’ Combat Operational Stress Control orientation are meant to normalize the consequences of combat and encourage a buddy system where peers watch out for each other.

Environmental Factors

Physical Stressors

Deployment of military forces to harsh environments, such as hot desert or mountainous terrains, presents combatants with physiological, biological, and psychological stresses that affect mood and motivation, decrease job performance, make accidents more likely, and lead to increases in illnesses and nonbattle injuries. Safety factors outside of the military environment—such as wearing seatbelts, helmet use, driving and road rage, cell phone use and texting during driving, and dangerous recreational activities—all affect military readiness. Using safety goggles and hearing protection in an occupational setting can also greatly affect military readiness. Combat eye protection use from 2003 to 2006 in Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) resulted in a 9% reduction in eye injuries when comparing those wearing combat eye protection vs. those who did not. Noncombat injuries, such as work-related injuries and motor vehicle accidents (MVAs), have been identified as the single leading cause of deaths, disabilities, hospitalizations, outpatient visits, and manpower losses among military service members. MVAs have been shown to account for one-third of all military fatalities over 25 years, including combat and noncombat periods. From 1998 to September 2009, MVAs accounted for over 4,000 service member deaths, 23% of which were due to motorcycle accidents. Prior combat deployment has been associated with increased motor vehicle accidents and fatalities, often due to increased alcohol use following combat deployment. Fatalities are greatest for younger single males who served on the ground in combat.

Chemical Stressors

Exposures to hazardous chemicals and materials in the environment are nearly certain and are capable of impacting human health and mission readiness. These hazards can be present in all compartments of the environment (air, food, soil, and water). Coping with the inevitability of these stressors requires service members to make behavioral and operational adaptations to maintain peak performance. A study examining Navy personnel from 1974 to 1985 reported 1,371 hospitalizations and 136 deaths associated with exposure to hazardous materials. Carbon monoxide (CO), a product of fuel-burning devices, was responsible for 74% of these deaths. Even low-to-moderate exposures to CO have been shown to impair vision and hearing. Exposure to JP-8 while incinerating human waste led to 24 medical evacuations due to burns in a 2-year period during OIF. Exposures to contaminants in other environmental compartments, such as food and water, have the potential to impact readiness as well. However, less than 50% of a study population consisting of OEF and
OIF deployment service members realized the importance of avoiding unprocessed tap water.87

Simple behavioral changes such as using fuel-burning devices outdoors, redirecting engine exhaust, and using proper ventilation can significantly reduce the risk of many airborne chemicals such as CO.88 Similarly, leader-enforced use of personal protective equipment (PPE) and training before handling flammable liquids have been shown to decrease burn severity in deployed service members.86 Research has shown a positive association between the number of social models, such as leaders using PPE and the number of people who use PPE for a given task.89 This research shows promise for a command-directed approach toward changing attitudes and behaviors in regard to PPE compliance and is a way of addressing the stigma associated with using PPE.

Biological Stressors

Exposure to biological stressors such as viruses, bacteria, and parasites requires service members to modify behaviors to maintain fitness. Historically, disease has accounted for the majority of injuries encountered by military personnel.90,91 Sanders et al. reported that 74.5% of study participants from OEF and OIF were affected by diarrhea, half of whom sought medical care, and a 69.1% incidence of respiratory infections, 17% of whom sought medical attention.92 Vector-borne diseases such as malaria and leishmaniasis have the potential to significantly affect readiness as well.93 Army Medical Surveillance Activity (AMSA) reported over 1,200 cases of leishmaniasis in deployed service members from 2001 to 2007.94 Practicing and enforcing proper hygiene and personal protective techniques are behaviors that have been found to protect individual and force health. Proper hand washing has been associated with a 47% decrease in the risk of diarrhea and a 45% reduction in outpatient visits for respiratory illness.27,95,96 Personal protective techniques, such as the use of DEET and bed nets, are effective in reducing the risk of disease transmission by arthropods.97 Despite the proven benefits of these behaviors, rates of hand washing and use of DEET are surprisingly low.95,96,98

Outcomes/Benefits of the Fitness Domain and Components

Primary outcomes for this component include the awareness of and reductions in (1) work, family, deployment, and peer-related stressors and (2) health and safety behaviors that mediate between occupational stressors and military functioning. A secondary outcome is improved military retention, a factor influenced by work and family stress, as well as injury.

Metrics

Other than occasional surveys assessing aggregate health of service members, occupational health problems rely on self-report to command medical departments of injury or distress. Readiness for deployment can also reveal problems that might have otherwise gone undetected.

Strength of Evidence for Domain and Component

Evidence is strong regarding the impact of illness and injury on military fitness. Psychosocial factors in occupational health have a moderate level of research support.

How This Fitness Domain Is Being Addressed With Current Programs

Most commands are interested in ensuring that their personnel are able to function optimally in their specialty, and commands have various formal and informal methods to support this. Periodic surveys, suggestion boxes, and sending feedback up the chain of command are all currently employed on a widespread basis. Postdeployment questionnaires (Post-Deployment Health Assessment Process/Post-Deployment Health Reassessment Program) are also regularly given to determine overall stress and health after returning from combat deployment. Noncommissioned officer (NCO) and officer trainings with regard to leadership and supporting personnel are also common. Commands are increasingly using work environment feedback to assess and improve the work environment and to train leadership in improved command interactions. Family stress issues can be referred to Family Services, available at most bases. MilitaryOneSource.com can also be used as a resource for family and work stress issues. Preventive and Occupational Medicine departments are tasked with prevention through assessment and education of occupational health issues, especially those regarding infectious disease and hygiene. Unit physicians are responsible for following the health of their service members and referring them for care if needed. Comprehensive health evaluations are required both pre- and postdeployment and, often, when changing duty stations.

Occupational health subcomponents, desired outcomes, metrics, current policies, and recommendations are summarized in Table IV.

THE BOTTOM LINE FOR THE LINE

Given the above review of behavioral and occupational health factors affecting military readiness, retention, and overall health of service members, specific recommendations can be made that are able to be implemented within most current commands without a great deal of cost or effort and that build on current practices. These are summarized below for each domain.

Substance Abuse

Alcohol Abuse

The evidence linking excessive alcohol use to health problems, aggression and victimization, and poor work performance is overwhelmingly clear. Less clear is what can be done about preventing the many problems associated with binge and heavy alcohol use. Certainly, continuing with public health messages about the dangers of excessive alcohol use, especially when driving, is important. However, for those commanders who take the problem of heavy drinking seriously, it is also important to change the military culture regarding
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Heavy alcohol use. This can be done at the local level by not sponsoring parties where alcohol is present (or at least a central component); by making it clear that heavy drinking, even on weekends, is unacceptable, because it decreases functioning for several days and readiness in case one is suddenly called up for duty; by using proven intervention approaches and programs such as those based on principles of motivational interviewing; and by referring those with problem drinking issues to treatment before a crisis occurs. Regular self-assessments can also be of value since understanding how one’s drinking pattern compares with that of others can begin to let personnel know that they may have a problem that needs addressing.

Tobacco Use
Buy-in from the command at all levels and a cultural shift among military leaders regarding the harmful effects of tobacco are paramount to countering the long- and short-term ill effects of tobacco use. Continuing tobacco bans in basic training (and beyond, in advanced training), in closed environments, and during trainings, as well as reducing availability of tobacco products in stores on base, will help reduce use and problems associated with tobacco use. In addition, following the recommendation from a recent Institute of Medicine (IOM) committee, DoD should implement a comprehensive tobacco-control program that includes appropriate therapeutic and communication interventions, surveillance mechanisms, and regular evaluation of the programs’ effectiveness.

Illicit Drug Use
Since drugs not detected in the typical urinalysis testing panel can be used without detection, the service branches should consider inclusion of a wider range of popular drug screening to include those that do not contain currently detected substances. In addition, medical officers should find ways to be more vigilant after prescribing psychoactive substances such as narcotics for medication for pain or benzodiazepines for anxiety or sleep because there are some who misuse these drugs. Increasing the frequency of drug testing, including occasional unannounced recall during weekends or holidays, could further reduce use.

Psychophysical Factors
Weight
Maintaining and enhancing a view of body fitness will be important for commanders concerned about reducing the number of overweight persons within their command. Encouraging healthy eating (and reducing unnecessary and unhealthy food choices), encouraging regular fitness (through competition, group exercise, and incentives), and monitoring psychological well-being can go far in maintaining a fit and healthy force.

Sleep
An informational program should be instituted for insomnia awareness and prevention, explaining the importance of
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TABLE V.  Bottom Line for the Line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance Abuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alcohol:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closer monitoring and regulations of heavy abuse outside of the workplace through anonymous AUDIT and aggregate reporting to the command. Discouraging alcohol at command-sponsored activities and having officers and senior enlisted discourage binge drinking at all times, much as they do with drinking and driving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tobacco:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closer monitoring and discouraging tobacco use inside and outside of the workplace through regular assessments and more smoking cessation programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illicit drugs:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued regular random drug screening of all service members. Improved monitoring of pain, sleep, anxiety, and stimulant medication by physicians through random checks of drug blood levels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychophysical Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued regular fitness assessments; continued regular weight and fitness support programs for those who do not meet standards. Consider interim assessments to assist those who might not meet standards. Continue to boost an atmosphere of physical health and readiness by encouraging healthy eating and exercise. Provide health events, sports events, lectures, healthy options in cafeterias, and reduced availability of sodas and unhealthy snacks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sleep:                   |
| Institute an informational program of insomnia awareness and prevention, explaining the importance of sleep on health, quality of life, and job performance, as well as the roles played by caffeine and alcohol, irregular schedules, and other factors that influence sleep. Institute behaviorally based insomnia programs for those experiencing primary and secondary insomnia. Identify a physician who is specially trained in sleep disturbance for specialty support. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupational Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychosocial factors:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase emphasis on work and family functioning through similar mechanisms used for prevention and treatment of physical health issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Environmental factors:   |
| Continue health checks before deployment, postdeployment, and on change of duty station. Boost messages of health and safety for driving, handwashing, ear and eye protection, sexual hygiene, and other illness and injury protection through annual updates, unit lectures, and public health announcements. Social modeling approach to enforce the desired behaviors such as wearing personal protective equipment. |

Occupational Health

**Psychosocial Factors**

Current metrics for psychosocial issues are often focused on command climate and rarely examine other dimensions, such as stigma, for seeking support for personal problems and family-related issues. Expanding standard inquiries to include these other components will inform the command about the state of their personnel and suggest mechanisms of support that could be helpful. Such support can come in the form of seminars, briefings to destigmatize efforts to seek individual or family support, and additional training for leaders in supporting their troops.

**Environmental Factors**

Occupational health, safety, prevention, and treatment policies and practices are in place in most commands. These can be improved on with additional leader emphasis on personal and unit status of adequate hygiene and occupational health-related training, equipment, and supplies, as well as modeling appropriate occupational behaviors such as wearing PPE. A summary of recommendations for line commanders is presented in Table V.

CONCLUSION

Behavioral and occupational health not only affect long-term health (and retention) but also immediate mental and physical functioning, and, therefore, military fitness. The components discussed above should not be viewed as independent factors that are able to be understood and improved on in isolation. Rather, they are part of a complex system that includes physical, psychological, medical, nutritional, spiritual, and social dimensions that all interact to offer resilience to these risk factors or sensitize one to succumb to them. Yet specifically targeting these factors, while also appreciating the influence of other factors, will lead to the best possible chance to maintain a fit fighting force.

The U.S. military has instituted many policies and procedures to reduce accidents and illness and to detect and correct problems that arise. However, just as in society at large, behavioral and occupational problems continue to exist and, in many cases, are increasing in prevalence. Although detrimental to society, such problems can particularly affect service members’ current military functioning, force readiness, and overall health for years to come. Fortunately, most of these problems can be curtailed through conscientious prevention and early treatment.
The military environment has a unique opportunity to influence service members’ health to ensure force health. The military’s emphasis on fitness standards and also drug screening are excellent examples of how a concerted effort can be made to reduce behavioral and occupational problems in the workforce. These efforts can be used as examples of how other health concerns, such as alcohol and tobacco use, sleep disturbance, and illness and injury prevention, can be improved. By instituting regular metrics, preventive programs, and readily available treatment programs, the total health of our service members can be greatly improved, resulting in a more effective military force.
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Medical and Environmental Fitness
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ABSTRACT Total force fitness is an emerging concept defined as a state in which the individual, family, and organization can sustain optimal well-being and performance under all conditions. Medical and environmental fitness are two of the component domains in the total force fitness framework. These domains have purposely been combined as they are inextricably intertwined: a warfighter must be able to function, free of any anticipated medical condition that could compromise either individual or unit effectiveness, while potentially confronting multiple environmental challenges. Medical fitness, best described as a state of general mental and physical well-being, is determined by medical metrics. Environmental fitness is defined as the ability to perform mission-specific duties in any environment and withstand the multiple stressors of deployment and war. This article defines the domains of medical and environmental fitness, describes the benefits of a medically and environmentally fit force, and identifies current and future metrics to assist in future programming.

INTRODUCTION

The United States is currently engaged in multiple conflicts resulting in unparalleled force operational demands. In addition, the term “the long war,” coined by Gen. John Abizaid in 2006, then U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) commander, underscores the fact that our current adversary is engaged in a generational conflict that will continue to challenge our nation’s military. Units, commanders, warfighters, and families have and continue to endure multiple deployments as they answer the call to serve our nation. The operational tempo has additionally translated into an increase in morbidity and mortality at home and abroad, in particular with regard to psychological casualties secondary to post-traumatic stress and suicide. Such events demand the Department of Defense (DoD) to reassess its definition of fitness as our need for well-trained and “totally fit” warfighters has never been greater. A model or framework that embraces every aspect of the warfighter’s health and performance, as well as that of his/her family, community, and unit is requisite for force health protection. Thus, the concept of total force fitness for the 21st century is envisioned.

A concept comparable to total fitness is also emerging throughout the civilian sector wherein medical facilities are merging with fitness facilities to holistically integrate healthy behaviors and lifestyles, to include diet and exercise, as part of the overall treatment of disease. As the health-challenged civilian and military populations expand, the management and prevention of both acute and chronic health conditions has become increasingly critical. Only with a clearly identified conceptual framework of total fitness, with standards, guidelines, and organizationally derived metrics, will we be able to meet the challenge of force health protection. This article, one in a series of papers prepared in response to the conference on total fitness, addresses the domains of medical and environmental fitness and their contribution to total fitness for the 21st century warfighter.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF MEDICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FITNESS

The medical and environmental fitness domains have been combined for the purpose of this review, because the two are inextricably intertwined: a warfighter must be able to function, free of any anticipated medical condition or predisposition that could impair or compromise both individual and unit effectiveness over the duration of a deployment, which may present a combination of multiple environmental challenges. Accordingly, military medical and environmental fitness, as two domains of total fitness, integrate measures of mental and physical well-being as a function of environment.

Medical fitness is defined as a condition of mental and physical well-being as determined by medical metrics that establish prerequisites for individual mission accomplishment and worldwide deployability. The goal of medical fitness is to determine whether an individual warfighter is fit to perform his or her job without risk to himself or others and to ascertain whether the warfighter has the physiological and psychological capacities to adapt to their specific occupational environment. The categories that establish medical fitness are both service and military occupation specialty (MOS) specific, but generally include the following: wellness; immunizations; behavioral and disease risk factors; disease surveillance; chemoprophylaxis; and personal protection, e.g., inserts in a mask to accommodate for vision.

Environmental fitness is defined as the ability to perform mission-specific duties in any environment and withstand the multiple stressors of deployment and war. Many theater-specific environmental stressors can be identified, assessed, and mitigated before deployment. These stressors are typically...
categorized by their physical, chemical, or biological parameters and include heat, cold, altitude, ionizing radiation, noise, hazardous chemicals, ultrafine particulate matter, as well as biologic agents in food, water, or other media. Mitigation of these stressors can improve the environmental fitness of a military unit.

Risk associated with each parameter and their potential interactions are difficult to quantify and present additional challenges that cannot be fully resolved before deployment. Additionally, training for one particular environment may compromise performance in another.

DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENTS

The primary components of military medical fitness include medical, dental, and psychological readiness. Medical fitness specifically establishes the following for the individual warfighter:

- Free of contagious diseases that would likely endanger the health of other personnel.
- Free of medical conditions or physical defects that would require excessive lost duty time for treatments or hospitalization or would likely result in separation from the Army for medical unfitness.
- Medically capable of satisfactorily completing any and all required training.
- Medically capable of performing duties without aggravation of existing physical defects or medical conditions.

Environmental fitness is composed of physiological readiness and personal protection preparing warfighters to optimally perform military missions while encountering various environmental stressors typically classified as:

- Physical (temperature, altitude, noise, and radiation).
- Biological (food, water, and vector-borne disease).
- Chemical (food, water, and occupational and environmental contaminants).

Varied environmental conditions may require specific physiological and behavioral adaptations as well as personal protective equipment and training to achieve or sustain optimal environmental fitness. Typical actions taken to improve environmental fitness in military deployments include: proper use of vision and hearing protection, DoD insect repellent system, water purification techniques, and physiological adaptations to the environment through acclimatization, acquired tolerance, and acquired cross-tolerance.

Acclimatization is an adaptive process that reduces the physiologic and behavioral adaptations, “acquired tolerance” refers to upregulation of selective cellular processes that help an organism adapt to and be protected against environmental stressors. The concept, although derived primarily from studies of thermotolerance in plants, also applies to other conditions, such as acquiring the ability to survive in conditions of limited oxygen supply. Importantly, the concepts of acquired and cross-tolerance are relatively new to human physiology under environmental conditions.

OUTCOMES/BENEFITS OF MEDICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FITNESS

The principal benefit to having medically and environmentally fit warfighters is maximizing an operational commander’s ability to accomplish the mission. An accurately performed assessment of medical fitness and environmental fitness can discriminate between those individuals who can participate effectively in accomplishing the unit stated mission, those who cannot, and those who might become a risk for others in the occupational or deployed environment. Proper identification of potential problems can lead to effective prevention and intervention strategies and directly translate into lower rates of disease/nonbattle injury and theater evacuation rates. Two secondary outcomes would include the availability of baseline health data for future health surveillance programs and a prediction of future health care costs.

CURRENT AND FUTURE METRICS FOR MEDICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FITNESS

Current Metrics

Medical Fitness

The military medical system routinely utilizes metrics to both assess and select warfighters, essentially quantifying medical fitness and/or establishing medical readiness. Medical fitness metrics are intended to establish prerequisites for individual mission accomplishment and worldwide deployability under any and all environmental conditions. Military medical metrics are published and updated regularly by each service in the form of military regulations or instructions, e.g., Army AR 40-501Standards of Medical Fitness. In addition, health affairs and theater commands publish and regularly update deployment medical standards and metrics. Military metrics used to establish medical fitness include, but are not limited to, those items identified in Table I. In addition to individual warfighter medical metrics, the military medical system utilizes system metrics to assess community access standards, e.g., balanced score cards. An individual warfighter cannot optimally function in a deployed environment without the knowledge that his family members are being adequately cared for in a timely manner.
Six factors are utilized and rated 1–4 in the Army to account for general physical capacity, upper extremities, lower extremities, hearing, eyes, and psychiatric. A rating of 3 or 4 indicates a significant limitation that may affect deployability.

### Environmental Fitness

Metrics for assessing environmental fitness are currently incompletely defined for most environments, with the exception of risk factors or previous personal or family history of environmental injury (e.g., heat stroke). Commanders and warfighters presently rely on published technical bulletins and guides to mitigate physical, biological, and chemical environmental hazards and maximize operational effectiveness in varied environments. DoD instruction 6490.03 requires service members be trained on theater-specific environmental stressors. However, definitive metrics or environmental fitness and exposure biomarkers for many environmental stressors such as hazardous chemicals, heat, altitude, cold tolerance, or the degree of acclimatization are needed.

### Future Metrics

#### Medical Fitness

A large number of metrics currently exist for assessing medical fitness so the challenge will be in determining which ones are critical for evaluating total fitness and then streamlining and building the assessment on the basis of evidence that meets the goals for the evaluation. Traumatic brain injury is presently one of the signature wounds of the current conflicts, but such subjective measures are imprecise and at best unreliable. Another currently available metric that may have merit, but has had limited use, is the physiological strain index (PSI), which is calculated on the basis of heart rate and rectal temperature changes during exposure to warm conditions. The PSI has promise as a metric because it combines physiological systems and is evidence based. The best characterized biomarker for acquired thermotolerance is production of heat shock proteins (HSPs), which are functionally linked to cellular chaperone activities and homeostasis. Although several of the HSPs have been shown to increase with heat acclimation, tremendous variability exists and no standard protocols are available.

With regard to altitude, studies in cultured cells and genetic mouse models indicate cells can undergo multiple adaptations that allow them to function under hypoxic conditions. These findings in cells and mice must be evaluated as a function of whole-body physiology and acclimatization to altitude before metrics will be available. Metrics for predicting Gz tolerance and sustainment of +Gz tolerance after a layoff from flying are needed in the future. Research being conducted by Mikuliszyzn et al. found that a 2- to 4-week lay-off from flying significantly decreased +Gz tolerance, however definitive metrics were not provided.

Additional research is ongoing in the area of hyperbaric metric determination. Pontier et al. recently showed venous bubble formation by pulsed Doppler at selected time intervals upon surfacing from a hyperbaric exposure was reduced after repeated scuba dives and regular physical activity; they postulated that this reduction was likely to protect against decompression sickness risk. Thus, bubble formation is being investigated as a diving metric.

Tufts et al. reviewed various metrics of auditory fitness and concluded that any metric determining auditory fitness for duty should first establish the relationship between performance on the test and occupational performance. Despite the goal of identifying all possible deployment environmental factors and developing internal service member adaptations to increase the ability to perform mission-specific duties in any environment, there are times when protection from exposure is required, for example, proper use of combat hearing protection to decrease the risk of tympanic membrane perforation from improvised explosive device blast overpressure. Physiologic adaption to impulse noise at these levels is not possible, making exposure risk identification and primary prevention key to preserving operational readiness.

### TABLE I. Military Medical Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Nondeployable Profile*</th>
<th>DNA Sample in Storage</th>
<th>Dental Readiness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immunization Profile</td>
<td></td>
<td>Periodic Health Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Duty Profile (as indicated by no. 1, but of a transient nature)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vision Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hearing Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Six factors are utilized and rated 1–4 in the Army to account for general physical capacity, upper extremities, lower extremities, hearing, eyes, and psychiatric. A rating of 3 or 4 indicates a significant limitation that may affect deployability.
Finally, new advances in molecular studies that use genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics hold great promise for yielding environmental fitness and exposure biomarkers across the physical, chemical, and biological domains. Several studies have elucidated genomic responses to heat acclimation\(^{14,15}\) and more are expected. Likewise metabolomics, the scientific field concerned with quantifying naturally occurring, low molecular weight organic metabolites within a cell, tissue, or biofluid,\(^{42}\) offer prospects for environmental biomarkers.\(^{42–45}\) The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recently released the Fourth National Report on Human Exposure to Environmental Chemicals measuring biomarkers for 212 chemicals in blood and urine from respondents to the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.\(^{46}\) Storage of pre- and postdeployment sera for all service members at the DoD Serum Repository allow opportunities for potential future environmental fitness serum-specific biomarkers spanning a service member’s entire career.\(^{47}\) Within the plant and animal arenas, environmental metabolomics, or the “application of metabolomics to characterize the interactions of organisms with their environment,” is rapidly expanding\(^{42,48}\) with particular emphasis on temperature, light, and circadian rhythms. Although we are not yet as sophisticated in the environmental metabolomics of humans, evidence and lessons learned from this discipline may be useful in the future.

Finally, acclimation to heat, and possibly other environmental conditions, involves an acute, transient, disturbed phase followed by a longer period during which cellular homeostasis begins to develop. A systems biology approach will greatly enhance our understanding of individual functioning and provide an integrated perspective on stress responses as we seek to delineate the time- and tissue-dependent nature of adaptive responses to environmental stressors.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE FOR MEDICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FITNESS**

**Medical Fitness Metrics**

The medical fitness domain involves multiple components to answer the question of whether the warfighter is medically fit. These components principally include immunizations, chemoprophylaxis against disease, periodic health assessments, hearing and vision assessments, dental health, and a behavioral health assessment. To date the multiple components and metrics are not evidence based, with perhaps one exception: vaccination and chemoprophylaxis to protect against infectious disease.

With regard to vaccinations, the U.S. military has a long history of immunizing warfighters to maintain their health and enhance the success of their missions.\(^{49–51}\) In the current theater of operations treating warfighters with medications to prevent malaria has been a major concern. This strategy is critical, as the consequences of malaria are devastating to the unit and individual. Multiple reports have noted the consequences of not taking malaria prophylaxis or utilizing effective vector control methods.\(^{52}\) Systematic reviews have unequivocally concluded that malaria prophylaxis is not only efficacious, but safe, and clearly assists in maintaining force readiness.\(^{53}\)

Occupational medicine communities have examined the scientific basis and effectiveness of pre-employment examinations, which are relevant to medical fitness, and have concluded that evidence demonstrating beneficial outcomes is lacking.\(^{54–56}\) Their consensus was that medical conditions do not determine fitness for work, with the exception of selected psychiatric conditions.\(^{55,56}\) The Royal Netherlands Army developed a new fitness examination system based on assessing an individual’s ability to meet the task-specific requirements of their jobs and compared it to their ongoing system, which focused on diagnosis and detection of diseases and infirmities.\(^{54,56–58}\) They found the new system of assessing fitness for work was a better predictor of work days lost, future health outcomes, and health care costs than medical diagnoses.\(^{54,57,58}\)

A recently published review of medical evacuation diagnoses from both Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) highlights the high rates of disease nonbattle injury (DNBI) rates, in particular musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders. The commentary specifically identifies the requirement for primary preventive measures, which would certainly include insuring optimal physical fitness, medical fitness, and musculoskeletal readiness, before deployment.\(^2\) However, we do not have conclusive evidence identifying appropriate screening metrics.

**Environmental Metrics**

No specific metrics are currently available to assess fitness for the environmental condition where a service member will deploy; however, completion of environmental health training has been associated with decreased rates of diarrheal diseases and leishmaniasis in OIF and OEF\(^ {51,59}\) as well as febrile respiratory illness in military recruits.\(^ {60}\)

Unlike most environmental stressors, physiological evidence for environmental acclimatization is clear.\(^ {5–7,10,11,17,61,62}\) For example, successive exposure to heat results in lower body temperatures and heart rate and greater sweating rates during exercise-heat stress than before exposure.\(^ {5,6,61,63}\) Resting heat exposure and a high degree of physical fitness each confer partial heat tolerance.\(^ {61,64}\) Additionally, dynamic intermittent hypoxic training conferred acclimation to various altitudes as indicated by higher arterial oxygen saturation than before exposure.\(^ {52}\) Importantly, substantial evidence demonstrates that physiologic and cellular adaptations to any environment are lost over time,\(^ {39,65,66}\) and different metrics may be required for each condition.

Phenomena that will be important in the future are acquired and cross-tolerance, which are mediated by multiple molecular changes.\(^ {10,12,13,22,35,43,67,68}\) In particular, heat acclimation and hypoxic preconditioning may confer protection and accelerate repair from thermal, hypoxic, and oxidative stresses.\(^ {8,14–20,69}\) Examples of acquired cross-tolerance
from these exposures include improved cognitive performance and improved blood–brain barrier integrity following closed head injury, reduced myocardial damage following ischemia, sustained immune function, or hypoxia. The resulting cellular changes allow a person to survive an exposure that would otherwise be lethal. Lastly, one study has shown cross-tolerance of intermittent hypoxia alone to cold tolerance at sea level. However, as noted above, the precise time course of acquired tolerance induction, persistence, and decay are not fully understood, nor are all of the cellular mechanisms mediating this adaptive response. The links between physiological function and molecular expression of protective effects are just beginning to be understood and this must happen before evidenced-based metrics become available.

Summary of Metrics
All metrics for assessing medical and environmental fitness should be appropriate, specific to occupational requirements of the individual warfighter, and cost effective. Moreover, they should be valid and have known specificities. In a systematic review Serra et al. defined assessment of fitness for work “as the evaluation of the individual’s capacity to work without risk to their own or others’ health and safety.” Medical fitness currently seeks to assess each warfighter in an effort to prevent future health and safety risks for the warfighter, commander, and unit. However, no evidence indicates it is cost effective to examine each and every worker. Clearly an examination of the metrics used in our current system is needed.

CURRENT PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Health Affairs regularly publishes and updates critical documents that pertain specifically to determining warfighter medical fitness and readiness for deployment. A second critical resource document for establishing warfighter medical fitness is Modification 9 to USCENTCOM Individual Protection and Individual/Unit Deployment Policy. This document, which pertains specifically to medical fitness in CENTCOM, is currently used by medical providers to establish who is medically fit to deploy to the current theater of war operations, and the required medical protections, e.g., malaria prophylaxis, medications, routine immunizations, protective eyewear, etc. Medical fitness for deployment additionally includes dental and psychological health.

Each service maintains individual regulations and instructions for establishing medical fitness and unique tracking systems that assist in establishing individual warfighter and unit medical fitness. These database systems (e.g., Army utilization of The Medical Protection System/MEDPROS; Air Force utilization of Preventive Health Assessment and Individual Medical Readiness/PIMR; Navy utilization of Medical Readiness Reporting System/MRRS) integrate multiple factors to determine an individual’s medical fitness and ultimately medical readiness for deployment. The systems also assist in integrating the data of an entire unit for a commander or unit surgeon to assess medical fitness and readiness for deployment. Published medical technical bulletins (TB-MED) and technical guides (TG) addressing physical, chemical, and biological stressors are available to assist warfighters, providers, and commanders to enhance environmental fitness.

Programs for the Future
Warfighter medical and environmental fitness, as previously described, requires an integrated system to answer one question for the commander: Will the warfighter, with established metrics, be medically able to operate and be effective on the battlefield when confronted with multiple environmental exposures? We believe the services currently do an excellent job of applying medical metrics to address the aforementioned question; as previously described, however, environmental metrics are distinctly lacking at this time.

The current operational tempo, as well as ongoing and emerging medical and environmental challenges have created new requirements that urgently need to be addressed. For example, as illustrated by Cohen et al., more work is needed in the area of risk factor analysis to assess the musculoskeletal system for hardiness against injury. Hearing screening is part of medical fitness and protective measures are in place with documented readiness and healthcare cost benefits. However, quantifying biomarkers for other components of environmental fitness need baseline and prospective measures of environmental chemical, biological, and physical exposure to identify threats and test environmental fitness interventions. In addition, we have little to no insight into how to quantify when an individual has recovered or “reset” from the rigors of a deployment. No task-specific baseline functional assessments are included in our assessment, yet evidence confirms that work-specific task metrics are critical fitness-for-duty measures. Research is also needed to elucidate whether interventions in the literature for preventing or mediating neurocognitive and traumatic injuries in animals are effective in humans. If so, new evidence-based programs can be developed. As previously identified, we lack programs that medically assess environmental hardness for single, much less for multiple physical, chemical, or biological exposures. Finally, no integrated checklists exist that review utilization of targeted strategies for human performance optimization, e.g., sleep strategies, or omega-3 fatty acid supplementation for neural/joint protection. Overall, much work is needed to accurately assess both medical and environmental fitness.

A COMMANDER’S “TOTAL FORCE FITNESS CHECKLIST”
The authors’ assessment is that current service database systems, as previously described, offer useful models for a potential commander’s checklist. These database systems integrate multiple factors to determine an individual’s medical
fitness and ultimately medical readiness for deployment. The first author’s personal communication with the MEDPROS staff has identified that the system is largely untapped. The traffic-light approach used by MEDPROS is simple and effective with red, amber, and green indicating states of fitness/readiness. The authors could envision traffic lights for medical and environmental fitness as well as the other fitness domains, which would be integrated and interactive depending upon the specific deployment situation/environment, e.g., green for Panama, red for Afghanistan because immunizations or altitude acclimatization are not appropriate for the environment. A potential subchecklist that details the medical and environmental fitness elements is listed in Table II.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Creating one standard database system for all services would be beneficial and would be particularly important to commanders of joint commands, who presently need to utilize multiple systems to assess the health of their personnel. The task of moving back and forth between data bases can be difficult, time consuming, and ultimately detrimental to operational readiness. Such a system, if accessible by medics and the line, would allow all services and component commanders (COCOMs) to easily add and track medical indicators and identify real-time changes in individual and collective high-risk behaviors that might require interventions. The minimum standard in such a system could be a Department of Defense definition of fully medical ready (FMR). This metric would ensure a high likelihood of maintaining a state of health that would allow mission accomplishment, worldwide deployability, and a low likelihood of being medically evacuated for DNBI.

Specific metrics to be considered in the future for assessing medical and environmental fitness as components of warfighter total fitness could include the following:

- The medical status/fitness of family members should be considered for development and incorporation into the individual’s medical fitness assessment.
- The AUDIT C for alcohol screening, rates of alcohol-related incidents (e.g., DUI/DWI, assaults, sexual assaults), and rates of tobacco use (captured in Preventive Health Assessments [PHAs] and Armed Forces Health Longitudinal Application [AHLTA]) would capture the contributions of some behaviors to medical fitness. In the case of tobacco use, these contributions include higher morbidity and mortality from H1N1, decreased cardiovascular fitness, slower wound healing, and reduced night vision.
- A body mass index (BMI) would also be a useful addition for medical fitness at the individual and aggregate levels. BMI has been consistently demonstrated to be associated with fitness, as well as risk for environmental injury.
- Sleep and recovery are important, if not critical, components of medical fitness. Restorative sleep has been associated with improved cognitive performance, improved judgment, fewer accidents, reduced obesity, inflammation, and cardiovascular disease, improved resilience, and more rapid recovery from traumatic brain injury (TBI), behavioral health problems, and injury and illness. Sleep could be measured through self-reporting, or by adding a sleep instrument, such as the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) or the Epworth Scale to the PHA, postdeployment health assessment (PDHA), and the postdeployment health reassessment (PDHRA).
- Potential future environmental readiness metrics of acclimatization could include dosage monitors and status algorithms that would automatically calculate a warfighter’s risk level in a certain environment. The identification of metabolomic biomarkers might also provide insight into acquired cross-tolerance. Future research is required in this vitally important area.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. Commander’s Medical and Environmental Fitness Checklist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Periodic Health Assessment to Include DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease Surveillance to include HIV/TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine Immunizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemoprophylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Neurocognitive Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training (Medical Threat, Field Sanitation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factor Assessment (Disease and Injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Environmental Injury (Heat, Cold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Targeted Human Performance Optimization Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplements/Nutraceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techniques (Acclimatization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment/Supplies (Personal Protective Equipment)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT  Total force fitness is a holistic health approach to enhancing warrior health and resilience. Nutritional fitness is an essential component of total force fitness as poor nutrition degrades mission readiness and contributes to a variety of other health disorders. This article describes the components of nutritional fitness, considers ways of assessing it at both the population and individual levels, and discusses challenges that must be overcome to attain nutritional fitness. The article concludes with recommended actions for improving the nutritional fitness of the force.

INTRODUCTION
Deployment-related stressors are placing strain on our young men and women serving in the armed forces leading to compromised health.1,2 Adoption of a holistic approach to warrior health is being advocated to provide our military personnel with the personal attributes to cope with the emotional, intellectual, spiritual, and physical challenges associated with military service. This holistic approach has been termed total force fitness. Proper fueling of the warfighter should be considered an essential domain of total force fitness since poor nutrition degrades mission readiness and contributes to a variety of other health disorders.3

Proper nutrition prevents illness, improves health,4 and optimizes emotional, cognitive, and physical capabilities.5,6 Food confers these benefits by providing the macro- and micronutrients to protect against disease, support injury-healing processes, and fuel immediate bioenergetic, emotional, and spiritual needs. Yet, how (e.g., fast or slow), when, and where (e.g., alone or in a group) an individual consumes a particular meal can impact warrior fitness independent of the individual foodstuffs consumed.

The purpose of this article is to describe the components of nutritional fitness, consider ways of assessing it at both the population and individual levels, and discuss challenges that must be overcome to attain nutritional fitness. The article concludes with recommended actions for improving the nutritional fitness of the force.

NUTRITIONAL FITNESS
Nutritional fitness refers to the provision and consumption of foodstuffs in quantities, quality, and proportions sufficient to preserve mission performance and to protect against disease and/or injury. Consistent with the Joint Force Health Protection Concept of Operations, nutritional fitness optimizes wellness for peacetime forces, maintains the health/fitness of deployed forces, and facilitates physical and mental resilience of redeployed forces. Sound nutritional fitness establishes habits that last a lifetime. As illustrated in Figure 1, nutritional fitness can be broken into three components: diet quality, healthy food choices, and specific nutritional requirements.

Diet Quality
Diet quality includes the nutritional composition of food, the impact of food preparation (e.g., cooking, storage), consumer acceptability, and the variety of food components available to accommodate personal food choices. Physical factors that hinder food availability and/or consumption (e.g., dining hall hours, availability of necessary utensils, food preparation procedures, consumption constraints, etc.) have an additional impact on diet quality. To be nutritionally fit, the right food must be available at the right time and must be consumed in the right quantities.

Healthy Food Choices
Even with proper food that is readily available, optimal nutritional fitness will not be achieved unless warriors make healthy food choices. For example, to reap the health benefits associated with regular intake of fruits and vegetables, these foods must be consumed in sufficient quantity.7,8 Likewise, energy intake in excess of daily requirements leads to weight gain, increased adiposity, and the adverse health consequences associated with excess body fat.8,9 A poorly designed diet and inappropriate use of dietary supplements can negatively impact human performance and health outcomes.6,10–12 Healthy ad libitum eating, therefore, is a key component of nutritional fitness, provided it is not done to excess.

Individual food choices are influenced not only by the food itself, but also by individual, cultural, and environmental factors.13 Food factors include portion size, appearance, labeling, packaging, presentation, variety, and sensory-specific satiety.13 Individual factors include age, gender, and ethnic or cultural influences. Other individual factors include the influence of marketing and education, personal food attitudes, commensality (e.g., nonobese versus obese), and interaction between foods and an individual’s mood or emotions.13 Environmental factors include location, meal appropriateness for time of day,
meal presentation, ambiance, convenience and access (i.e., effort and time), price, and value. 13

**Nutritional Requirements**

Nutritional needs are not one size fits all. Daily fluid and energy requirements depend on body mass, physical activity, and the environment in which the work is performed. 14–16 Water and energy requirements vary several fold, depending on specific mission requirements. 15–18 Micronutrient needs also vary between individuals. 19 For example, women must consume considerably higher dietary iron than men to prevent development of anemia. 19 To ensure optimal nutritional fitness, sufficient food and fluid to meet individual warrior needs must be readily available.

**NUTRITION MATTERS**

The importance of nutrition for sustaining soldier health and performance was recognized nearly 150 years ago. Dr. John Ordroux, an Army surgeon, discussed the importance of diet in maintaining soldier health and performance, stressing the “... necessity of making the soldier’s diet a very important part of the discipline of an army... [and] ... furnishing him with such qualities of aliments as will keep his physical energies always at par.” 20 Experimental research has since characterized the energy and nutrient requirements of soldiers and the consequences of not eating enough. 21–24 For example, a series of studies during World War II, decisively established the criticality of adequate and appropriate feeding in maintaining soldiers’ ability to sustain work. 21 In short, soldiers that were not fed well did not perform well; when adequate nutrition was restored—particularly adequate energy and carbohydrates—so too was performance. During the same time period, Adolph et al. demonstrated the adverse consequences of dehydration. 25 Military research has since established the unique nutritional demands imposed by environmental stress. 26–32

**Nutrition Standards**

In 1940, concerns about the nutritional status of young military enlistees, as well as Americans in general, led to the development of a Committee on Food and Nutrition—now the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) Food and Nutrition Board (FNB). This committee was tasked with advising the government on food and nutrition problems related to national defense: 23 one of its first responsibilities was to develop a set of dietary standards to define minimum requirements and safety margins for nutrient intake, which could be used to evaluate military and civilian diets. 24 In 1941, the FNB approved its first set of recommendations and these standards were adopted by the military (the first National Nutrition Conference for Defense) later that year. 24

Since 1941, the IOM’s FNB has continued to update, revise, and expand its nutrient recommendations 23,24 to incorporate evolving knowledge of nutrient requirements for health and disease prevention; recommendations are based on the strength of evidence regarding specific nutrient deficiencies and associated adverse health outcomes (e.g., protein-calorie malnutrition, anemia, scurvy). In the mid 1990s, the IOM replaced the recommended dietary allowances with a new, broader set of guidelines called the dietary reference intakes (DRIs).

**DRIs**

The DRI process establishes recommended daily allowance (RDA) by reviewing the available scientific evidence. Estimated average requirements (EARs) are defined as the intake levels that would meet the requirements for half of the individuals in the population of interest, based on age and gender. These EARs, in turn, are used to establish the RDA, which is the intake sufficient to meet the nutritional requirements for 97–98% of the population. For nutrients where insufficient data are available to define an EAR and a RDA, levels of adequate intake (AI) are defined. Upper limits of nutrient intakes are also published to avoid adverse health consequences associated with excess consumption of certain nutrients. The RDA and AI values are intended as a goal for daily individual intake.

**MDRIs**

The military dietary reference intakes (MDRIs) are a set of guidelines designed to meet the unique nutritional needs of military personnel (e.g., higher energy expenditure and/or increased sweating secondary to differences in anthropometrics and/or activity levels). 19 The Department of Defense (DoD) nutritional standards, 33 as well as the DRI documents, 34–37 are regularly updated. The MDRIs were adapted from the DRIs, 19,33 and for many nutrients, the standards are identical; however, for certain nutrients—notably, sodium—the MDRIs have been adjusted to account for known differences. Each of the services is required to meet the DoD nutritional standards in their food service programs, but may determine their own program/standard for meeting the nutrient requirements. 33 For example, Army Pamphlet 30-22, “Operating Procedures for the Army Food Program,” outlines service-specific menu standards which, if followed, provide consumers the opportunity to achieve the MDRIs. 38
The Armed Forces Recipe Service has recipes to assist military foodservice operations in producing menu items that are both acceptable to the consumer and nutritionally adequate.

**Nutrient Excesses—Too Much of a Good Thing?**

Historically, military nutrition research has been concerned primarily with the adverse effects of underfeeding and of specific macro/micronutrient deficits. A new threat to nutritional fitness and force readiness has emerged, namely, overconsumption and resultant overweight/obesity.  

Overweight soldiers are more susceptible to factors that would impede mission success (e.g., decreased physical endurance, higher rates of heat exhaustion and musculoskeletal injury).  

There is also a financial cost—in 2006, DoD spent an estimated $1.1 billion in medical care costs associated with overweight and obesity; another $167 million was incurred covering nonmedical costs related to excess weight, such as absenteeism, which has been reported to be more frequent in soldiers who are overweight or obese.  

Annually, the DoD is discharging approximately 1,200 first-term military enlistees for being overweight.  

Overweight/obesity develops as a consequence of consuming energy in excess of daily energy expenditure. While it can be debated whether the increase in weight versus decrease in energy expenditure, it arose concurrently with increased availability and consumption of commercially prepared, energy-dense food and beverages. Weight loss strategies employing increased school-time physical activity without constraining energy intake have been unsuccessful.

**Dietary Supplements**

Dietary supplements are products that contain one or more dietary ingredients—such as vitamins, minerals, herbs, or amino acids—that are intended to supplement the diet. They are popular among active duty military personnel, who commonly report using supplements to increase energy, lose weight, and/or improve performance or health; some individuals take supplements to compensate for an unhealthy diet. Nutritional supplements may indeed be beneficial in certain circumstances. For example, caffeine may provide advantages in military jobs and duties where attentiveness is necessary (e.g., aviators, sentry duty); supplements may also benefit individuals who are deficient in a particular nutrient (e.g., vitamin D or B12).

The consumer needs to be aware, however, that dietary supplements are only loosely regulated. Manufacturers are not required to demonstrate either efficacy or safety. Furthermore, the consumer is vulnerable to poor quality control and mislabeling. There have been multiple reports of supplement contamination with controlled substances (e.g., sibutramine, ephedrine, or steroids) that have known adverse health effects. Still, users perceive dietary supplements to be safe. As such, they may be prone to misuse these products—for example, consuming more than the recommended amount or combining multiple supplements; and such misuse increases the chance that the user will experience undesirable side effects (e.g., bleeding, seizures). Improper use of dietary supplements, or inadvertent consumption of contaminants, may compromise the nutritional fitness of the warfighter.

**ASSESSMENT OF NUTRITIONAL FITNESS**

To adequately assess nutritional fitness, one must consider both how well the provided diet meets the needs of the community and the quality of individuals’ eating behavior and nutritional knowledge.

**Community Assessment—Food Environment**

The Choose Healthy Options for Wellness (CHOW) and the Develop Improved Nutrition Environment (DINE) are assessment tools designed to measure the accessibility of healthy options in a military community or worksite environment (e.g., dining facilities, minimarts, vending machines, kitchen/break areas); the CHOW and the DINE are used by the U.S. Navy (USN)/U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) and the U.S. Air Force (USAF), respectively. Using a list of environmental factors and policies that would support healthy food choices, these tools identify areas that need improvement and score the facilities as being “fully,” “mostly,” or “not/partially supportive” of healthy eating. Electronic versions of the CHOW and DINE are available from the Navy and Marine Corps Public Health Center website (http://www-nehc.med.navy.mil).

To assess whether the food prepared in the dining facilities is sufficient to meet the population’s predetermined needs, commanders can check with the installation’s food program management office—or similar organization or personnel—to determine whether food preparation complies with menu standards and recipe cards. For example, in the Army, one could check with the food program manager (FPM), who maintains production schedule records indicating what foods were prepared and served for a given meal; other responsibilities of the FPM include ensuring that healthy choices are available throughout each meal and that food service personnel are trained on healthy food preparation techniques. The Navy food management teams perform similar functions, inspecting food preparation practices on Navy vessels.

**Community Assessment—Community Needs**

The adequacy of the provided diet will depend on the average nutritional requirements of the population being served. The energy demands placed on warfighters varies considerably. Combat foot soldiers, for example, expend considerable energy when on patrol operations. As illustrated in Figure 2, total daily energy expenditures of combat units during training exercises ranges from 15.5 to 29.8 MJ (3,700 to 7,120 kcal/day), with the highest values occurring during cold-weather operations. Mission tasks may require individuals to carry heavy loads of up to 77% of body mass. Conversely, some other military occupations are considerably more sedentary.
Personnel performing ground defense, engineering/construction duties, or general support duties have energy requirements of approximately 13–15 MJ/day (3,200–3,700 kcal/day). Even lower total energy expenditures (10–11.7 MJ/day or 2,200–2,800 kcal/day) have been measured in military women, in part because of their small total body and lean mass.

Reference databases that include the energy requirements of individual military tasks, and those that present average daily energy expenditures of military personnel performing a variety of mission-specific tasks, such as those described above, can be used to estimate the energy requirements of a given military population. Online calculators are also available for estimating the energy expenditures from activity diaries (e.g., http://www.shapeup.org/interactive/phys1.php, http://www.mypyramidtracker.gov/). Similar tools are available for estimating water and electrolyte requirements.

**Individual Assessment—Food Choices and Knowledge**

The adequacy of individual food choices can be assessed by survey or direct observation or inferred by measuring specific physiologic biomarkers. The Department of Defense regularly conducts a large scale survey assessing military lifestyle; the most recent survey included several questions related to dietary practices. The California Dietary Practices Survey is an example of a more robust survey tool that could be used by the military to assess dietary behaviors, http://cdph.ca.gov/programs/cpns/pages/californiastatewidesurveys.aspx). Food frequency questionnaires, such as the Block Dietary Data Systems Assessment Survey (http://www.nutritionquest.com) and the Dietary History Questionnaire (http://riskfactor.cancer.gov/DHQ) provide information on the adequacy of individuals’ usual intakes for meeting their recommended nutrient intakes.

Direct observation of both the acceptability of individual items and the quantity of the rations that warriors eat is used by the combat feeding directorate to develop new menus and food components for ration packs such as the Meals, Ready to Eat (MREs) and First Strike Rations.

Physiologic biomarkers of nutritional fitness include body mass and percent body fat, as well as analytes from blood, saliva, or other cellular samples that are reflective of specific nutrient adequacy.

Tools for assessment of nutritional knowledge are also available. The Diet and Health Knowledge Survey (http://ars.usda.gov/services) and the Nutrition Knowledge Questionnaire (http://www.ucl.ac.uk/hbrc/resources.html) are two examples. The latter has been validated and has a scoring system, enabling both between- and within-group comparisons.

**Dietary Practices and Nutrition Knowledge—The Status Quo**

Relatively few military personnel are eating a diet that meets the recommended dietary guidelines for Americans (DGA) (see Table I) or achieve Healthy People 2010 objectives for

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Energy Expenditure, kcal/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marines - Cold, Mountainous</td>
<td>19,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Rangers - Cold</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marines - Cold, Mountainous</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Forces - Cold, Mountainous</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airfield Ground Defense - Males</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Forces - Temperate</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Construction - Males</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Activities, Garrison - Males</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin Duties, Construction - Males</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Sailors @ sea - Females</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine BCT - Females</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin Duties - Females</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 2.** Daily energy expenditures of various military populations performing mission duties in a range of environments. (Source: Tharion et al., 2005)
Aim for at least 5 ounces of whole grains a day.
Vary vegetable type and color.
Eat a variety of fruit; go easy on fruit juices.
Choose low-fat or fat-free milk, yogurt, or cheese.
Choose low-fat or lean meats and poultry; choose more fish, beans, peas, nuts, and seeds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Groups</th>
<th>3,200 Calorie Serving Size Equivalents</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grains</td>
<td>10 ounces 1 slice of bread, 1 cup of dry cereal, or half cup cooked rice, pasta, or cereal.</td>
<td>Aim for at least 5 ounces of whole grains a day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
<td>4 cups 1 cup of raw or cooked vegetables or vegetable juice, 2 cups of raw leafy greens, 2 medium carrots; 1 ear of corn.</td>
<td>Vary vegetable type and color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits</td>
<td>2.5 cups 1 cup of cut fruit or 100% fruit juice; 1/2 cup of dried fruit; 1 small apple; 1 large banana, orange, or peach.</td>
<td>Eat a variety of fruit; go easy on fruit juices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>3 cups 1 cup of milk or yogurt, 1.5 ounces (or 2 slices) of hard cheese, 2 cups of cottage cheese, 1.5 cups of ice cream.</td>
<td>Choose low-fat or fat-free milk, yogurt, or cheese.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat and Beans</td>
<td>7 ounces 1 ounce of meat, poultry or fish, quarter cup cooked dry beans, 1 egg, 1 tablespoon of peanut butter, or half ounce of nuts or seeds.</td>
<td>Choose low-fat or lean meats and poultry; choose more fish, beans, peas, nuts, and seeds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHALLENGES TO ACHIEVING UNIVERSAL NUTRITIONAL FITNESS AMONG MILITARY PERSONNEL

In garrison, military personnel eat from a variety of food sources. The 2005 Department of Defense Survey of Health-Related Behaviors revealed that military dining facilities are frequented for relatively few meals. Breakfast is often skipped or prepared at home. Lunch comes from a variety of sources with 43% reporting they bring it from home at least twice per week and 27–28% reporting eating food prepared by a military facility or restaurant at least twice per week. While 63% report eating dinner at least twice per week at home, 30% report eating dinner in a restaurant or from restaurant take-out services at least two times per week. Importantly, half of all service member respondents reported consuming fast food three or more times per week.

Food sources during deployment depend on location. Personnel operating from established bases typically have access to military or contractor-prepared meals (including fast food establishments). Personnel performing duties away from established bases subsist on individual or small group operational rations. Due to limitations of time and space, these individuals may have a difficult time achieving adequate energy and nutritional intake. Units on foot patrol in Afghanistan, for example, typically take two MREs per man per day, which provide ~2,600 kcal/man/day. The amount of food consumed is influenced by the mission activities. Warfighters often eat as time permits in situations not conducive to food preparation. Taste fatigue can also develop when units over-rely on individual and small group ration menus for subsistence. As a result, it is common to lose weight during mission execution. A survey of combat foot soldiers operating in Afghanistan revealed that many had unintentionally lost ~15 pounds during their tour.

STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE NUTRITIONAL FITNESS

Field Feeding

The military has on-going efforts to improve the food supplied to forward-deployed warfighters. A good example is the First Strike Ration. This small, lightweight ration pack includes a full-day supply of food using ready-to-eat food components nutritionally formulated to sustain the warrior during work in austere environments. Warrior feedback suggests that the First Strike Ration enhances an individual’s capability to eat what they need, when they need it. A second example...
is the introduction of the Unitized Group Ration–Express, a nutritionally complete meal-in-a-box group ration capable of self-heating and providing a well-balanced meal for 18 warriors.

Research on Improving Dining Facilities

Civilian and military research is examining the effectiveness of various strategies for improving eating behavior. The approaches include educational displays, instruction, social marketing, adoption of detailed labeling, increasing the percentage of “healthy” selections, price subsidies, and verbal prompts by food servers to encourage fruit selection. An ongoing Army research project is applying nutrition “best practices” to determine whether soldier food selections can be shifted to more closely approximate national guidelines for fiber, fruits, vegetables, and unsaturated fat consumption.

Primary Prevention/Education

An important organizational impediment in the transition of nutrition knowledge to military members is the lack of dietetic professionals available for primary prevention activities. Military dietitians are primarily assigned to hospitals where they perform clinical duties; others are assigned to administrative positions. Assignment of dietitians to duties where they could apply their expertise toward primary prevention, the expansion of nutrition education programs, or putting in place “best practices” at military dining facilities, has the potential to substantially impact the nutritional fitness of the force.

Online tools may be useful to improve or maintain nutritional fitness through education and behavioral change. For example, “Be Warrior Ready with Good Nutrition” is maintained by the Army Public Health Command (http://phc.amedd.army.mil/home/), and provides information on health, nutrition, weight loss and maintenance, behavior management, dietary supplements, and physical training. “Army Move!” (https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/248187) and “Hooah Bodies” (https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/343315) are online communities that provide similar information to Army Knowledge Online (AKO)/Defense Knowledge Online (DKO) users.

CONCLUSION

Nutritional fitness is a necessary component to achieve total force fitness. Chronic, poor dietary choices can compromise both health and performance. To facilitate nutritional fitness within their troops, commanders are encouraged to take necessary actions to ensure that their troops have access to eating environments that provide foods with high dietary quality and in the necessary quantities to meet warrior needs, and to include nutrition education as part of their troops’ training curriculum. This article has provided resources to accomplish these tasks. By taking the proposed actions, commanders will provide our warriors with the opportunity to consume a nutritious diet and provide them with the requisite knowledge of nutrition principles and portion sizes to make healthy food choices.
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ABSTRACT  Spirituality, as distinct from psychological and other variables, is now recognized as a crucial element in the total force fitness of service members. There is substantial literature available for the development of evidence-based policies and programs for spiritual support and the treatment of spiritual distress and moral injury. These developments should be integrated within existing programs, and this will require that commanders be proactive. Chaplains provide a primary resource and should be enabled to operate within integrated teams of support personnel. This has not been the case historically, and only the leadership of commanders can bring this about. Programs should utilize existing instruments for monitoring purposes, but should also include proactive plans for service members before deployment and whenever events such as large-scale civilian casualties increase the overall risk of spiritual distress. Behavioral science experts should be utilized in a collaborative role with chaplains in developing spiritual support. Leaders should receive elementary training in cultural competence and spiritual diversity to provide the needed support for spiritual fitness program development.

INTRODUCTION
Operational Demands That Require Consideration of Spiritual Fitness

Today, counterinsurgency and asymmetric warfare have become the new norm in the context of full spectrum (offensive, defensive, stability, and support) operations. The Quadrennial Defense Review 2006 emphasizes that the global operational environment requires unprecedented emphasis on operational balance. The Joint Operating Environment report predicts that future integrated close combat will place increased demands on the physical, psychological, and spiritual domains of fitness. This will require that leaders be well versed on the human dimension of combat, including spiritual dimensions and ethical decision making at all personnel levels.

For many on the front lines, spirituality and religion are the only “safe haven” amidst intense operational or combat experiences that can test one’s faith. The danger of spiritual and moral trauma is real, and it can initiate a downward spiral of physical, psychological, and behavioral problems in the service member. We lack proven methods to build spiritual fitness, prevent moral injury, and heal the spiritually distressed in the military setting, but research in these areas is growing. For example, Litz et al. have recently reviewed the literature, defined terms, and offered a working conceptual framework and a set of intervention strategies for repairing “moral injury.”

The role of religious ideology in contemporary conflicts and the increasing spiritual diversity of the U.S. Armed Forces, make leadership’s attention to spirituality more pressing and more challenging at the same time. As noted in this article, there is much in spirituality that can encourage unit cohesion and commitment to mission. But religious and spiritual differences are also well known as potential flashpoints for conflict. Commanders must develop policies that will promote a coherent and effective approach to the spiritual needs of service members. This is essential for maintaining readiness.

The Field of Spirituality and Health

The scientific study of spirituality and health is a very new field. Figure 1 illustrates the five-fold increase in research on spirituality and religion, which from 1990 to 2007 reflects the growing interest in this topic within healthcare.

Because the field is so new, most research has been basic rather than applied. Metrics for spiritual belief, practice, and experience have been developed, but research linking these factors to fitness and health is only beginning. There is a general consensus that such links exist and are clinically important, but the evidence base delineating these associations and developing practical applications is in its infancy. Given the inherently subjective nature of spirituality and the inability to measure spiritual fitness directly and objectively, a rigorous mixed-methods approach is required for their evaluation. The lack of systematic qualitative research in this field, however, is an important gap.

METHODS/APPROACH

In preparation for a December 2009 conference entitled “Defining Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century,” we collaborated with a multidisciplinary “spiritual fitness working group” on the creation of an article that explored how spiritual fitness might contribute to Department of Defense (DoD) goals such as unit cohesion, performance, readiness, resilience, and force protection. The conference was focused on developing a conceptual framework and metrics for total force fitness and formed the foundation for a practical Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction (CJCSI) on total force fitness. This diverse working group was composed of academic experts, chaplains representing each service, and representatives of other DoD components, including the
Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic Brain Injury (DCoE). Entitled “Spiritual Fitness and Ethical Fitness in the Armed Services,” the preconference article was intended as “…only a beginning toward integrating the key components of spirituality and ethical fitness into the total fitness initiative.” Starting with this preconference article and the CJCSI, we then reviewed the scientific literature on spirituality and health to provide an evidence base that would support the spiritual fitness goals of the CJCSI.

Our literature review included the 1,600 studies identified by Koenig et al. in their Handbook of Religion and Health (2001), the results of several searches of Ovid MEDLINE on spirituality and religion, references from the researchers’ files, and a series of searches specifically for scales and measures for spirituality. The resulting database was composed of more than 3,000 titles.

As additional sources for the postconference literature review, we used databases currently in development from (1) a literature review on mind–body practices and therapies for treatment and prevention of stress- and trauma-related illnesses and conditions in military, veteran, and first responder populations, and (2) a systematic review of integrative skills training programs for the management of stress and associated disorders. These databases contain 850 and over 11,000 articles, respectively.

FINDINGS

Operational Definition of the Fitness Domain

The Meaning of Spirituality

The definition of “spiritual” and related terms has been a serious problem in research on spirituality and health. Care providers often use the words spiritual and spirituality broadly to capture an array of domains including values, feelings, aspirations, and so forth, typically reflecting common theological assumptions about the human spirit (see Table I). This can be appropriate and useful in the context of care, such as by military chaplains. Therefore, this kind of pragmatic definition was used in the CJCSI on spiritual fitness. However, in research it is necessary to employ a definition that is more specific and standardized (to allow comparison among different studies and different populations) that helps to distinguish spirituality from psychology, that is applicable to its varied manifestations in diverse religions, and that reflects ordinary usage of the term by the subjects being studied. Below, we review the definitions of spiritual and its cognates that are common English language usage and that are most useful in spirituality research:

Spirituality: the quality or condition of being spiritual.
Spiritual: Of, pertaining to, or affecting the spirit or soul, especially from a religious aspect.

TABLE I. Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual-Lexical Definition</td>
<td>“Of, pertaining to or affecting the spirit or soul, esp. from a religious aspect.”</td>
<td>Dates to Middle English, roughly the 11th through the 15th centuries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality- Theological Definition</td>
<td>“... The sum of all the uniquely human capacities and functions: self awareness, self transcendence, memory, anticipation, rationality (in the broadest sense), creativity, plus the moral, intellectual, social, political, aesthetic, and religious capacities, all understood as embodied.”</td>
<td>Paul Tillich, (1886–1965), among the most influential of 20th century theologians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality- Typically Ambiguous Clinical Definition, After Tillich</td>
<td>“That which allows a person to experience transcendent meaning in life. This is often expressed as a relationship with God, but it can also be about nature, art, music, family, or community—whatever beliefs and values give a person a sense of meaning and purpose in life.”</td>
<td>Christina Puchalski, MD, of George Washington University, one of the leading researchers in spirituality and health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>“The animating principle in humans and animals. 2. The immaterial part of a corporeal being.”</td>
<td>Dates to Middle English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit- Theological Definition</td>
<td>“The unity of power and meaning.... spirit appears fully only in humanity, in freedom, self-transcendence, morality, rationality, creativity, selfhood....”</td>
<td>Paul Tillich, (1886–1965), among the most influential of 20th century theologians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions</td>
<td>Those community institutions such as Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism and Islam that are based on spirituality.</td>
<td>(For example, belief, meaning and purpose are words often associated with spirituality that also have purely nonspiritual meanings.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychospiritual</td>
<td>Refers to the larger realm where spirituality intersects with other domains, especially psychology. Acknowledges that the psychology/spirituality distinction will be drawn very differently by different people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 1. Growth in research on spirituality and religion
Spirit: (1) The animating principle in humans and animals. (2) The immaterial part of a corporeal being.9

Religion refers to spiritual institutions (e.g., Christianity, Buddhism, etc.). Therefore, spiritual fitness would mean fitness of “the spirit or soul, especially from a religious aspect.” Spirituality, then, depends on diverse beliefs about the soul, theological debates, and so forth. Within particular religious and spiritual traditions one finds very different definitions of spiritual fitness, such as being saved (evangelical Christian), being in a state of grace (Catholic), and being able to stay “in the moment” and maintain a self-transcendent view during stressful situations (Buddhism). To assert that some meaning of these concepts is correct, that it is true spirituality, would endorse some spiritual viewpoints while dismissing others. That would be inappropriate to scientific inquiry as well as to the U.S. military. Given the spiritual diversity of the United States, each instance of the spiritual must be interpreted within the context of a particular tradition. All of these traditions share fundamental aspects of the meanings of spirit, but each has unique interpretations of its referents and associated values. This presents several difficulties for the study of spirituality and health, especially in the military.

Most common to the “belief problem” has been to follow the pattern of Christian Existential theology in making definitions that are more secular, and less specific. These definitions tend to make all humans and all human behavior spiritual. Many believers hold this view, but these universalizing definitions are the reason that many investigators have said that the meaning of spirituality is “fuzzy”10 and “vague and contradictory.”11 These definitions also conflate spiritual, religious, and psychological factors, reducing the validity of many outcomes studies; when a psychological factor such as optimism, often associated with spirituality, is employed in spirituality metrics the results are confounded, and often become tautological. When the meaning of research terms deviates from everyday usage, the resulting studies lack ecological validity. These conceptual difficulties are reflected in the common complaint that discussions of the importance of spirituality suggest that very spiritual people are somehow “better” than others, or that one must be spiritual to be moral, ethical, and compassionate. It is the use of excessively broad definitions that universalize spirituality that creates this problem, and this can be especially damaging in a pluralistic context, as in science and military settings.

Spirituality Is Not the Same as Religion

Although religions are institutions based on spirituality, the importance of distinguishing religion from spirituality is widely recognized by researchers.12 For some, all spiritual belief and practice lie within the framework of their religion. For others, 20–30% of Americans, their spirituality is largely or entirely outside religion,13,14 although some occasionally attend religious services. A Pew Forum survey (December 2009) found that 24% of Americans say they attend services of at least one faith other than their own. Spiritual and religious pluralism is the norm in the United States, and has been since Colonial times.15,16 Among the powerful influences shaping American religious heterodoxy are the influential spiritual traditions of Asia, principally Buddhism and Hinduism (especially yoga), and spiritual experiences.

Psychospiritual Fitness: The Intersection with Other Domains

Because spiritual factors per se make sense only within specific spiritual traditions, as noted above, spirituality affects fitness in ways appropriate to the military primarily as it interacts with other domains, especially psychology. Research has established strong links between spirituality and physical, psychological, and medical health,17–20 most of them positive but some of them negative, depending on the specifics of belief and practice.20 Many of these outcomes are at least in part attributable to the behavioral and social ramifications of spirituality.

The term “psychospiritual” refers to this larger realm where spirituality intersects with other domains. Psychospiritual acknowledges that the psychology/spirituality distinction will be drawn very differently by different people. (For example, belief, meaning, and purpose are words often associated with spirituality that also have purely nonspiritual meanings.) While adopting policies favoring one spiritual tradition over another would be wrong, it is appropriate to develop coherent psychospiritual policies. We have adopted the conventional use of “spiritual fitness” to refer to “psychospiritual fitness,” because it is so widely used. But for all technical purposes, the distinction should be kept in mind.

An example of how spiritual practices can encourage cohesion (by facilitating tolerance) as well as improve fitness is mindfulness-based meditation. Although developed from a Buddhist practice, this meditation is now widely taught in a secularized form21 and has been shown to have wide-ranging benefits therapeutically as well as for wellness and performance enhancement.22–27 It is possible to tailor mindfulness meditation to one’s own religion, making it one’s own and, according to some studies, enhancing its effectiveness.

A structured mindfulness training program that has demonstrated feasibility and preliminary effectiveness for improving attentional functioning and reducing the negative effects of stress,25 mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) is currently being offered at multiple Veterans Administration (VA) hospitals to Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom (OIF/OEF) veterans returning with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Based on Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) and tailored to the predeployment training cycle, the Mindfulness-Based MindFitness Training (MMFT) program includes evidence-based techniques and exercises for enhancing mental agility, emotion regulation, attention, and situational awareness. Pilot research on the MMFT program in Marine Reservists suggests that MMFT may bolster mental fitness and resilience against stressors.28

An important caveat to the secularization of traditionally religious practices is the danger of contradicting the intention and goal for which these practices were originally developed, by removing their historical context and spiritual and moral foundations. While the archetype of the “spiritual warrior” pervades the history of several religious traditions,29 extracting just
the methods themselves can have dire individual and organizational consequences. For example, encouraging the use of Zen meditation techniques used by the Samurai to eliminate fear of death and guilt over killing,\textsuperscript{30} might suggest hypocrisy given combatants’ approaches in the war on terrorism. The risk of practicing these techniques in a way that is immoral or antithetical to their roots\textsuperscript{31} can be minimized by including in skills training programs appropriate discussions of spiritual context and consequences of these practices. When the authors presented this ethical dilemma to respected authorities in Buddhism (the religious and philosophical tradition from which many of these meditative practices are drawn), these experts advised focusing on their potential effectiveness in post-deployment recovery (Fritts M. Personal communication with Ven. Tsoknyi Rinpoche III, facilitated by Ven. Tenzin Lhamo, 2010).

**Description of Components of Spiritual Fitness**

The components of spirituality are traditional rather than scientific categories. Therefore they overlap, interpenetrate, and have somewhat different meanings in different traditions.

**Spiritual Beliefs**

Beliefs are ideas held to be true. Belief in a non-physical dimension of life is a defining element of spirituality; belief in the existence and goodness of God, and belief that the human spirit is real and survives death are central to most traditions. Spiritual values, and the core issues of meaning and purpose in life, are also beliefs. Spiritual beliefs are basic to many peoples’ understanding of the world and their place in it. These beliefs provide support in times of stress, and threats to these beliefs cause anxiety and threaten performance. Psychospiritual fitness requires not only positive and helpful beliefs, but also that those beliefs be stable under stress. Leadership and well-trained support staff, especially chaplains, are necessary to that stability during and following combat. This is not a simple task, because of the religious and spiritual diversity of modern troops. Commanders will need guidance regarding this diversity. With leadership appropriate to the spiritual diversity of the force, spirituality can be a powerful force for unit cohesion. Without proper leadership, spirituality can be a divisive factor that reduces cohesion and readiness.

**Spiritual Values**

“Value,” from the Latin *valere*, to be worth, refers to that which makes something desirable. Human values are rules for making right decisions in life. Morality and ethics are sets of such values, varying somewhat from one culture or social group to another. Moral codes serve positive social purposes, helping to make interactions predictable and to recruit support to avoid or redress injury. In the military, moral conduct is crucial to unit cohesion and to compliance with rules of war. Although morality is logically independent from religion,\textsuperscript{32} spiritual endorsement of particular values is universal and strongly motivating.

Spiritual traditions offer endorsements of some secular moral rules (e.g., honesty), add others (e.g., faith in God), and challenge others (e.g., pacifist religions). Strong morals in a religious framework have been shown to promote health by reducing unhealthy and risky behavior (alcohol consumption, smoking, risky sexual behavior)\textsuperscript{4} thus supporting fitness. Good morals, defined from a spiritual standpoint, are often taught as requirements for reward in the afterlife, providing strong motivation for compliance among believers.

**Spiritual Practices**

“Military commanders are responsible to provide for the free exercise of religion of those under their authority.”\textsuperscript{33}

Each of the service branches charges its commanders to provide for the free expression of religion and exercise of spiritual practice, with the caveat that these activities do not interfere with mission situations and requirements. These spiritual practices are the behavioral expression of personal spirituality, and they take varied forms that may or may not follow specific religious traditions. Spiritual practices from the Abrahamic religions (Christianity, Judaism, and Islam) include prayer, sacred scripture study, worship, music, fasting, practicing charity and service to community. Spiritual practices from nontheist belief systems include social activism, work, education, and mindfulness.\textsuperscript{34}

Spiritual practices also include mind–body techniques practiced for thousands of years by warriors throughout the world, particularly in Eastern cultures, including techniques to enhance the mind’s capacity to affect symptoms and physical functioning. Examples are breathing exercises, positive mental imagery, systematic relaxation, prayer, meditation, yoga, and creative outlets such as art, music, or journaling. Mind–body skills can be easily practiced by service members with little or no equipment and in a variety of settings. Small teams and units can include mind–body skills training in standard pre-deployment routines to improve functioning and performance, enhance concentration and focus, and prevent and treat a variety of stress-related diseases.\textsuperscript{25,26,28}

**Core Beliefs: Purpose and Meaning**

Who am I? Why am I here? What is my purpose in life? What happens after I die?

These cosmic enigmas about the meaning and purpose of life are ancient and powerful existential questions. From the materialist (i.e., absent spirit) point of view, the answers are simple and obvious: the purpose of your life is what you make it, and after you die nothing happens. Spiritual beliefs offer more complex, and usually more consoling, answers. Belief that spirit is real, and that there is a Divine plan behind the seemingly random events of the world, gives rise to meanings with far-reaching implications, “making sense of it all.” In combat situations, perpetrating, failing to prevent, or witnessing acts that transgress deeply held values can shatter an individual’s beliefs about the purpose and meaning of life, challenge belief in God, induce moral conflict, and even precipitate an existential crisis: often called “moral injury” in the literature.\textsuperscript{3} For the spiritual person, undeserved suffering, whether illness or injury, raises the question of how God could allow such a thing (“theodicy”). This question may become central to service members who take part in or witness experiences that potentially shatter deeply held spiritual values.
Therefore, leaders and chaplains have an obligation to help foster an understanding and acceptance of suffering that involves mystery and may be beyond complete human understanding. Leaders can help alleviate moral conflict and injury by using the services of military chaplains; encouraging advance preparation for the horrors of war through facilitated pre-deployment discussions with family members and loved ones about the possibility of moral conflict, severe disability and death; using after-action reviews to assist service members who have seen or done things that lead to serious moral conflict; and honoring the fallen through memorial services.

Self-Awareness: Reflection and Introspection

Introspection and self-awareness can be cultivated through contemplative practices from varied religions, as well as through secular techniques of meditation. One example is mindfulness training, which involves developing an objective awareness of one’s own thoughts and feelings. With group instruction and regular individual practice, mindfulness training can enable service members to respond to situations and make decisions from a reflective and objective mindset, rather than out of fear, habit, or emotionally charged reactivity. Used in the U.S. military since 1985, mindfulness training can also enhance pre-deployment negotiations and national security decision making by cultivating cultural, situational, and self-awareness and introducing a “choice point” between stimuli and habitual, unconscious and emotional reactions, thereby enabling decisions that are more supportive of mission goals.

Cultivating and maintaining self-awareness, introspection, and reflection can require regular, focused practice over relatively long periods of time. By contrast, some meditative practices (such as mindfulness training and Christian prayers such as the Jesus prayer or the rosary) are very portable and may be done in the midst of highly distracting situations such as combat. Mental training can blend well with the “hurry up and wait” aspect of military operations and the need to maximize downtime (“white space”) between tasks, in an effort to conserve and protect the quality and quantity of personal resources within the force. With encouragement from leadership, service members can find a connection in meditative practice with their peers from different spiritual traditions. The divisive alternative is to see the practices of others as “superstition” in contrast to one’s own “authentic” spirituality.

Transcendence: Relationships Beyond the Self

Central to Judaism, Christianity, and Islam is the command to believe in and love God as well as to “love your neighbor as yourself.” Eastern philosophies and religions such as Buddhism highlight the importance of transcending a limited view of the self as an isolated, self-sufficient entity. The ideal view is one that sees all humanity as interdependent and inter-related, and therefore naturally replaces insatiable drives to fulfill individual interests with a prosocial and compassionate attitude that cherishes the well-being and happiness of others, even more than personal happiness. These values point to transcendence of self, both in relation to the Divine and to fellow humans. The association of such transcendent relationships with ultimate spiritual values is a powerful motivation to prosocial behavior for the believer.

Transcendence need not be vertical, relying on a belief in God. Spiritual atheists, for example, often acknowledge relationships or nature as their higher power. Transcendence is allegiance to something greater than oneself, not necessarily to a particular power. All branches of the armed services require the individual to acknowledge this process through connecting to the greater good of the unit. This horizontal transcendence has an outward focus that engenders citizenship behaviors, team spirit, and service for the collective good. The tri-service ideal of deference of self-interest is similar to religious ideals of self-sacrifice and is exemplified by the “unit before self” motto and the fourth tenet of the Army’s Warrior Ethos and the Soldier’s Creed: “Never leave a fallen comrade.”

The theological virtue of charity, derived from the Latin caritas, meaning affection or love, promotes transcendence by urging compassion, generosity, and forbearance in the treatment of others. Compassion, meaning “the deep feeling of sharing the suffering of another, together with the inclination to give aid or support or to show mercy,” motivates powerfully prosocial behavior, including generosity, forgiveness, and self-sacrifice.

The relationship of service members to their families is another aspect of transcendence motivated by love. The need to communicate with family and to know that loved ones are safe is well recognized in the military. Spirituality adds a powerful dimension to this connection, transcending space and time as family members pray for and with one another, and in most religious traditions hope for reunion that transcends death. The way that spiritual belief and practice cognitively reframe the rigors of military life often relies on this loving transcendence of self.

Transcendence is closely related to developing meaning and purpose, since these usually arise through connection to something greater than oneself. Fry suggests that “…as group members model the values of altruistic love to one another, they jointly develop a common vision, which generates hope/faith and a willingness to ‘do what it takes’ in pursuit of a vision of transcendent service.”

Exceptional Spiritual Experiences

“Exceptional Human Experiences (EHEs) … touch on areas outside the common sense reality of our everyday world, e.g., a sense of enlightenment or certainty, a feeling of unity.”

This is a psychospiritual term including both spiritual experiences (e.g., “mystical experiences”) and psychological experiences (e.g., Maslow’s “peak experience” category).

Spiritual experiences can be either interpretive or direct. Interpretive spiritual experience is spiritual “not because of any unusual features of the experience itself, but because it is viewed in the light of a prior [spiritual] interpretive framework.” Spirituality allows the individual to find spiritual meaning in all sorts of situations, enhancing positive experiences
and mitigating negative ones through cognitive reframing of events as implicitly spiritual experiences.

In addition to interpretive spiritual experiences, a number of “directly” spiritual experiences are now well established in the psychiatric literature as normal, beneficial, and common. These are “bereavement visits” (perceived visits by the deceased)\textsuperscript{47–54} and “near-death experiences.”\textsuperscript{50,55,56} These experiences are associated with the death of someone emotionally close or one’s own close brush with death. These situations are especially common in combat, so these experiences may be expected to be especially prevalent in the military during conflict. These experiences are salutogenic, changing potentially traumatic events into occasions of growth and consolation.

Before the 1970s, these experiences were consistently viewed as pathological hallucinations, but contemporary psychiatric textbooks describe them as normal and conducive to psychological health. Both experiences reduce fear of death and encourage prosocial growth.\textsuperscript{56,57} Unfortunately, despite progress in the published psychiatric literature, both clergy and health care providers still often misinterpret reports of such experiences as psychiatric symptoms.

Though positive, these experiences can produce anxiety if experiencers cannot speak about them openly and receive social support.\textsuperscript{51} In the military, where perceived stigma reduces utilization of mental health services, it is especially important that care and support personnel understand these experiences and help to create an environment that facilitates their positive effects and avoids the negative effects of stigma.

### Outcomes/Benefits of Spiritual Fitness

#### Operationally Relevant Outcomes

Spiritual fitness is key to ensuring optimal force readiness and protection and enhancing resilience and recovery following combat-related trauma. The early identification of spiritual risk factors in individuals can minimize future dysfunction and negative impact on the unit. Table II, described in more detail below, includes four categories of operationally relevant outcomes: (1) resilience and recovery from deployment- and combat-related trauma, (2) optimized prevention and/or resolution of moral injury, (3) cohesive unit climate supportive of peak performance, and (4) mature and engaged spirituality that fosters finding meaning/purpose and effective coping.

#### Benefits of Spiritual Fitness Components

Most of the health benefits of spirituality are not limited to specific components, but flow from the combined effect of multiple components across domains. The following benefits are documented in Koenig et al.’s 2001 Handbook of Religion and Health (which incorporates spiritual and religious factors and analyzed 1,200 studies): hope and optimism, less depression, fewer suicides, less anxiety, less alcohol and drug abuse, greater marital stability, less risky behavior, and lower mortality from various causes.\textsuperscript{4} Table II summarizes the evidence for these general benefits of spirituality. Table III includes the components of psychospiritual fitness, a summary of the evidence supporting the benefits of each component, and references for benefits for which empirical evidence is relevant.

#### Metrics

Most measures for particular components of spirituality have not been validated within the military. The association of many of these scales with health has involved either seriously ill patients or the elderly. Furthermore, they tend to be designed for research purposes, not practical application in time-pressed settings. For the monitoring of fitness-relevant spirituality, therefore, the brief general assessments noted below are much more useful for monitoring purposes in the military.

The evidence accumulated through research measures, however, does provide a solid basis for the development of programs and policies intended to enhance spirituality and fitness. The research metrics then can be used in evaluation research to assess the effectiveness of evidence-based programs and policies. They may also be useful in working with service members identified as having mission-relevant spiritual problems.

#### Metrics for Operationally Relevant Outcomes

Practical and empirically validated metrics are available to commanders for measuring and monitoring service member’s levels of spiritual readiness and resilience predeployment and while in theater and assessing risk factors for potential moral trauma and spiritual injury immediately postdeployment. For each of the four categories of operationally relevant outcomes listed above, Table IV describes several related outcome variables and possible validated metrics for assessing each of these variables. For each category, one outcome variable and one metric are highlighted, referenced, and described in more detail. These highlighted metrics were selected based on several criteria: (1) validity (ability to actually measure the targeted outcome variable),\textsuperscript{58} (2) reliability (consistency of scores from one assessment to another),\textsuperscript{59} (3) relevance to military operations (including whether the metric has been used and/or tested in military and veteran populations), and (4) practicality (including response burden, number of questions, whether a professional is required for administration, and whether the metric exists in extant databases or can be easily integrated into standard pre- and post-deployment health assessments).

Commanders can assess service members’ and their units’ overall levels of spiritual well-being and health before, during, and after deployment using the Spiritual Attitudes Inventory (SAI).\textsuperscript{60} As a follow-up to the SAI and in service members who screen positive for mental health problems or appear to have low spiritual fitness, commanders can direct chaplains or mental health professionals to administer one or more of the fourteen scales from the Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory (DRRI).\textsuperscript{61} Service members who demonstrate risk factors for moral injury or spiritual problems or who screen positive for mental health problems, should be referred immediately to a chaplain or mental health professional for appropriate follow-up, including chaplain-sponsored programs, skills training, and counseling.

Commanders can monitor their unit’s resilience and capacity for recovery from spiritual injury throughout the deployment.
**TABLE II.** Supporting Evidence for General Benefits of Spirituality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Supporting Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hope and Optimism</td>
<td>“80% or more the studies reported a positive association between religiousness and greater hope or optimism…” (p. 215)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Depression</td>
<td>Most studies investigatins religion–depression association have found religion associated with less depression. (p. 216)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer Suicides</td>
<td>In studies that correlated suicide with some measure of religious belief or activity (i.e., religiousness) the vast majority found an inverse relationship between religion and suicide.” (p. 217)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Anxiety</td>
<td>The majority of studies found less anxiety and fear among the religiously involved including 80% of the five prospective cohort studies and 86% of the clinical trials.” (p. 217)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Alcohol and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>76 of 86 studies (88%) “reported significantly lower alcohol use or abuse among more religious subjects” (p. 218)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Marital Stability</td>
<td>Divorce and separation are significant predictors of poor mental health and suicide (Rossow 1993). (p. 219)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Risky Behavior</td>
<td>Consideration of a variety of risky from smoking to sexual promiscuity to the wearing of seat belts behaviors, the Handbook reports a general association between religiousness and less risk taking. (pp. 358–381)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longevity</td>
<td>Considering a variety of causes, “When the religious variable was operationalized as religiousness 75% (n = 39) of the studies found that those who were more religious survived longer…” (p. 386)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cycle using the 2 or 10-item version of the Connor Davidson resilience Scale (CD-RISC), which take seconds to complete.

While the metrics mentioned above measure spiritual well-being/health, resilience, and risk factors, a comprehensive and valid measure of spiritual fitness is lacking. It is hoped that based upon the definitions established for this and other total force fitness domains that such a metric will be developed for surveillance and measurement of spiritual fitness.

**Metrics for Individual Components of Spiritual Fitness**

In addition to listing the benefits of developing the spiritual fitness components described above, Table III describes and provides references for several options for validated metrics to assess each of these components.

**How Spiritual Fitness Is Being Addressed With Current Programs**

**Chaplains**

The three service branch’s chaplaincies provide help to ensure the right to free exercise of religion, conduct worship services and religious rites, and provide counseling and spiritual guidance to service members, wounded warriors, and/or their families. The Army’s chaplancy employs over 2,700 chaplains who represent over 130 different religious organizations; over 700 of these chaplains and chaplain assistants are mobilized or deployed throughout the world. The U.S. Navy Chaplain Corps has 10 “spiritual fitness divisions” and serves the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard both at sea and on land at foreign and domestic bases. Air Force chaplains are both commissioned military officers and ordained clergy from diverse faith backgrounds, and they serve as advisors to commanders regarding religion, religious accommodation, ethics, and morale.

**Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom**

Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom are returning thousands of warfighters with physical (brain and body), psychological (mind), and spiritual and moral injuries, many with long-term symptomatic and functional consequences. The current standard of care for post-deployment stress disorders, PTSD, and related conditions is not maximally effective, nor does it fully address the spiritual foundations and overlap of precursors and comorbidities characteristic of these stress disorders. Service members most at risk for chronic PTSD are among the least likely to seek care; they report mistrust of mental health professionals, concerns about being stigmatized, and doubts about the effectiveness of mental health treatments. Thus, there is a need for resilience-building interventions and training programs that are delivered outside the mental health setting, include a spiritual component, address the whole-person experience of combat-related stress, and that can help pre-empt a disabling downward spiral of acute stress reactions in returning veterans. Just as all equipment that is deployed in combat undergoes a process of restoring to baseline function, so too should the minds and spirits of service members who engage in combat.

In response to these and other needs, the DoD has recently implemented numerous programs, interventions, and policies oriented toward building resilience and preventing and treating combat-related psychopathology. The DCe is sponsoring several studies of leading resilience-building programs to identify.
### TABLE III. Spiritual Fitness Components, Related Outcome Variables and Benefits, and Recommended Metrics for Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component of Spiritual Fitness</th>
<th>Benefits of Component, Including Referenced Evidence Where Appropriate</th>
<th>Options for Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual Beliefs</td>
<td>—Less death anxiety and death depression&lt;sup&gt;93&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Glock and Stark's Orthodoxy Index:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Greater stability over time and under pressure</td>
<td>—4 items, oriented toward Christianity Systems of Belief Inventory-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Confidence when encountering conflicting beliefs, including those of the enemy</td>
<td>—15-item spiritual beliefs inventory consisting of 2 factors: a 10-item factor regarding beliefs, feelings and experiences, and a 5-item factor assessing social support from one’s religious community.&lt;sup&gt;94&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Index of Spiritual Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Intended to capture “non-traditional religious group orientations.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Includes belief, salience of religion, purpose in life and mysticism subscales.&lt;sup&gt;95&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spiritual Involvement and Beliefs Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—26 items including behaviors as well as beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Although it includes elements that are not strictly spiritual (e.g., willingness to forgive), it is appropriate as a psychospiritual measure.&lt;sup&gt;96&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Difference and systems of belief inventory-15 —15-item spiritual beliefs inventory consisting of 2 factors: a 10-item factor regarding beliefs, feelings and experiences, and a 5-item factor assessing social support from one’s religious community.&lt;sup&gt;94&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Spiritual Values</td>
<td>—Positive relationship of spiritual values to prosocial behavior.&lt;sup&gt;97&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Sense of Coherence Questionnaire (SOC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Strong though indirect evidence of a values-fitness association.</td>
<td>—Measures the important salutogenic construct sense of coherence, which consists of the three subdimensions manageability, comprehensibility, and meaningfulness.&lt;sup&gt;111&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Consistent and predictable behavior.</td>
<td>—High consistency (Cronbach α for SOC-13 ranges from 0.74 to 0.91 and considerable stability (e.g., 0.54 over a 2-year period).&lt;sup&gt;112&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose and Meaning</td>
<td>—Greater acceptance of difficult situations and opportunities for post-traumatic growth leading to spiritual resilience.&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Sense of Coherence Questionnaire (SOC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Construing positive meaning from war experiences involving combat exposure or high perceived threat, associated with better psychological adjustment.&lt;sup&gt;107,108&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—High consistency (Cronbach α for SOC-13 ranges from 0.74 to 0.91 and considerable stability (e.g., 0.54 over a 2-year period).&lt;sup&gt;112&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Remorse or self-blaming for combat-related experiences and actions can lead to guilt and shame, and shame linked to decreased empathy, increased focus on internal distress, greater psychopathology, remorse, self-condemning thoughts, and lower well-being.&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—High level of content, face, and construct validity.&lt;sup&gt;112&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Greater coping ability.&lt;sup&gt;109&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Includes ability to find religious significance.&lt;sup&gt;95,110&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Includes ability to find religious significance.&lt;sup&gt;95,110&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Includes ability to find religious significance.&lt;sup&gt;95,110&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Practices</td>
<td>—General health benefits&lt;sup&gt;4,98&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Duke Religion Index (DUREL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Greater ability to manage symptoms of PTSD&lt;sup&gt;99&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Contains 5 questions about frequency of organized and private religious practices, experience of connection to the Divine (could be used for transcendence, too) and the extent to which religious beliefs carry over into other aspects of life.&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Improved functioning and performance</td>
<td>—Designed to be consistent with both religious and spiritual-but-not-religious spirituality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Enhanced resilience and recovery following combat&lt;sup&gt;99&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Higher scores found to be negatively correlated with “self-enhancement values” and positively correlated with “self-transcendent values.”&lt;sup&gt;97&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Benefit to blood pressure, immune function, depression, and mortality.&lt;sup&gt;100&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—“Strong, consistent, prospective, and often graded reduction (approx. 25% after adjustment for confounders) in risk of mortality in church/service attenders.”&lt;sup&gt;101&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—“Strong, consistent, prospective, and often graded reduction (approx. 25% after adjustment for confounders) in risk of mortality in church/service attenders.”&lt;sup&gt;101&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Better mental health among previously healthy individuals subjected to serious illness or injury.&lt;sup&gt;102&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Ability to change pain perception.&lt;sup&gt;103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Ability to change pain perception.&lt;sup&gt;103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Potential buffer for distress derived from experiences of ego loss.&lt;sup&gt;104,105&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Potential buffer for distress derived from experiences of ego loss.&lt;sup&gt;104,105&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Greater acceptance of difficult situations and opportunities for post-traumatic growth leading to spiritual resilience.&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—Greater acceptance of difficult situations and opportunities for post-traumatic growth leading to spiritual resilience.&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component of Spiritual Fitness</th>
<th>Benefits of Component, Including Referenced Evidence Where Appropriate</th>
<th>Options for Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Self-awareness: Reflection and Introspection | — Ability to reframe positively the stressors of deployment and recover more quickly from mental and psychological stress.  
— Allows leaders to adapt to the external environment, potential adversaries, allies and local populations; to “shift gears” quickly, transitioning quickly from fighting in one moment to relating peacefully with the local community in the next; to access information from a wider variety of channels; and to display greater accuracy and more objectivity in gathering information.  
— Improved attention and self-regulation.  
— Increased efficiency of the executive attentional network leading to better task performance.  
— Enhanced attentional stability, reduced mean reaction time, increased efficiency by reducing task effort.  
— Protection against functional impairments in working memory capacity, which is used in managing cognitive demands and emotion regulation.  
— Increased control over distribution of limited brain resources, which is significant in the dynamic, high-stress, and resource-scarce combat environment.  
— Reduced risk of physical, psychological, and spiritual injury. | Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory (FMI)  
— Short, 14-item version measures mindfulness as a one-dimensional construct that is associated with regular meditative practice.  
— Internal consistency high (Cronbach’s α = 0.86).  
— Can be used in subjects without previous meditation experience.  
— FMI correlates well with relevant constructs (self-awareness, dissociation, global severity index, meditation experience in years). |
| Transcendence | — Charitable or selfless actions and behaviors.  
— Feeling of connection/belonging.  
— Absence of loneliness/isolation.  
— Leaders who promote a “vision of transcendent service” in their units can transform something mundane “to something vibrant, where individual and collective spirituality are valued and reinforced, and spiritual development becomes a cultural expectation of the group for mission accomplishment for the greater good.” | Daily Spiritual Experience Scale (DSES)  
— A 16-item unidimensional instrument designed to measure frequency of positive spiritual experiences.  
— Assesses the perception of the connection with the transcendent as well as moments of interactions with the transcendent in daily life.  
— Items focus on experience rather than beliefs or behaviors.  
— Cronbach’s α = 0.95; test–retest reliability α = 0.92.  
Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL)  
— Two domains of the ISEL measure belonging and perceived isolation.  
— Can measure “horizontal” transcendence. |
| Exceptional Spiritual Experiences | — Reduced death anxiety.  
— Association between “bereavement visits” and healthy faster resolution of grief.  
— Avoidance of anxiety and potential interpersonal conflict produced by conventional stigmatization of such experiences as pathological.  
— Increased life purpose and satisfaction, a health-promoting attitude.  
— Decreased frequency of medical symptoms. | Index of Core Spiritual Experiences (INSPIRIT)  
— 7-item scale “measuring the occurrence of experience that convinces a person God exists and evokes feelings of closeness with God, including the perception that God lives within.”  
— Not specific to exceptional experiences, but clearly would include them.  
Exceptional Experiences Questionnaire (EEQ):  
— Measures the frequency and evaluation of exceptional experiences as a multidimensional construct.  
— Factors: positive spiritual experiences, experiences of ego loss, psychopathological experiences, visionary dream experiences. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Outcome</th>
<th>Related Variables</th>
<th>Recommended Metric for Each Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resilience and Recovery From Deployment- and Combat-Related Trauma</strong></td>
<td>Resilience Key variable and metric:</td>
<td>Connor Davidson resilience Scale (CD-RISC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Distinguishes between those with greater and lesser resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Has been used in military populations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— The two-item version of the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC2) takes less than 30 seconds to complete and asks about one’s abilities to adapt to change and recover from illness or hardship, and distinguishes between those with greater and lesser resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— CD-RISC2 has demonstrated validity, good test-retest reliability, and significant correlation with the full, 25-item version of the CD-RISC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other related variables and metrics:</td>
<td>Post-deployment reintegration</td>
<td>Post-Deployment Readjustment Inventory (PDRI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symptoms of depression</td>
<td>Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well-being</td>
<td>— Included in the Post-Deployment Health Assessment and Re-Assessment (PDHA/PDHRA) is the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2), a 2-item depression instrument with high construct and criterion validity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Veterans RAND 12-Item Health Survey VR-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Derived from the SF-36, the gold standard used by the VA to measure health related quality of life.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimized Prevention and/or Resolution of Moral Injury</th>
<th>Key variable and metric:</th>
<th>Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory (DRRI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk factors for moral injury and spiritual resilience</td>
<td></td>
<td>— Created with DoD and Veterans Affairs support to assess key deployment-related risk factors unique to contemporary warfare that can negatively impact service members health and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The DRRI scales assess:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Prewar factors such as prior stressors and early life experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Deployment and war-zone factors such as stereotypical warfare experiences, one’s sense of preparedness and safety in the combat zone, and exposure to nuclear-biological-chemical agents and consequences of combat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Postwar factors such as the extent of social support and stressful life events post-deployment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other related variables and metrics:</td>
<td>Knowledge about moral injury and its relationship to spirituality and stress.</td>
<td>Knowledge questionnaire/“test” following training session on this topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preparation for exposure to, and handling of, traumatic combat experiences.</td>
<td>Existence of pre-deployment facilitated discussions with chaplains, including scenario building, role playing, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Outcome</td>
<td>Related Variables</td>
<td>Recommended Metric for Each Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cohesive Unit Climate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Key variable and metric:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Platoon Cohesion Index (PCI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supportive of Peak Performance</strong></td>
<td><strong>Unit cohesion</strong></td>
<td>—Developed for use by company commanders and platoon leaders to assess cohesion in their platoons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Consists of 20 items that form 3 horizontal, 2 vertical, and 5 organizational bonding scales.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Tested in 44 platoons of light and mechanized infantry from 2 posts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Moderate to high intrascale, inter-scale, and scale-criterion correlations as well as predictive validity with platoon performance on field training exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other related variables and metrics:</td>
<td><strong>Unit climate that respects diversity and differing values.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Unit climate surveys</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Purpose and mission clearly articulated by command.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Focus groups Observational research</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Genuine care and concern exhibited by unit members.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Provides a global measure of perceived social support across four domains (belonging, self-esteem, appraisal, and tangible help).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Ethical behavior and decision making modeled by leadership.</strong></td>
<td><strong>—Adherence to rules of engagement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Presence of unit training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthy, Mature, and Engaged Spirituality That Fosters Finding Meaning/Purpose and Effective Coping</strong></td>
<td><strong>Key variable and metric:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Spiritual Attitudes Inventory (SAI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Healthy spirituality</strong></td>
<td>—Has been tested and used in military populations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Includes 39 questions and takes approximately 3-5 minutes to complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Measures the following areas:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) Religious/spiritual practice as measured by the Duke Religion Index (DUREL), $\alpha = 0.85$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Religious/spiritual belief as measured by the Negative Religious Coping (NRCOPE) scale, $\alpha = 0.73$ to 0.98.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3) Sense of purpose/connection as measured by the Existential Well-Being Scale (EWBS) (a subscale of the Spiritual Well Being Scale (SWBS) $\alpha = 0.78$–0.81.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4) Sense of hope/control as measured by the internal/external subscale of the Multiple Health Locus of Control Scale (MHLC), $\alpha = 0.60$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other related variables and metrics:</td>
<td><strong>Availability of individual and unit spiritual practice opportunities, including perception of freedom of spiritual / religious expression.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Focus groups and semi-structured interviews</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Accessibility of chaplain and chaplain-sponsored programs.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Institutional records</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Positive coping</strong></td>
<td><strong>Coping Self-Efficacy Scale (CSES)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Measures perceived self-efficacy for coping with challenges and threats; 3 factors: problem-focused coping, emotion-focused coping thoughts (and ability to get social support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Perception of unit support</strong></td>
<td><strong>Perception of Unit Support Scale (DRRI-US)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
key principles and outcomes for each program. Examples of these projects include an overview of DoD resilience programs;72 a systematic review of factors and components of resilience;73 and a report that includes data about existing DoD programs’ consistency with research evidence on resilience, a catalog and taxonomy of existing efforts and initiatives to support resilience and psychological health, a framework and toolkit for evaluating them, and preliminary data on some of the most promising programs/interventions.74,75

Comprehensive Soldier Fitness

Comprehensive Soldier Fitness (CSF) is a total force fitness program designed to enhance performance and build resilience in soldiers, families, and Army civilians.76 CSF uses individual assessments, self-development modules, a variety of training styles (e.g., virtual, classroom, online, and institutional), and resilience trainers who provide self-care skills training to soldiers and their families. One of five dimensions of CSF, the spiritual module is based on the Domain of the Human Spirit (DOTHS) model.77 The components of the DOTHS model are spiritual strength (core values and beliefs concerning purpose and meaning); self-awareness (reflection and introspection); social awareness (respect, empathy, compassion, and communication skills); self-motivation (confident belief, expectancy, hope, and optimism); self-regulation (emotion, cognitive, and behavior control); and sense of agency (ownership). The spiritual fitness component of CSF focuses first on individual spiritual development, and then on spiritual leadership through role modeling and establishing an organizational climate supportive of spiritual development.77

DISCUSSION

Combat has always presented fighters with complex and difficult spiritual issues. The asymmetrical nature of combat facing American troops today, along with the growing role of religious ideology in those conflicts, makes formal attention to spirituality by military leadership more urgent than ever. Fortunately, there are many existing programs within which new spiritual elements can be incorporated, utilizing existing personnel. Chaplains are primary in this, but chaplaincy work and spiritual support in general need to be better integrated with these programs and staff. For example, some spiritual practices very useful to service members, such as yoga and meditation, may be most usefully located in areas set aside for physical exercise or recreation, and instructors may not be chaplains.

The development of an integrated team approach to troop support is crucial, similar to developments in civilian health care. As has become obvious in the civilian healthcare setting, this integration can only occur when there is full commitment from the leadership. Commanders need to understand why this is crucial to force readiness and troop fitness, and must be given the training and tools to develop and support integrated teams. Especially in the modern, spiritually diverse armed forces, leadership has a crucial role in establishing and maintaining balance so that minority traditions are not disadvantaged.

Spiritual support planning must be evidence based, just as medical and behavioral supports are. The research literature on spirituality and health is relatively young, but it is extensive and includes data that can support the planning of policies and programs in the armed forces. However, the applicability of those findings to the military population, in combat and postcombat, has not been empirically tested and confirmed. Therefore, new policies and programs must include evaluation research, not only to gauge effectiveness, but also to allow the fine tuning of interventions to the specifics of the military environment.

Programs should begin with the utilization of those instruments currently available that are sufficiently compact to be useful for the monitoring of service members on a regular basis (see Metrics section above) before, during, and after deployment. The usefulness of this monitoring will depend on the availability of chaplains and mental health personnel for referral and training programs to ensure that those personnel are familiar with the instruments in use and can address identified problems appropriately.

In addition to this monitoring, pre-deployment programs should address the likely risk of spiritual distress and moral injury and prepare all new service members rather than waiting for individual crises. Also, leaders need to monitor events in the field that call for proactive interventions. When accidents or errors in combat result in civilian deaths, or when atrocities are reported, it should be assumed that spiritual distress and moral injury are likely results among service members. In these circumstances, programs should be in place for spiritual support.

Increasing diversity in the American population has raised the issue of cultural competence as never before, and spirituality constitutes a major part of that diversity. Military programs must scrupulously avoid discrimination against minorities while providing appropriate services for the large Christian and spiritual-but-not-religious groups in the services. This means that all levels of leadership and support personnel need training.

Chaplains are a valuable resource for such training and for development of programs. This is especially true for those with Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) training and certification. CPE training is a virtual necessity to the chaplain’s ministry in a diverse setting, and it greatly enhances their ability to train and work with other professionals, especially behavioral health professionals. It is essential that chaplains be considered an integral part of the care team, especially since service members have shown a tendency to present their psychological problems to chaplains to avoid the perceived stigma that goes with consulting a mental health professional. The work of chaplains can be optimized by teaming them with psychologists and social science experts in the field of spirituality and health.

Such collaborative relationships require support from leadership, so this should be a high priority for commanders. Training and policy should be implemented to address barriers in leadership, such as silence about spiritual issues, inaccurate views of spirituality and psychospiritual fitness, and inconsistent receptivity to chaplains’ pastoral services and advice.

CONCLUSION: BOTTOM LINE FOR THE LINE

The following recommendations are designed to enhance individual and unit spiritual fitness, build resilience, and optimize
force readiness and protection. Each recommendation requires commanders with the training to understand its importance and the skill to support it.

1. Implement evidence-informed mental and spiritual fitness training programs, including practical skills training in appropriate mind–body self-management techniques, education about moral injury and its relationship to spirituality and stress, and peer counseling opportunities with returning and retired veterans.

2. Organize pre-deployment discussions, facilitated by chaplains and including scenario building and role playing, to prepare service members and their families for exposure to moral and ethical stressors unique to modern unconventional warfare, to “break the ice” on talking about the possibility of loss of a loved one’s life, and to facilitate development of contingency plans in the event of physical, mental, emotional, and/or spiritual injury.

3. While in theater, implement unit after action reviews and the skill to support it.

4. While in garrison, monitor resilience, assess risk factors that could negatively impact spiritual fitness, and screen for moral trauma and potential problems resulting from spiritual injury.

5. Develop a toolbox of resources to recommend when service members screen positive for mental health and spiritual problems or moral injury, including referral to chaplains, chaplain-supported programs, counseling, and/or other resources.
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ABSTRACT  The context of military service has been altered greatly since September 11, 2001. The forward deployment of service members to theaters of conflict, which involves issues of potential trauma exposure and separation from support systems can challenge group performance; however, group cohesion might be a mitigating factor and explain how units perform. This article represents a new way of looking at cohesion. To this end, a social cohesion and social fact framework is introduced and highlighted. Implications for this model are presented.

INTRODUCTION
An extensive review of the literature establishes that the most common operationalization of the concept of “social fitness” is the concept of social cohesion. However the research on the military to date does not allow us to look at group cohesion over vastly different settings and subpopulations within the settings. There are a wide range of intervening variables that can occur between cohesion and performance. The results of the research, however, pose a dilemma for the military. The challenge is whether priority should be placed on the importance of cohesion for productivity/effectiveness/performance, in which case the object should be to develop task cohesion. Or should the focus be on the support of the soldiers and social cohesion? The latter provides more emotional and psychological support for the soldier but might reduce the performance of the unit.

Social cohesion is, in the language of military sociology, a “strength multiplier”: the military strengthening and psychologically protective effect of stable, socially cohesive units is not scientifically speculative, ambiguous, or uncertain. Theoretically, when we destroy social cohesion—in a military setting, by repeatedly moving soldiers from one assignment to the next, by switching their leaders year after year, by depriving them of factors such as unit traditions and domestic stability, by preventing them from getting to know their community and fellow soldiers well—we destroy the ability to face difficult challenges and to accomplish extraordinary things. The consequences are attrition, poor performance, insubordination, sick call behavior, suicide, and disaffection.

A recent study of the first war in Iraq by Wong et al., which compared American soldiers to Iraqi soldiers, concluded that social cohesion among the Americans was stronger and that social cohesion as opposed to task cohesion was more predictive of successful unit performance. The study reflects a very widely held belief both within the military and outside in business and sports teams that the group plays a significant and different role than that of the individual. It can be seen in such expressions as “he/she is a real team player” or “go in there and win one for the Gipper.” Both reflect the belief that the group is both different from and more important than the individual. It is also enshrined in the Marine’s motto Semper Fidelis (Always Faithful) to voice loyalty and commitment to their Marine comrades in arms. So the idea of putting the interest of the group first, even in a highly individualistic society and culture as the U.S., is a widely held belief and in some ways might be considered a foundation principle of all the military services where it finds its fullest expression and is captured in very significant symbols (the regimental colors, the green beret, etc.).

We are interested in understanding the phenomenon of social cohesion. We know that service members in deeply stressful situations can often make it through successfully, as long as they belong to socially cohesive groups and as long as those with authority over them (who are supposed to be “on their side”) do not betray them—the ancient concept of justice that Shay translates as “what’s right.” Data from the Vietnam Readjustment Survey suggest that a lack of social cohesion wrought in the minds of veterans who have experienced a betrayal of “what’s right.” Shay forcefully rejects the nomenclature that characterizes people who suffer from the long-term effects of stress and from a betrayal of “what’s right” as having a “disorder.” What they have, according to Shay, is an “injury” because they lack social fitness. Stable and cohesive social communities multiply individual strengths and protect people from injury by the hostile world around them.

In contrast to the American experience in the Vietnam War, and quite in contravention to the predictions of many of the Iraq War’s critics, units of the American ground forces fighting the war, the 20 or so U.S. Army and Marine Corps brigades, about 160,000 troops, now shuttling in and out of the country, have managed to maintain a large degree of “social cohesion.” Perhaps more focus on military stress or some structural changes or “social facts” have led to this greater social cohesion.

In his classic sociology work, Emile Durkheim established the concept of social facts, which stand apart from the
individual but act in the background, determining how individuals act and behave. He noted that when we fulfill social roles (soldier, sailor, and pilot) we are carrying out obligations we have incurred that have been defined by custom and law apart from the individual. These he termed social facts. The individual does not create these roles, although they might influence how they are enacted. But even that influence must be within socially defined parameters. If you go beyond the accepted limits you can be removed from the role (dishonorable discharge for example). Social facts are external to the individual. Durkheim was able to show that even in the most individual of acts, suicide, it is possible to show that suicide rates vary according to social variables, not individual ones. In fact Thorensum and Mehlum found that often after deployment, suicide rates were higher where leadership and group cohesion were lower or where soldiers were moved away from their units. Since groups have very different suicide rates, and it varies in different time periods, there must be something about social groups that either prevents or fails to prevent individuals from committing suicide. Durkheim found that when an individual is tightly bound into an integrated social group with a strong sense of solidarity, where the individual accepts the norms and values of the group as their own, suicide rates are lower. Where a state of normlessness exists (a state Durkheim called anome) suicide rates go up, as was seen in Thorensen and Mehlum. We also know that suicide rates were higher in the interwar years between the Vietnam War and the Carter administration than during the Vietnam War or the period of 1990–1999, suggesting that the draftee military without a wartime mission lacked the social cohesion of the military at war or the all volunteer army of the 90s and beyond.

Given the importance of the group on such behaviors as suicide, the “fitness” of the group has real significance for society and the military. Durkheim was publishing in 1897, so we can say that there is a very long tradition of scholarship in both sociology and anthropology that supports the importance of the group in human behavior.

Yarvis notes that it has been said that soldiers do not give their lives for their country, but they do for the group: their unit, the fellow soldiers in their regiment, company, platoon, or other relatively small discreet military formation. Specific political motivations for a war may come and go, may morph and be stated anew, but it really does not matter. For men (usually) under combat, a bond of friendship and loyalty develops, so intense and formidable, frequently far more intense than filial or sibling bonds, that the soldiers are willing, indeed, they frequently volunteer, to sacrifice their very lives to maintain the greater unit’s continued survival. Military surgeons and soldier memoirs have documented such facts since war has been recorded.

DEFINING SOCIAL FITNESS

Much attention has been given to the returning service members and their physical and psychological health. Leadership has called for the development and implementation of strategies for strengthening units through community-based prevention efforts. The intent of these efforts is to develop strategies to strengthen the capacity of formal and informal networks as mechanisms of social cohesion.

In response, we seek to define social fitness to study performance outcomes in military groups. Nomenclature presents the first problem in moving social cohesion and fitness from an abstract concept to a measurable one. Whereas we can define health fitness, medical fitness, physical fitness and develop biological and other direct markers to determine these in individuals, in the case of social fitness, this is not possible. The concepts of social health and social fitness are often used metaphorically. Furthermore, the concept of social fitness does not lend itself easily to measurement. To accept an accumulation of measures all from individuals’ fitness or health, as measures of group health or fitness, poses very serious epistemological questions. If social facts (such as social fitness) are something different, and greater than individuals, then the whole is clearly greater than the sum of the parts. Having every service member medically, physically, and even psychologically fit may tell you nothing about group fitness. Witness the sports teams that have hugely talented, fit individuals but cannot perform well together as a team. Therefore when considering group fitness, it is important to recognize we are entering a different world than that of individual fitness.

A second problem can be seen by replicating the chart provided by Dr. Wayne Jonas in his introduction (Fig. 1).

What the model above suggests is a “language” for examining military relationships. Military leaders cannot learn this language without a common vocabulary and a corresponding conceptual model that provides a roadmap for measuring these variables.

In this article we offer a preliminary model for social fitness that responds to this need.

Depending on what level of group we are talking about, some of the variables shown in the figure will be internal to the group and some will be external. If the group we are concerned

![Figure 1](image-url)
about is the combat ready unit, or the fully deployed unit, then the role of the family, while hugely important, is actually external to the group. Clearly these relationships and their impact on group fitness will be quite different from leadership skills, friend relationships, and work relationships. One could foresee the situation where highly dysfunctional families, for example, could have a detrimental effect on the fitness of the unit but we might also see them having no effect and in fact the unit could act as a support for those in dysfunctional family relationships and therefore this could contribute to greater cohesion in the unit. The model focuses on the production of social cohesion, internal and external, and the relationship of social cohesion to unit and individual performance. The model offers an opportunity to re-conceptualize social fitness by looking at social cohesion as a conceptual anchor for prevention efforts by military leaders and providers.

**SOCIAL COHESION AND SOCIAL FITNESS**

The renewed interest in “group fitness” by military leaders as part of “social care” has prompted profound changes in America’s military. The 1990s were a new epoch in the size and stationing of America’s forces. In the context of these changes and the recent wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, social scientists have started to ask about the psychological sense of camaraderie, group connectedness, espirit de corps, and sense of mutual support. This article focuses on the dominant way in which “group fitness” has been conceptualized as social cohesion.

Historically, cohesion has been treated by social scientists as the most important variable for the study of small groups. A sociological definition of social cohesion is:

“Groups are socially cohesive when group-level conditions are producing positive membership attitudes and behaviors and when group members’ interpersonal interactions are operating to maintain these group-level conditions. Thus, cohesive groups are self-maintaining with respect to the production of strong membership attractions and attachments.”

A definition used by MacCoun et al. in military research states:

“Social cohesion refers to the nature and quality of the emotional bonds of friendship, liking, caring, and closeness among group members. A group is socially cohesive to the extent that its members like each other, prefer to spend their social time together, enjoy each other’s company, and feel emotionally close to one another.”

But MacCoun et al. distinguishes social cohesion from task cohesion:

“Task cohesion refers to the shared commitment among members to achieving a goal that requires the collective efforts of the group. A group with high task cohesion is composed of members who share a common goal and who are motivated to coordinate their efforts as a team to achieve that goal.”

Social cohesion therefore refers to group members liking each other and task cohesion to sharing common goals. Hagstrom and Selvin in a study of small groups identified two factors using factorial analysis: social satisfaction and sociometric cohesion. The first they termed “instrumental” attractiveness of the group (the degree to which group members liked the people) and the second, “intrinsic” attractiveness (the degree to which group members liked the values of the group). With these terms defined we can use military units as the subjects and military communities as a laboratory for conceptual development and study of these concepts.

**SOCIAL COHESION OPERATIONALIZED**

While the history of studies in social cohesion has been a long one there has not been a high level of cohesion among those using the concept. This occurred partly because the researchers adopted varying definitions of social cohesion but also because of the variance in the ways in which the concept has been used in research. The studies have also varied in what antecedents or causal factors have been derived with regard to social cohesion.

Friedkin has provided an excellent overview of the field. He notes a contemporary approach in which social cohesion is multidimensional or a latent construction with multiple indicators. Part of the problem is that the linkage between individual microlevel analysis and the group macrolevel analysis has proven difficult to measure. At the individual level, cohesion has been measured by individual attitudes toward the group (what do they feel about the group) and by looking at the individuals’ behaviors (participation in the group, withdrawal from the group, etc.). So in this contemporary approach, social cohesion is a measure of the aggregate of individual members’ attitudes and behaviors. It should be noted here that much of this work has been done on voluntary groups where an individual can leave or continue freely so that measuring continuance in the group can be an indicator of commitment or loyalty. This makes such measures of less use in a military setting where much of the group participation is not voluntary. Duration in a group might have a different meaning in the military where it is more likely to be an assigned (nonvoluntary) group membership. Clearly for those who re-enlist this might be a significant measure.

In measuring social cohesion, positive attitudes and feelings toward the group have been thought to contribute to cohesion as have duration of membership, interpersonal ties, turnover rate, absenteeism, proportions of those who participate in group activities, networks, resistance to disruptive forces, cliques, degree of consensus about important issues and or goals, rewards and punishments in the group, satisfaction, density/frequency of interactions, and cohesive subgroups. Research that is more sociological in nature, is likely
to focus on structural features found by such methods as network analysis where the focus is on the patterns, strength, and interconnections of the networks rather than on individual feelings and attitudes.

The problem with much of this work is often the difficulty in knowing which comes first. Do the positive attitudes and beliefs give rise to social cohesion or does the social cohesion itself produce positive attitudes? In the military where trainees are indoctrinated from day one about the importance of the group through the buddy system, which necessitates covering each others’ backs, there are social pressures for conformity. So if we ask the soldiers about this they will likely give us the attitudes they have been taught to hold, which includes the strong emphasis on the buddy system.

There is also an assumption that the more personally satisfying inter-relationships a person has in a group the higher their level of satisfaction. But it could be that simply one very satisfying relationship is enough or even just a positive attitude about the leadership suffices to create a positive attitude and therefore social cohesion for the individual.

This article suggests moving from a problem-focused approach to a cohesion-focused approach. In a problem-focused approach, the focus is on the lack of cohesion and where the fissures are in cohesion. A problem-focused approach looks at inter-relationships in a reactionary way, looking at leaders as communicators, staff as providers, and soldiers as doers.

We propose a cohesion-focused model in which the unit and its members are assets. The focus is on opportunity rather than problems. A cohesion-focused model is proactive in that the model calls for improved cohesion at all levels, where leaders and staff enable the building of connections and the focus becomes one of unit results. We see high social cohesion as the ability to demonstrate “a sense of shared responsibility” for the general welfare of the unit and its members and “evidence collective competence” in taking advantage of opportunities that address unit requirements and needs, meeting challenges, solving problems, and confronting situations that threaten the integrity of the community and the safety and well-being of its members.

MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS
As MacCoun et al.13 point out, the evidence to date is stronger for task cohesion and group performance than for social cohesion. But even then the correlations are modest. Social cohesion in the military to date has shown no reliable correlation with performance.15 Mullen and Copper19 found in their meta-analysis of 66 cohesion performance correlations, that the correlation was due to task commitment more than group pride. In criticizing the study by Wong et al. on Iraqi soldiers, MacCoun et al.13 note the methodological challenges. First Wong et al. based the study on qualitative interviews with soldiers in both the U.S. and Iraqi forces. But since the probes/questions that were used are not given, it is difficult to know whether there was any effect from the questions themselves. Furthermore the soldiers might just be repeating what they have been told about the importance of the group. Second, individuals are often unable to reliably and validly report on the causes of their behavior. Third, there was no attempt to test other explanations. As MacCoun et al.13 suggest, if social cohesion was the important variable they could have done several comparisons to test the hypothesis: they could have compared U.S. groups with high cohesion against U.S. forces with low cohesion against their performance; they could have compared Iraqi forces with high cohesion against Iraqi forces with low social cohesion against performance. If military victory is the evidence for performance then the Iraqi troops were very successful in Kuwait. Was this while their cohesion scores were also low or did their social cohesion change after Kuwait?

Mudrack16 reviewing the literature in 1989, called the attempts to define group cohesion “a legacy of confusion.” While group cohesiveness is taken for granted for effective and efficient performance of a group, he notes that the construct is seldom easy to define and even more difficult to operationalize, measure, or manipulate. He concludes that group cohesion is “a construct that does not lend itself readily to precise definition, consistent measurement, or standard experimental manipulation.” Although the group is the focus in these studies, researchers have been forced to measure individuals and to aggregate the data from individuals to study groups.

“Cohesiveness is a property of the group and yet the group as a distinct entity is beyond the grasp of our understanding and measurement.”

So what is it about groups that has been thought to be important to cohesion? It has been captured in a variety of terms:17 stick together, solidarity, harmony, commitment, connectedness, we-ness, tightly coupled, in-group, strong ties. Some have conceptualized cohesion as the field of forces that keep the individuals in a group and others as the resistance to disruptive forces. As Mudrack16 notes, none of the definitions have been totally satisfactory. But the dilemma is that those definitions that try to define cohesion as group forces have not been able to operationalize cohesion and those who can operationalize it have had to settle for measuring individual attraction. That is, the focus has remained on the individual and not the group. Mudrack16 concludes “The construct known as group cohesiveness has thus far proven to be, in a very real sense, undefinable.” He suggests that a better definition might be to link cohesiveness to the commitment to group tasks. So cohesiveness is defined as “a dynamic process that is reflected in the tendency for a group to stick together and remain united in the pursuit of its goals and objectives.” This is similar to MacCoun et al.’s13 conclusion that “military performance depends on whether service members are committed to the same professional goals, not on whether they like one another.”

OUTCOMES: COHESION AND PRODUCTIVITY/PERFORMANCE/EFFECTIVENESS
One of the major interests among scholars looking at cohesiveness is the effect it has on productivity. While on one level
it might seem self-evident that a group that lacks cohesion, particularly task cohesion, is unlikely to be very productive at least with regard to those tasks, determining in research any direct relationship between cohesion and productivity has proven to be challenging. While productive groups tended to be both cohesive and production oriented, the least productive units have also been shown to be cohesive but nonproduction oriented. The results suggest that some intervening variables might also be operating. Langfred in his review of the literature also noted that the cohesiveness–productivity relationship has proven to be inconsistent. In some of the studies (one-third), the more cohesive were more productive but in another third, they were less productive. So clearly some other factor is operating here. He notes “although cohesive groups are often more enjoyable, they are not always more productive.” Even where meta-analyses have shown a positive effect of cohesion on productivity the effect is small but positive. The suggestion is that there may be an optimal level of cohesion and that when this is surpassed it can be counterproductive for performance. Langfred identifies that the intervening variable as “group work norms,” which studies have shown to be related to productivity. Group work norms are expectations about appropriate behavior; task-focus expectations. Strong work norms imply consistent task-focused behavior while weak norms imply a lack of commitment and motivation toward tasks. The concept of group work norms seems very similar to task cohesion, but both are considered as different from social cohesion. So group cohesion could be thought of as necessary for a group but not sufficient to ensure productivity effectiveness. This also explains the results about excess cohesion being nonproductive because if the group norms demand too much conformity the group can control for any deviancy even if the behavior might improve productivity. It might also result in the military in individuals following the group into highly unethical behavior (assault on civilians for example). This is often referred to as “group think.” Some of the most nonproductive groups may have high cohesion and very satisfied group members. Langfred notes that he is not suggesting that high cohesion by itself can lead to nonproductivity but that high cohesion combined with dysfunctional norms can.

Two other variables that Langfred identifies that affect performance are group size and leadership. “Groups with leaders who are better able to coordinate and direct activities of the group, or to better communicate with superiors, for example, will be more effective than groups with less skilled leaders.” Langfred’s own study focused on three infantry companies and 61 work groups in the Danish military and showed that group task norms did moderate the relationship between group cohesiveness and group effectiveness. High cohesiveness combined with task norms were always more effective.

A more recent review by Dyaram and Kamalansabhan in 2005 notes that one of the reasons effectiveness or productivity has been studied in relationship to cohesion is because it is measured in terms of the whole group. They note that task interdependence, which is a task that requires high levels of interaction, communication, interdependence, coordination, and mutual monitoring among the members also effects cohesion–performance. It also matters what task the group thinks is important.

Chang et al. investigated the relationship between group cohesion and group performance but distinguished between task cohesion and task effectiveness and social cohesion and system viability. Their study was interested in whether cohesion would be both an antecedent and a consequence of performance. They found that task cohesion was the sole predictor of self-related performance where social cohesion was the sole predictor of system viability (staying with the group, working with them in the future). Group cohesion was found to be an antecedent but not the consequence of group performance. Their conclusion was that “practitioners who are interested in improving group cohesion as a means of improving group performance should consider carefully which dimension of cohesion is more important to the targeted performance measure. For example, if the aim is to reduce turnover rate in the group, then interventions specifically aimed at improving a group’s social cohesion should be implemented. On the other hand, if the goal is to improve a group’s task effectiveness, then task cohesion should be targeted.

Some of the work on cohesion and performance has been done with sports teams. For example Ramzanaininezhad et al. showed that task cohesion was positively and significantly correlated with collective efficacy in volley ball, and that social cohesion was not. It is not clear whether sports examples are relevant to the military. Membership in sports teams is usually voluntary so the group dynamics might be expected to be different. The meta-analysis by Mullen and Copper showed that cohesiveness and performance have a highly significant correlation but of small magnitude. But their results also showed it is more significant in small groups, stronger in real groups as opposed to experimental groups, that it is due more to commitment to task than interpersonal attraction or group pride, and that the most direct effect might be from performance to cohesiveness rather than from cohesiveness to performance. They also note cohesiveness did not appear “to enhance the smooth operation of a social system.”

The relationship between cohesion and conflict has also been shown to be complicated. As Stein points out, there has been a long held hypothesis that external conflict can increase cohesion within a group. But his review of the literature would suggest some caveats here. It increases internal cohesion under certain conditions. The conflict should pose a threat of some sort, it should impact the whole group, it should involve a solution, and the group probably needs some pre-existing cohesion and a leadership that can enforce cohesion. In an experimental situation, Zaccaro and McCoy found that groups were more successful when both task and interpersonal (social) cohesion were high and they suggested that where there is high task cohesion, high-ability members will
contribute to problem solving but when interpersonal cohesion is high they are likely to get the “procurement, recognition, and acceptance of high-quality contributions.”

In summary, the work on cohesion/performancE/productivity/effectiveness has established there is a relationship but that it is mediated by other variables; that task cohesion is more highly related to performance than social cohesion and that cohesion must be considered a multidimensional construct.

**METRICS AND MEASUREMENT TOOLS**

Not surprisingly, instruments have been developed to measure cohesion. Piper et al. developed a questionnaire focusing on three areas: the other participants in the group, the leader, and the group itself. For each area they used a Likert 7-point scale and about 20 items per subset. From their factor analysis of the group items they identified three group factors: mutual stimulation and effect, commitment to the group, and compatibility of the group. From the participant item analysis they identified three factors: positive qualities, personal compatibility, and significance as a group member. From the leader items they also got three factors: positive qualities, dissatisfaction with the leaders role, and personal compatibility. Within each area they have 2–9 items.

A simple perceived cohesion scale (PCS) was used by Bollen and Hoyle and has two factors and only 6 items with a Likert scale of 0–10, with 5 being neutral.

This same scale was adapted by Chin et al. to create 6 items with a Likert 7-point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Carron et al. constructed an instrument that consisted of items about group integration (GI): measuring belief, perceptions about what the group believes about its closeness, similarity, and bonding; individual attractions to the group (ATG): reflecting the individuals motivations to stay with the group. They proposed two foci for ATG and GI: beliefs about tasks (collective performance, goals, objectives) (T) and social concerns (S) (relationships). This gives them a conceptual model represented by GI-T; GI-S; ATG-T; ATG-S. The Group Environment Questionnaire (GEQ) they developed with 18 items comprises the two subscales, GI and ATG.

Bahli and Büyükkurt also developed scales for four constructs: task cohesion, social cohesion, team building, and group performance.

Ramzaninezhad et al. used two instruments in their study: the Collective Efficacy Questionnaire (CEQ) and the Group Environment Questionnaire (GEQ). The CEQ is a 49-item questionnaire with 20 actual scale items. There are 5 subscales: ability, unity, persistence, preparation, and effort. There is 10-point Likert scale 0–9 from extremely confident (9) to not at all confident. The GEQ instrument measures both task cohesion (9 items) and social cohesion (9 items). Its 18 items are scored on a 9-point Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree.

From the above it is clear there are existing measures for social cohesion that have been psychometrically tested. The authors’ choice is dependent on what the objective is and what priority exists. Without knowing those in a particular case, it is not possible to say which instrument is the preferred one. Clearly a predeployment measure will be different than a deployment measure. They may vary by the size of the unit being examined and what services are being examined.

**COHESION IN THE SERVICES**

Cohesion in the military has been a long-term concern and there is a reasonable body of research on it. As with its use in the social sciences, the use and measurement of the concept of cohesion in military research has evolved. MacCoun reviewed 185 research articles over a 50-year span. He notes some writers on the military use cohesion and morale as synonymous. But the former refers to the group, the latter to individuals. Morale is viewed as a more general, diffuse, and inclusive concept. MacCoun has provided the most extensive review of cohesion in the military for a study about sexual orientation in the armed forces. He summarizes some of the variables that have been found empirically to be related to cohesion. The first is propinquity, is the company of assignment. Those who are spatially and temporally located, i.e., in proximity, are more likely to develop an in-group preference for their group. So the assignment predisposes them to social cohesion. A factor that was thought to be important is turnover (and its associated turbulence). It was thought that keeping units together through training and deployment would make them more cohesive. In the Army this resulted in COHORT units (cohesion, operational readiness, and training) but MacCoun notes the results were very mixed and no strong evidence merged to support this concept. Research does support the hypothesis that leadership affects cohesion. Both relations-oriented leadership and task-oriented leadership have been shown to be effective for cohesion. But there is no evidence that supports whether one gives rise to social cohesion and the other task cohesion. Group size has been shown to be inversely related with cohesion. Some have suggested that cohesion can only be said to occur in small units in the services (teams, squads, platoons, companies). Success experience as a group promotes cohesion but the evidence is more in relationship to social cohesion and not task cohesion, although these results possibly reflect a lack of investigation. The evidence for a shared threat effect on cohesion is variable and it seems to depend on a host of other variables. Are they all mutually threatened for example? Perhaps it only promotes cohesion where cohesion existed before the threat. Furthermore such cohesion may be short term (in the heat of the battle). For the variable similarity and/or homogeneity, the results are not very clear. It does not seem to affect task cohesion but may impact social cohesion.

Griffith in his study of cohesion in U.S. Army units, studied over 8,000 soldiers in 93 companies who gave ratings to questionnaire items. He found cohesion could be represented by four general dimensions: the quality of instrumental and affective relationships among junior enlisted soldiers, the
quality of relationships between junior enlisted soldiers and their leaders, soldier internalization of Army values, and soldier confidence in weaponry and leaders. Results from the Griffith study showed a positive relationship with group cohesion as measured by willingness to stay in the unit, morale, and satisfaction. He also found that soldiers who had not undergone a common introductory training together or were not in a stabilized unit did not score as highly. He used three questionnaires to collect the data before his factor analysis: Combat Readiness Morale Questionnaire, Modified Field Forces Questionnaire, and Company and Squad/Platoon Perceptions Questionnaire.

In an interesting quasi-experimental study of tank crews in the Israeli army, Tziner and Vardi showed that performance effectiveness was high in the following: low cohesiveness with a command style that emphasizes people orientation and high cohesiveness with emphasis on both task and people orientation. Cohesiveness in this study was measured by the way the individuals chose who was to be assigned with them and who they did not want to be teamed with. In a crew of six, if they all mutually chose each other this was considered high cohesiveness.

Although most of the research on cohesiveness has been on the Army, Boer provided a descriptive case study of a Dutch fighter squadron from World War II to demonstrate that the processes of cohesion that have been shown to be important in small groups in the Army, are equally important for operational effectiveness in the Air Force.

As discussed earlier Langfred’s study focused on three infantry companies and 61 work groups in the Danish military and showed that group task norms did moderate the relationship between group cohesiveness and group effectiveness. High cohesiveness and task norms were always more effective.

Salo in a study of conscripts in the Finnish army added sociometric analysis to the usual method of questionnaires in cohesion studies. Respondents were asked: who is your best friend in your platoon? In a combat situation (war), who would you choose as your fighting partner from your platoon? In a combat situation, which 6 persons would you choose to be in your squad? In a combat situation (war), who would you choose as your squad leader if no official leader has been named? The sociometric choices were transformed into individual choice status and sociometric group cohesion. Salo sees the sociometric method as a way of getting information about the informal social structure that cannot be gotten any other way and as a useful addition to the typical questionnaire based measures of cohesion. Salo’s study found a high correlation (r = 0.71–0.78) between being chosen a friend, fighting partner, or combat squad member but modest correlations with being chosen as a squad leader (r = 0.33–0.41). The correlation between perceived peer cohesion and the pooled sociometric choice status was also modest as was the correlation between individual pooled choice status and average individual performance ratings by the training instructors. The correlation between individual pooled choice status and conscript-expected personal performance was also low. By incorporating five variables into a model, the results suggested that those conscripts “who are close to their primary group but maintain a distance from their formal, larger organization have higher popularity and choice status in their group.” Salo’s conclusion in sociometric analysis is a method for studying the quality of group dynamics in a squad or platoon.

Yagil studied cohesiveness and unit effectiveness in the Israeli army but also looked at the intervening effects of professionalism, confidence in the commander, commander tenure, morale, motivation, and stress. There were significant correlations between cohesion and unit effectiveness but there were differences between the soldiers and the commanders in their perception of the relationship between cohesion and personal effectiveness. Morale and stress were intervening variables.

The U.S. Army was concerned enough about the importance of cohesion that it contracted the development of the Combat Platoon Cohesion Questionnaire. The Army wished to develop products that would allow small unit leaders to improve their leadership, cohesion, and commitment in their squads, platoons, and companies. Siebold and Kelly under this contract developed the Combat Platoon Cohesion Questionnaire (CPCQ). This instrument was tested on 1,000 soldiers from 70 platoons and 5 infantry battalions. The instrument had 79 items and measured cohesion in terms of horizontal bonding among peers, vertical bonding between leaders and their subordinates, and organizational bonding between platoon members and their platoon and the Army. They concluded from their analysis of the items and the scales that it is possible to measure platoon cohesion in a valid, reliable, and meaningful way. They also developed an abbreviated version, the Platoon Cohesion Index (PCI).

On three historical occasions the impact of distinct groups on cohesion has been questioned and debated. The first was over the issue of racially integrated troops. More recently very similar questions have been raised about the impact of sexual orientation and gender. The question of sexual orientation was covered in the work done at the RAND Corporation in the work earlier discussed by MacCoun. In an article published in 1999 by Rosen et al. the authors conducted a meta-analysis of the five studies that had been done to that date on gender composition and cohesion. They identified five such studies done in very diverse settings (two garrisons, Haiti, Somalia, and the Persian Gulf). Not only were the settings diverse but the measures of cohesion varied as did the collected variables (although some core items in the measures of cohesion occurred over most of the studies). Also the size of the units ranged from 4 to 200 members. Despite the methodological challenges and using a variety of statistical methods they were able to conduct a meta-analysis. Social cohesion was measured by taking the mean of the individual scores as an aggregate measure. Overall they found a negative group correlation between percentage of women and unit cohesion but there were slightly different
results depending on the different methods in which cohesion was measured. Only the Haiti study did not show the negative correlation and the strongest relationship was in Somalia. Even where the correlations did not reach significance they were in the predicted direction. The authors conclude that “negative effects appear common but are by no means universal.” Nor were they universally strong. Demographic variables did not seem to account for the differences found in the major findings. Size of the unit and the mission were examined for their impact but no conclusion could be drawn. Rosen et al. did note that the most recent studies (1995) had the least negative effects. They also wondered whether events that occur in theater have an effect but were unable to test this. They conclude future studies should include unit size, support for the mission, level of violence in theater, and effects of leadership policies regarding treatment of gender.

The most extensive report on the importance of cohesion found in preparing this background article was an article prepared on the Marine Corp Infantry. While the article does review a lot of literature it is only partly a review and partly proselytization for cohesion and how to achieve it (as well as a strong critique of a program the author feels has seriously undermined cohesion in the U.S. military by not focusing on stability of the unit). We might close therefore with the exhortation by Major Brendan McBreen:

“Of all the ideas for improving the combat capabilities of Marine Corps infantry battalions, only one really matters. Improving the stability and cohesion of our units is a prerequisite for all other improvements. The future Marine Corp requires more capable infantry units. Cohesion is the first and most effective answer.”

“Cohesion’s central requirement is personnel stability. Stability, stress and success build horizontal cohesion in units. Leaders who understand their men build vertical cohesion. Horizontal cohesion between leaders is built on shared experience. Vertical cohesion between leaders is built on clear standards. Organizational cohesion is built on history and traditions. Competence and honesty between the army and its society build societal cohesion.”

**CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION**

In the past, the concept of cohesion as a way of conceptualizing social fitness, posed difficulties in terms of definition and measurement but no more so than any other approach to social fitness. There is a large body of work on cohesion both within the military and external to the military. Numerous instruments have been developed for measuring cohesion and many have been subjected to psychometric testing for reliability and validity and factor analysis to identify what is being measured.

However, the research to date does not provide us with data about group cohesion over vastly different settings and subpopulations within the settings. The active combat unit clearly has quite different demands and needs than a support unit might. Those on base pre- or postdeployment have different challenges and needs from the active combat unit. The fighter pilots will be different from the service staff but cohesion between both will be necessary for effectiveness. Those who sail the ships are a different group than those who fly off the decks but again they will need cohesion to successfully complete their missions.

Also as we have noted there are a wide range of intervening variables that can occur between cohesion and performance. Some the military can control or can put in place programs that might mitigate against them having too big an impact. Such things as effective leadership can clearly be taught and individuals can be trained in leadership. But other factors such as the family pose a much greater challenge because they are less amenable to manipulation.

The results of the research however pose a dilemma for the military. As noted earlier the challenge is whether priority should be placed on the importance of cohesion for productivity/effectiveness/performance in which case the objective should be to develop task coherence. Or should the focus be on the support of the soldiers and social cohesion? The latter provides more emotional and psychological support for the soldier but might reduce the performance of the unit. This decision might also be impacted by the time frame. Task coherence is clearly most important in the immediate time frame of combat but social cohesion might return the soldier in better shape stateside in the long term.

An alternative approach will be to conceptualize cohesion as a capacity builder. We propose that this will require a study framework that monitors the effects of unit readiness and cohesion. When looking at unit fitness we will look at core service standards of fitness. A survey designed to do this would be an amalgam of profile characteristics, quality of life measures, unit cohesion measures, program evaluations, and measures of mental, physical, and spiritual fitness according to the Jonas model.

A military unit that operates from a cohesion-building perspective, we propose, will identify more with the larger military society, will be more knowledgeable about its capacity to function well with systems internal and external to factors in the model/community, will understand the values of connections, will be committed to addressing unit issues, will be guided by results of unit evaluation, will place more effort on tangible outreach to its members, and will value partnerships with other units and organizations.
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Family Fitness
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ABSTRACT  The Department of Defense (DoD) is exploring the holistic construct of total force fitness for individual service members. This exploration provides an opportunity to understand fitness concepts in the context of military families. Currently, there are no developed operational definitions or integrated models for the concept of "total family fitness.” This article used the U.S. Navy experience with family programs to begin the discourse of family fitness and identify potential family fitness-related metrics. A proposed definition of family fitness was developed from the conservation of resources theory and a model of family resilience. This article identifies eight dimensions of family functioning: problem solving, communications, family roles, affective responsiveness, affective involvement, behavior control, global health, and spiritual support. Four potential instruments are identified that could provide metrics for these family dimensions.

INTRODUCTION

There is increasing awareness that military children and families are significantly affected by a parent’s combat-related mental health problems and physical injuries, as well as the wear and tear of multiple wartime deployments. Given that over 50% of U.S. service members are parents, a large number of military children and families are at risk and may benefit from targeted preventive services. Specific high-risk groups include parents with active symptoms related to post-traumatic stress or other mental health conditions. Psychological injuries and symptoms can interfere with parenting, family functioning, and child adjustment. Another high-risk group are the families of the over 31,000 combat-injured service members. Combat and operational injuries, whether psychological or physical, in a military parent are likely to disrupt family roles, sources of care, and instrumental support. These factors underscore the urgent national public health need to provide family-centered, evidence-based prevention services to military children and families who have been affected by multiple wartime separations and parental combat-related psychological and physical injury.

Despite ongoing advances in the availability of trauma-informed resources for consumers and providers (e.g., Sesame Street’s “Talk, Listen, Connect: Helping Families During Military Deployment,” Military OneSource web-based materials), important gaps remain in the provision of evidence-informed interventions and services for children and families of military members and veterans who are contending with combat-related mental health problems, physical injury, and loss. Military families facing these challenges are an identified risk group who could benefit from evidenced-based coping skill building interventions and services adapted for military culture.

The Department of Defense (DoD) is exploring the holistic expansion of the term fitness to encompass the biological, social, spiritual, and psychological domains that constitute “total force fitness” for individual service members. Military family relationships can serve as resource gains or losses in each of the fitness domains for individual service members. However, the military family is more than a social subset of the individual service member. The DoD has dependent and independent relationships to military families. A dependent organizational relationship is one where family resources can only be provided through the service member, such as identification cards and housing allowances. An independent organizational relationship is where resources are established and provided directly to family members without the presence or permission of the service member, such as health care and family service center support. It is this independent relationship that the DoD has with military families that provides an opportunity to understand the concept of family fitness in the context of the military family. Exploring the constructs of family fitness has potential to develop integrated resources and measures that can be used by military families and leaders to enhance the readiness and health of the force.

Family fitness has potential as a universal concept that can be applied to military and nonmilitary families in the U.S. and internationally. Currently, there are no developed operational definitions or integrated models for the concept of “total family fitness.” This article will use the U.S. Navy experience with family programs to begin the discourse of family fitness and identify potential family fitness-related metrics.

PROPOSED OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

We propose a definition of family fitness that is based on conservation of resources theory and the concept of family resilience. The conservation of resources theory identifies that people who invest in resources and can use those resources during times of demand remain committed and engaged in their life tasks. Walsh defines family resilience as "the capacity to rebound from adversity strengthened and more resourceful (p 4)." Family fitness is the immediate military family’s...
ability to use physical, psychological, social, and spiritual resources to prepare for, adapt to, and grow from military lifestyle demands. The immediate military family is further defined as the Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS) authorized dependents of a service member. Immediate family members are often those who live with the service member. The extended military family includes individuals that a service member would describe as having a moral, legal, or kin relationship. The concept of immediate and extended families is intended to capture the wide range of social relationships and networks that constitute a family. Organizationally, military leaders have both obligations and limitations related to family support and programs that are often limited to the immediate military family. The construct of total family fitness focuses on the immediate military family while acknowledging the important influence that the extended military family has on both the immediate military family and the service member.

**NAVY FAMILY SUPPORT**

All large U.S. military installations have dedicated resources to support military families in the domains of physical activity and health care, social connection and peer activities, spiritual and religious growth, and psychological support. Resources such as commissaries, youth centers, schools, improved family housing, employment support, spouse mentors, and career transitions support are often distinct organizational structures with separate missions, goals, oversight, and funding. These services represent investments by the DoD to create environmental resources that support, foster, and enrich family function. The family psychological fitness domain in particular has had a significant investment in programs and resources over the past 3 years.

The U.S. Navy’s experience with family support programs provides a historical and current context for understanding existing resources that would be part of a comprehensive family fitness paradigm. The U.S. Navy family support programs are not necessarily unique or better than those provided by other military services. The discussion of Navy family programs was selected as an example of how one service has systematically invested in developing family-centric resources over time. Initial programs were primarily focused on enhancing communication between service members and the dependent spouse. As the first wave of the all-volunteer force prepared for re-enlistment or second tours, there were more families that needed support resources. Combat and operational demands have steadily increased since 2001 and recent programs have been developed to provide enhanced support and coping skills related to those operational demands.

In 1970, the Navy Family Ombudsman Program was established to improve communication between commands and sailors’ spouses. The ombudsman is a trained volunteer, appointed by the commanding officer, to disseminate information both up and down the chain of command, including official Department of the Navy and command information, command climate issues, local quality of life improvement opportunities and provide resource referrals to immediate Navy families. Initially, the ombudsman had little training and functioned as a mentor to first-term spouses, those spouses new to Navy life, and information relay for seasoned spouses. Currently, ombudsmans participate in structured training to develop understanding of critical family resources and role-appropriate crisis intervention skills.

The Naval Chaplains Religious Enrichment Program (CREDO) was developed in 1971 to initially respond to drug abuse issues. CREDO developed into a retreat-based program that supports the Navy and Marine Corps’ readiness, retention, recruiting, and quality of life priorities. CREDO continues to provide programs for personal growth, character development, team building, ethical leadership, and workshops on marriage enrichment and spiritual growth. The retreats provide participants the opportunity to develop new perspectives about their relationships with family and friends, the military, and spiritual traditions.

In July 1979, the first Fleet and Family Support Center was established in Norfolk, Virginia to provide programs and services focused on deployment support, crisis response, career support, and counseling for individuals, families, and commands. The Fleet and Family Support Program (FFSP) provides unified, customer-focused, consistent, and efficient family-centric services to support the Navy mission and readiness. As support grew for the FFSP, there has been an expansion of family-centric resources such as commissaries, youth centers, schools, improved family housing, employment support, spouse mentors, and career transitions.

In 2001, Navy Medicine formalized its support to Navy families by establishing family centered-care as a strategic goal to provide integrated training, services, and research partnerships. Family-centered care is now a priority across the military health system. Navy Medicine’s strategic plan for psychological health of service members affected by combat and operational stress included investments in military families to enhance early recognition of stress injuries and family coping skills.

The Department of the Navy’s paradigm regarding psychological support for service members and families began to shift in 2007. The Stress Continuum Model (Fig. 1) was developed as a unifying conceptual framework that guides resources and concepts to meet the needs of individual service members, commands, and military families. The Stress Continuum Model is a psychological demands and resource utilization model to facilitate early recognition of stress behaviors and early access to preclinical and clinical service as needed. The Stress Continuum Model is gaining broader use by other military services and was the basis for the Defense Centers of Excellence (DCoE) Resilience Model.

The color-coded heuristic forms the basis of communication strategies, an acknowledging discourse about stress reactions and injury, and a hopeful perspective of recovery from illness. The stress continuum supports fitness and resilience concepts within the context of being ready (green zone). The emphasis
on stress reactions and injuries is an acknowledgment that even the most fit and resilient person will react to stress, will become injured, and has the potential to develop a stress-related illness. The stress continuum model provides a lens for understanding the psychological, social, and spiritual domains of individuals and families from readiness through illness behaviors.

There are four main points in relation to stress behaviors within the family: (1) Withstanding adversity without serious distress or loss of function (staying in green or yellow zones); (2) limiting the severity of distress or functional impairment when these do occur (recognizing and treating orange zone stress injuries); (3) recovering quickly and relatively fully from distress or impairment (staying out of red, returning back to green); and (4) coping effectively with residual and persistent distress or changes in function (actively engaged in treatment and recovery from stress illnesses).

The Fleet and Family Support Program (FFSP) provides services to strengthen personal and family competencies to meet the unique challenges of the military lifestyle from the “green through the orange” zones. In recognition of the increased stress facing today’s Navy families, FFSP has incorporated the concepts of operational stress control’s stress continuum into all programming areas. The FFSPs support individual and family readiness and adaptation to life in the Navy through education and counseling for crisis response, personal and family wellness, career development, finances, spouse employment, and deployment support. Programs and services are currently delivered from 81 sites worldwide, delivering a full portfolio of programs and services.

The most recent family support program was established by Navy Medicine in 2008, Project FOCUS (Families Over Coming Under Stress) is a coping and communication skills-based program designed to address difficulties that military families may experience when facing the challenges of operational deployments, combat stress, and/or injuries. The Project FOCUS pilot program was initiated at Navy and Marine Corps installations with personnel who deployed regularly to Southwest Asia. A limited test of Project FOCUS began in 2010 at selected Army and Air Force installations. FOCUS uses family level techniques to highlight areas of strength and identify areas in need of growth and change to contend with current difficulties. Throughout the intervention, structured activities bridge the gaps in communication among family members that often follow highly stressful experiences. The fundamental idea behind the Stress Continuum Model is that stress responses are expected and the model helps provide tools to work through the stress. The identification of stressors includes developing knowledge about how to intervene early and seeking assistance when necessary.

FOCUS has a foundation in evidence-based interventions that reduce risk and support coping and communication skills across the family system and builds upon a family-centered prevention approach for those affected by challenging circumstances. Family coping and communication skill building supports all members of the family and may serve as a gateway for parents who may be more inclined to seek services for their children than for themselves. Over the past two decades, the field of family intervention science has demonstrated that family factors play an important role in child adjustment. In
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particular, effective caregiver–child relationships serve as scaffolds for building adaptive skills such as emotional and behavioral regulation. Family-centered interventions that provide developmental guidance, increase adaptive skills and behaviors in families—particularly those that support parent–child communication, parent–child bonding, and effective family management—reduce problem behaviors and emotional distress in children and support development over time.\textsuperscript{22}

FOCUS is grounded in three well-established interventions that have demonstrated a positive impact on psychological adjustment and functioning, through rigorous randomized controlled trials, in families and children facing challenging circumstances, including parental depression, parental medical illness and loss, and wartime exposure. The first is a family-centered preventive intervention designed to strengthen children and families in which a parent is depressed.\textsuperscript{18} Developed to enhance communication skills and reduce risk by increasing positive interactions between parents and children, as well as increasing understanding of depression for family members, this intervention has shown positive effects in a large-scale efficacy trial and has been adapted for multiple public health settings.\textsuperscript{17,18} The second is a family-centered intervention for medically ill parents and their children, which has demonstrated improvements in psychological adjustment for both parents and their children receiving the intervention over long-term follow-up in a large scale randomized trial and has been adapted for multiple communities.\textsuperscript{19,21} The third is a trauma-focused intervention for children and parents exposed to trauma and loss. This successful evidence-based program was implemented and evaluated across postwar Bosnia-Herzegovina\textsuperscript{20} and has been adapted for wide-scale use throughout New York City subsequent to the attack on the World Trade Center. Building on these established interventions, the UCLA-Harvard team worked with military partners to adapt and standardize FOCUS at Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton to support military children and families affected by high operational tempo, multiple deployment stress, and combat operational psychological and physical injuries.

FOCUS integrates the Stress Continuum Model into family coping and communications training. The model is a measure of severity of physical and psychological injuries that result from exposure to combat and the wear and tear on bodies and minds during a deployment. The Stress Continuum Model aims to destigmatize psychological and physical injuries and improve access to treatment. Family members, although not in combat, also experience the effects of deployment. From the combat and operational stress control (COSC) perspective, deployments provide both the potential for challenges and growth in military families. FOCUS training incorporates the maritime COSC model to reduce the effects of stigma, promote open communication in families about combat and deployment-related physical and psychological injuries, and to help family members understand how the deployment experience has impacted them as individuals and as a family. The fundamental idea behind the Stress Continuum Model is that since stress tends to push individuals toward the yellow, orange, or even red zones, the goal is to keep families in the green “ready” zone as much as possible, and to return them to that zone as quickly as possible when there is a change in family function related to stress injury or illness. FOCUS is addressing the psychological health and sustenance of families who are in the “yellow to orange” zone.

**POTENTIAL FAMILY FITNESS METRICS**

The military family is an interdependent group of individuals who have shared experiences that are influenced by world events, national policy, military culture, and one or more parents who have a commitment that requires self and family sacrifice. One of the challenges to the assessment of total family fitness is to identify metrics that have potential for understanding family functioning as a whole versus individual family members. It is important to identify those measures that identify both strengths and vulnerabilities when evaluating potential metrics that contribute to understanding family fitness. In addition to academic and research utility, total family fitness metrics need to provide military leaders a reasonable estimate of family function in relation to its impact on the readiness and retention of service members.

A comprehensive biological, psychological, sociological, and spiritual conceptual model for family fitness does not yet exist. Epstein et al.\textsuperscript{22} identified six essential dimensions of healthy family functioning: problem solving, communications, family roles, affective responsiveness, affective involvement, and behavior control. Problem solving is the family’s ability to use active and emotional skills to proceed through a sequence from problem identification through problem resolution and includes the ability to recognize and use diverse resources. Communication refers to the effectiveness and extent that a family’s style of communication includes clear and directive verbal messages. Clear and directive communication is different from authoritarian communication. Family roles are the recurrent behavior patterns needed to fulfill material and emotional family needs and includes the ability to engage social supports. Affective responsiveness is the capacity of family members to display appropriate emotions, both in quality and quantity, to a wide range of stimuli. Affective involvement is the amount of interest, care, and concern family members invest in one another. Behavioral control refers to the flexibility or rigidity for maintaining discipline and standards of behavior. In addition to the six dimensions proposed by Epstein et al. the perception of global health\textsuperscript{23} and spiritual supports\textsuperscript{24} are important dimensions for military families. Families that function at high levels within each dimension have fewer stressors and are more likely to effectively manage life problems that do arise.\textsuperscript{23–25} Instruments that measure these eight dimensions of family functioning will provide enhanced assessment and evaluation capabilities with the potential to develop action plans and guide resource decisions. Table I is an index of the eight family fitness dimensions and potential instruments for assessing the dimensions.

The Family Assessment Device (FAD)\textsuperscript{26} is recommended as a potential measure for family fitness because it is a valid, reliable
TABLE I. Dimensions of Family Function and Potential Family Fitness Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Family Assessment Device (FAD)</th>
<th>Family Sense of Coherence (FSOC) and Family Adaptation Scale (FAS)</th>
<th>Family Crisis Oriented Personal Evaluation Scale (F COPES)</th>
<th>Self-Report Family Inventory (SFI) Version II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem Solving</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Roles</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Roles</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Involvement</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Control</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual Support</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

instrument that measures overall family functioning in six of the eight dimensions of family functioning. The FAD is a 60-item four-criteria Likert scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree that can be completed by one or more family members. The FAD has robust internal reliability and validity (Cronbach’s $\alpha$ ranging from 0.74 to 0.92), good test–retest reliability, low correlations with social desirability, moderate correlations with other self-report measures of family functioning, and evidence of concurrent validity. The FAD was used with the Project FOCUS military families and has demonstrated acceptance and utility. In addition to the FAD, there are other instruments that can provide measures related to family functioning and can contribute to understanding military family function in relation to factors that affect readiness and retention.

Family Sense of Coherence (FSOC) and Family Adaptation Scale (FAS) are based on Antonovsky’s salutogenic model that frames health and disease on a continuum. Whether stress and tension will lead to pathogenesis or growth depends, in part, upon a sense of coherence. Sense of coherence is developed from the availability and use of generalized resistance resources. A generalized resistance resource is any phenomenon—cultural stability, money, social support, cognitive skills, etc.—that is used effectively to decrease the tension created by a stressor. The ability of an individual or family to access and use the resources that comprise the mediators of psychological fitness and the components of total fitness is a significant determinant of overall health and resilience. The FSOC and FAS are jointly developed measures of cognitive orientations that help family members view their families as comprehensible, manageable, and meaningful. The combined FSOC and FAS is a 36-item seven-point Likert scale that measures sense of coherence and sense of adaptation within the family. Both scales have good internal consistency (Cronbach’s $\alpha$ 0.92 and 0.87, respectively) and good concurrent validity as they measure different concepts and are highly correlated.

Family Crisis Oriented Personal Evaluation Scale (F COPES) was developed from the McCubbin and Patterson Double ABCX family crisis model. The letters ABCX represent the stressor event (A), the family’s crisis-meeting resources (B), the family’s definition or interpretation of the crisis event (C), and the family crises itself (X). The F COPES has been used in numerous studies with military families. This event-centric model emphasizes that no event occurs in isolation and also includes the concept of “pile-up” of stressors. The F COPES is a 30-item five-point Likert scale that measures a variety of coping behaviors that individuals may use in times of stress. The F COPES has good internal consistency (Cronbach’s $\alpha$ ranging from 0.77 to 0.86) and an overall test–retest reliability of 0.81.

Self-Report Family Inventory (SFI) Version II was based on Beavers Systems Model of family functioning that evaluates two intersecting family domains. Family competence ranges from severely dysfunctional to optimal and family relationship style ranges from an internal (centripetal) to external (centrifugal). Family functioning is evaluated in five areas: health/competence, conflict, cohesion, leadership, and expressiveness. Psychologically healthy families have a mixed family style with competent abilities in each of the five areas. The SFI is a 36-item five-point Likert scale that measures a family member’s view of overall family competence. The SFI has good internal consistency (Cronbach’s $\alpha$ ranging from 0.84 to 0.93) and an overall test–retest reliability of 0.85. Clinical validity of the SFI has shown that it can discriminate between groups of psychiatric patients and that it correlates well with other family function measures such as the FAD ($r = 0.77$).

CONCLUSION

Total family fitness is an emerging concept within the Department of Defense that refers to families who are resilient, physically, psychologically, socially, and spiritually within the context of a military lifestyle. Family readiness directly impacts service member readiness and retention and has significant mission implications for military leaders. The military has developed many resources to support service members and their families to competently cope with the stressors of daily living; promote psychological, spiritual, and physical well-being; and support the capacity of service members and their families to manage the competing demands of work life and personal/family life. A historical review of Navy programs was used to highlight the shifting paradigm of family support programs in the military.

Senior military and policy leaders have asked for potential family fitness metrics while research and further concept development is progressing. This article highlighted...
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four potential metrics that are currently being used with military families. In particular, the use of the Family Assessment Device has demonstrated its potential as a metric for military family functioning as concepts and measures of family fitness are developed and implemented. Family fitness is a concept that can be used to develop and integrate family centric programs and resources, leverage existing resources while reducing unnecessary redundancy, and promoting overall family functioning and health. The concept of total force fitness will not be complete if the fitness of the military family is not included in the overall matrix. Leaders, service members, and families need to effectively leverage the internal and external resources that contribute to quality of life and total health of the entire force.
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ABSTRACT The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has charged the military’s medical and research communities to join with the line community in rapidly and efficiently building a framework to promote and measure total force fitness (TFF). The need to identify the elements of promising TFF programs, and to evaluate whether and how they work, has taken on a new urgency, as we witness the heavy toll of combat exposure on our military members and families. We propose a rigorous methodology for conducting program evaluation, including the study of structure, process, and outcomes. The proposed model combines both quantitative and qualitative methods, to assess the effectiveness and replicability of holistic, multidimensional programs as they are implemented. We describe an additional model for the assessment of efficacy through group randomization trials. The result is a comprehensive model that can be used to assess and compare TFF programs.

INTRODUCTION The concept of total force fitness (TFF), when applied to the military, is defined as follows: A state in which the individual, family, and organization can sustain optimal well-being and performance under all conditions; well-being encompasses physical, mental, social, and spiritual well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. Total force fitness promotes resilience: the resources to withstand recover and/or grow in the face of stressors and changing demands.

At a time when our all-volunteer force is under extreme stress due to multiple and frequent deployments in two theaters, with short dwell time and heavy enemy engagement, maintaining the health of our fighting force is of critical importance. At the same time, Department of Defense healthcare costs are projected to rise at twice the rate of overall U.S. healthcare spending between 2001 and 2011. Still, perhaps the most compelling reason to commit to total force fitness for the military is the moral imperative to safeguard the health of individuals who have volunteered to be put in harm’s way in service to their country.

Many warriors enter the military in top physical and mental form; others reflect lifestyle behaviors that include poor sleep hygiene, unhealthy diet, and inattention to spiritual and social support. The military has the unique opportunity to establish standards for millions of Americans and to achieve them through the implementation of total force fitness programs.

If the goal of total force fitness is “universal” health strength and vigor, a single program may be inadequate to meet all service members’ and units’ fitness needs. It is the nature of human capital that “one size fits all” is not a viable approach. Unlike tanks, aircraft carriers, and mechanized weaponry, human beings are not built to military specifications, and getting them to achieve a standard level of fitness and health is a daunting challenge. Therefore, total force fitness endeavors must also include a method for evaluating and comparing any programs, including the ability to identify which elements work best for which subpopulations and in which environments. Laying out the fundamental contributors to total force fitness, along with standardized metrics to assess progress toward the goal of total force fitness, is insufficient if it does not include the tools for evaluating and comparing the effectiveness of programs according to these dimensions. Only then can policy be set and resources be allocated in the most efficient manner.

In developing this evaluation framework, it is important to consider both the need for rigorous methods and for relevance of results. Rigor is established through the use of valid research methods and design that are accepted by the scientific community. Relevance addresses the more subjective elements of the particular values and needs that the research is intended to meet. Thus, a virtual “evidence house” is necessary in which multiple methods and research designs are included to provide a complete view of the value of the studied program. Unlike the classical “evidence hierarchy,” the evidence house recognizes that various research methodologies are necessary and no less valuable when they are properly designed to address matters of relevance, feasibility, and related elements of the “does it work?” question. The relative timing of effectiveness and efficacy research can be determined on a case-by-case basis; where the 80% solution exists, we posit that the mixed methods, continuous process improvement program evaluation might well be the most efficient way to drive toward the 100% goal.
While the individual and group metrics defined elsewhere in this journal will allow us to determine outcomes using a rigorously derived toolkit, they do not address evaluation of the structure and process of the programs and therefore consider neither the relevance to particular populations nor the effectiveness of the programs as implemented. The quantitative metrics do not speak to the issue of replicability of the programs nor do they foster continuous quality improvement that comes from a feedback process about the program’s operation in real time. Last but not least, the success of any program is highly dependent on contextual factors, those that arise from the unique features of the setting and the implementation. The latter is a significant issue in the military, which permits considerable leeway at both the service level and installation level for implementing programs. What is required therefore is a systematized process, including the collection of both quantitative and qualitative data as programs are developed and implemented, to determine what works to approximate the goals, to understand how and why certain elements contribute to success, and to identify those that act as barriers. Such a systematized process for rigorous data collection, with a robust dataset and the ability to measure how changes in programs lead to changes in achieving the goal, is termed program evaluation. Another advantage of the proposed program evaluation methodology is that it is sufficiently flexible to allow multiple programs with perceived value to be implemented while being rigorously studied and compared using standardized metrics, and to cycle important information on lessons learned back into the program, thus promoting performance improvement and timely progress toward TFF. That approach accommodates the urgent need for TFF programs now, while ensuring that each iteration yields valuable information on how to improve the program for the next cycle. The mixed methodology we propose is essential to gauge key factors, such as scalability, facilitators and obstacles to success, and midcourse changes that often occur in real-life, real-time implementation; moreover, the mandate to produce total force fitness requires both the assessment of each individual’s fitness, using the metrics outlined in the accompanying articles in this journal and the study of group dynamics and interactions that work to either enhance or degrade the effectiveness of a program. By combining the collection of both quantitative and qualitative data in a program evaluation model with group randomized trials to determine efficacy, the necessary information to achieve total force fitness can be obtained.

**RELEVANCE TO THE MILITARY**

Leadership at all levels of the military recognizes the challenge of total force fitness, to identify its the key elements, to describe how they interact, and to select validated and relevant outcome measures to assess achievement in each domain and in totality. Similarly, each of the armed services has performance challenges and goals that require total force fitness of its members. For example, the sustained, asymmetrical warfare against an elusive insurgency, which characterizes Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom has changed much of the way the Air Force experiences warfare and widened the pool of airmen who experience direct combat conditions. Today, nearly every Air Force career may be exposed to direct enemy engagement. Furthermore, the reliance on the all-volunteer military has required Air Force members to fill roles traditionally filled by members of sister services. Consequently, airmen are increasingly asked to push the boundaries of their traditional roles and training needs—conditions that create risk for physical and mental health problems.5,6

Like the other services, the Air Force is interested in strengthening service members’ resilience by ensuring that they have skills to promote physical health and restedness, healthy thinking and stress management, leadership and group cohesion, and organizational commitment. These factors have been identified since World War II to be helpful for enabling troops to continue to perform under adverse conditions.7 Efforts are ongoing to develop credible programs that can increase knowledge of these skills; increase confidence and motivation to use them; and results in improved resilience and decreased adverse effects, such as burnout, injuries, mental health distress, and casualties. While there is evidence that psychoeducational briefings can have a positive impact,8,9 they may not be sufficient to produce desired outcomes10 and there is growing support for more comprehensive skills-based training programs. This emphasis on program evaluation is especially important to ensure that the time and energy spent on resiliency-enhancing programs are truly effective rather than just efficient.

The recent TFF workshop acknowledged that TFF is multifactorial, encompassing individual, relational, group, and environmental factors. Developing a construct of total force fitness, in which the interdimensional effects are predictable and measurable, is a complex endeavor; ultimately the need is line driven. Key terms and definitions from the literature must be translated into line and operationally relevant language and the outcomes must be measured using military performance metrics. Program evaluations attach to pragmatic implementations and provide relevant, timely information that is usable by the line.

To generate a model capable of producing meaningful, actionable results, an optimal evaluation framework must provide an understanding of logistics of implementation, environmental conditions, subtle group dynamics, and the other salient features of any program. The only way to do this is to apply mixed methods, including both qualitative and quantitative research.

Herein, we make the case for a standardized program evaluation methodology as the best framework for assessing the real-life effectiveness of programs instituted to promote total force fitness. The power of program evaluations derives from a number of features:

— Its incorporation of both qualitative and quantitative research methods creates a rich tapestry of data.
— Because it is conducted in real-life settings, as opposed to controlled research environments, it can identify and accommodate variations from the intended program and address feasibility factors.

— It can easily be performed repeatedly as program improvements are implemented and can provide a real-time feedback loop, facilitating continuous performance improvement in design and delivery.

— It provides meaningful information in the event that the program intervention proves ineffective in meeting the performance goals.

— Its focus on effectiveness in real-world settings as opposed to efficacy in controlled environments is consonant with the chairman’s call for immediate solutions.

We posit that program evaluation should be a required element of all programs being implemented under the rubric of TFF. There are several compelling reasons to make standardized evaluation a requisite. Doing so would ensure that every program yields valuable data that inform future effort. Further, such evaluations produce a catalog of data that enables comparison of programs, populations, and environments.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Too often there is a disjuncture between the goals of research and the operational goals of the military. The gold standard of research is the randomized controlled trial (RCT), which focuses on efficacy in controlled environments. However, such trials are not always feasible or pragmatic; they may require large numbers of soldiers, and strict adherence to intervention guidelines that may be easily disrupted by unanticipated military operational events. Beyond determination of what works under ideal trial conditions is the need to understand why it works, whether it is practical or affordable in the real world of the line and how best to implement it. In that regard, the standard RCT may be too narrow a design, and the results may yield limited conclusions that only tentatively support a “go/no-go” decision. Properly constructed mixed-methods research can provide more actionable information, both on what not to do again and what to do more of in the future. Depending on the nature of the program and the outcomes of interest, program evaluations may be completed in as short a period as 2–4 months or may extend over a period of years.

Health, education, and training programs have as their ultimate goal preventing or treating disease, changing behavior, attitudes, beliefs, and increasing knowledge and skills. More often than not, trainings target significant and difficult changes in attitudes and risk/protective behavior such as those related to stress and resiliency. Because the stakes are so high, there is a pressing need for accountability to stakeholders, to include assessing effectiveness, documenting implementation challenges and solutions, developing and applying standard metrics, and comparing outcomes across programs, to inform resource allocation.

Toward this end, the Toolkit for the Evaluation of Resilience training programs has been developed by the Samueli Institute in conjunction with a consulting team from RAND Corporation. The toolkit incorporates the theoretical elements outlined below and adds a preliminary set of validated metrics to assess outcomes of interest to assess resilience. It is currently in use in an evaluation being conducted by the Samueli Institute of a skills-based resilience training program in a brigade combat team that has deployed to Afghanistan. As designed, this particular evaluation will be completed over a 2-year period; assessments of structure and process of a discrete training intervention require only a 4- to 6-month period, but quantitative data on resilience and related health outcomes is being collected over a period that begins predeployment and extends to the Post-Deployment Health Reassessment (PDHRA) at 3–6 months postreturn. (As noted below, this longer period of follow-up is desirable to assess whether the training’s effects on health are sustained.)

PROGRAM EVALUATION THEORY

Standard program evaluation involves three elements: (i) structural evaluation, (ii) process evaluation, and (iii) outcome evaluation (Fig. 1). This information helps to determine the value of a program and assists those who may wish to expand, change, or replicate it in other environments. Such an approach is based on the discovery of unique factors within a program (leadership, relationships, culture, structure, rewards) that bring about the outcomes.

Process evaluation assesses the extent to which the intervention components are implemented as planned. Summative evaluation measures the extent to which program goals and objectives were achieved and the intermediate and longer-term impact of the program.

DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

Data are collected using multiple methods,11 a strategy that yields higher quality results12 and that allows for triangulation12–14 to increase the reliability and validity of the findings.14

It will combine both qualitative and quantitative techniques, a combination that has long been recognized as a powerful research strategy, especially for exploratory studies of new programs, such as TFF programs.11,12,14

THE MODEL

We reviewed several classic models of program evaluation. These included the following: Donabedian,15 Andersen,16
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Chinman, Green and Kreuter’s Precede/Proceed Model, RE/AIM, CDC’s Self-Guided Protocol for Program Evaluation, and Scrimshaw’s rapid ethnographic assessment.

We have drawn on this wide body of work to construct our program evaluation toolkit. From Donabedian’s model we incorporated the foundations of evaluation, adding Andersen’s approach for rigorous measurement and the social/community interaction. From Chinmann’s “Getting To Outcomes” model, we took the practical application of evaluation so that practitioners can plan, implement, and evaluate their own programs. From Green’s “Precede/Proceed” model we took the logic model and feedback loop, which addresses midcourse corrections better than a linear logic model (Fig. 2). The RE/AIM model added the maintenance and reinforcement components, which are essential in training/education programs. The conceptual and functional frameworks were adapted from the CDC evaluation toolkit because they provide a simple snapshot of evaluation. The RAP model added the qualitative data collection component. Logic models are used extensively throughout; all the models we reviewed contributed essential components to our evaluation model. Finally, Ryan’s model added the systems perspective.

FIGURE 2. The program evaluation cycle.

STEPS IN EVALUATION PRACTICE

Structural Evaluation

The determination of the structure of the program and its sites requires interviews with key personnel and a review of official descriptions of the program and the environment. It also involves the logic of the program, the goals/milestones, and values. The aim is to get as complete a description of the program as possible from those who are implementing it. For evaluation of TFF programs we suggest the following components be included:

Organization
- Were the implementation sites optimal? Were the facilities adequate to support the training?
- How was the program organized? Was the per-person time allocation sufficient to convey the concepts and/or skills? Was the schedule feasible and appropriate to the military duty environment?
- Did this training program integrate well with existing programs? Was its design consistent with other military programs? Did it support/enhance institutional principles and culture?
- Was the implementation site properly selected to target the intended population and outcomes stated?
- If there was a needs assessment, did the program’s design meet the identified needs?

The Program
- Who did the training? How many trainers were there and were they sufficiently knowledgeable about military life to be credible teachers?
- What was the content of the training program? Did it contain didactic and experiential elements? What skills were trained? Did the principles support the skills, and vice versa?
- Were the training goals clearly stated?

Staff/Participants
- What were their qualifications?
- Were other faculty/staff involved in the program? Was the staff augmented by military?
- What are the affiliations of the staff (e.g., institution, department, community), and how were they selected?
- What are their backgrounds, credentials/certifications?
- Was the staff adequate for the sessions?

Process Evaluation

The primary roles of the process evaluation are to identify deviations from the intended program, barriers that need to be overcome if the program is to work effectively and to assess the impact of midprogram modifications. The secondary goal is to provide a clear description of how the program worked so that successful programs can be replicated, and less successful programs can be improved.

We suggest using a two-stage evaluation, beginning with an initial assessment to identify how the program really operates (the lived program as opposed to the program on paper), followed by a more expansive evaluation to identify factors that may explain the program’s success or the actual or potential barriers that interfere with its success.

Process evaluations should also be designed to record important implementation decisions and document change.
throughout the history of the program; moreover, consider-
ation should be given to providing timely identification of barriers to the decision makers in a timely fashion, to allow for midcourse corrections if needed. In summary, the process evaluation is conducted to characterize and understand:

- The extent to which the program is being implemented according to plan, including assessment and documentation of the degree of integrity, fidelity, variability in the program implementation, expected or unexpected, planned or unplanned.
- What components of the intervention appear to be responsible for outcomes.
- The relationship between the program context (i.e., setting characteristics) and the program processes (i.e., implementation).
- The quality of staff implementing program and the impact of that quality on the successful delivery.
- Frequency of program sessions, intensity, and duration.
- Size of group receiving program.
- The correlation of the program’s design, goals, and outcomes.

**Outcome Evaluation**

Outcome evaluation involves comparing what the original program objectives were with what has been achieved before and after the program, using both quantitative and qualitative measures. For TFF programs, the metrics presented in the accompanying manuscripts would form the standardized dataset for functional and health outcomes, allowing for comparisons of various programs, based on their relative success in promoting the desired outcomes. Wherever possible this should be done with objective measures such as medical records or survey data on the following types of quantitative outcomes, measured pre- and postprogram:

- Changes in risk or protective behaviors (i.e., healthy sleep patterns, nutrition, stress reduction, use of alcohol).
- Changes in trends in morbidity and mortality (i.e., anxiety, depression, anger management, blood pressure, other health indices and biomarkers).
- Changes in the environment, including policies, formal and informal enforcement of regulations, and influence on social norms and other societal forces (i.e., allocation of down time to practice self-regulation).
- Additional objective metrics relevant to the goals/objects of the particular program being evaluated, such as those outlined in this journal.

Other important outcomes that are frequently included are changes in beliefs/attitudes/knowledge, which are subjective measures, as opposed to changes in behavior or biomarkers. The purpose of the additional qualitative assessments is to elucidate issues that cannot be answered by the quantitative analyses and to explore additional areas that are difficult to address through quantitative data, including the following, obtained through interviews with participants, staff, and administrators:

- Participant acceptability and receptivity (satisfaction).
- Participant descriptions of the program, including things they liked or disliked, improvements they suggest.
- Perceived side effects or undesired effects.
- Perceived unmet needs.
- Economic outcomes (cost versus benefits).
- Change in beliefs, attitudes, knowledge about a particular topic.
- Anticipated change in behaviors, expected degree of use and applications.
- Participants’ comparisons of the program to others they have learned or experienced.

Once the program evaluation has been completed, the data analyzed and interpreted, the final report should address the overall utility of the program for its intended users and outcomes; the feasibility of the program as designed and implemented (accounting for such elements as acceptance, total resource costs, successful completion, etc.); recommendations for future programs, addressing the weaknesses and strengths of the program, and lessons learned about reparative measures; and a thoughtful, scientific analysis of how the program compared overall to others with similar goals. Both the operational line community and the research community can extract important, pragmatic information from this report.

**THE EVIDENCE HOUSE BEYOND PROGRAM EVALUATION**

**Measuring Efficacy**

Program evaluation provides some measure of program coherence and effectiveness; however, as noted above, ideally research should also assess program efficacy. One way this has been done in the Army is through randomized trials in which individuals were randomly assigned to a program of intervention or some other comparison condition (either an active comparison intervention or no intervention at all). Adequate sample sizes and randomization are designed to ensure that differences between the intervention and comparison conditions can be reliably attributed to the intervention. In the military context, fitness-type interventions can be designed to leverage unit-level strengths such as cohesion and leadership. Because programs are typically implemented in existing units, it is often preferable to randomize by intact unit (i.e., conduct a group randomized trial or GRT). The Army’s GRTs generally entail randomizing 30 or more groups and conducting analyses that account for pre-existing group-level differences.8

The main goal of a GRT and other randomized trials is to establish with some certainty that positive outcomes are caused by the targeted intervention. Research designs are strongest when they measure and evaluate outcomes (such as mental health status) months after the intervention because such designs test for evidence of long-lasting effects. Designs
that assess outcomes immediately after the intervention are weaker because they fail to provide evidence of lasting impact. The strongest GRTs also test an intervention against an active control. That is, the targeted intervention is contrasted to an alternative intervention that is face valid to those undergoing the intervention. Finally, within the context of the military, universally applied programs are more realistic in many cases than targeted interventions that focus only on high-risk individuals.

Importantly, design elements that strengthen the scientific credibility and/or applicability of the research also reduce the effect sizes (e.g., the measurable impact of the intervention). This concept can be understood in the context of the earlier discussion on the need for both rigor and relevance in the evidence house. For example, it may be more difficult to detect changes months after the program implementation; therefore, this design often leads to small effect sizes. Similarly, contrasting an intervention to an active control is often associated with smaller effect sizes than contrasting an intervention to a passive control condition. Finally, universally applied programs generally have lower effect sizes than targeted programs.

For these and other reasons, authors such as Bliese et al. have argued that in conducting research on efficacy, focusing on statistical significance is more important than focusing on effect sizes in large-scale universally applied resilience programs. Fundamentally what is important to demonstrate efficacy is that resilience-based programs have a statistically significant probability of improving mental health outcomes and that such programs do not demonstrate harm.

At a theoretical level, it is critical to understand that even seemingly small effect sizes can have meaningful effects when (a) the process is cumulative and (b) when large populations are involved. In terms of a cumulative effect, for instance, we would reject a treatment for the common cold that had a low effect size for preventing the next single exposure to cold virus; however, we would accept a treatment with a low effect size (on a single occasion) if it would lower the risk for the next 10 years of exposure. Intervention programs such as those that would comprise a total force fitness program are often designed to be cumulative—teaching skills that generalize across time and situations—and these effects may be missed in traditional randomized trials that have few follow-up measurement occasions. In terms of populations, the fact that resilience programs are being designed to impact hundreds of thousands of individuals means that even small effect sizes will result in positive outcomes for hundreds if not thousands of service members. Thus, the value of even small effect sizes is compensated for by the magnitude of the institutional benefit.

Despite the fact that GRTs are resource intensive, it is possible to assess the efficacy of an intervention using these techniques. Such studies demonstrate not only the feasibility of conducting a GRT but also the possibility of demonstrating that interventions designed to leverage the military social context can result in positive effects.

CONCLUSIONS
In tandem with the development and adoption of a toolkit containing the elements and metrics for the military-wide commitment to total force fitness, a rigorous method of evaluation will provide not only a framework to show that total force fitness programs are successful, but also the basis for continuous process improvement. It is vital that such methods be harnessed to deliver TFF programs now when the need is urgent, and that they can yield timely results that are relevant to the line, producing actionable evidence of effectiveness and efficacy and the evaluation of the facilitators and barriers to successful implementation, expansion, and replication. The proposed mixed-methods program evaluation will enable leaders to understand why and how a program was or was not successful to tailor the next effort thoughtfully and on the basis of scientific information. Conducting structural, process, and outcomes evaluation will provide the results required to justify spending precious resources on TFF programs, guide the allocation of resources to those with evidence-based success, and will ultimately yield a catalog of TFF programs suitable for implementation at various locations among troops with a variety of needs. For the assessment of efficacy, group randomization trial design, a comprehensive, scientifically rigorous and operationally meaningful variation on program evaluation has been described. Because universally applied programs may demonstrate small treatment effect sizes, the information obtained through program evaluation, including such things as feasibility, replicability, subjective value ratings, cost analysis, and cultural/environmental fit may be the determining factors in deciding which program(s) to implement. Importantly, the pragmatic methodology, in which programs are studied as they are actually implemented in real-life, brings the research function into closer alignment with the needs of the line and ensures that research lessons can be cycled into practice more efficiently. At a time when stress-related illness and dysfunction are exacting a heavy toll on our military communities, the need for identifying holistic programs that work both in principle and in fact is vital.
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A Survey of Multidimensional Health and Fitness Indexes

Kimberly M. Firth, PhD; Katherine Smith, MPH

ABSTRACT This article discusses the findings of a brief assessment of the literature on existing, multidimensional measures of wellness. The aim is not to present an exhaustive list of available metrics purporting to assess wellness, but rather to select several exemplar indexes that can serve as a model for developing an index to assess, in a holistic, multidimensional way, the state of an individual’s health and fitness that goes beyond just the absence of disease or injury. Each index review provides an introduction to the index and a more detailed discussion of how the index does or does not address the descriptive criteria outlined within the report. A brief concluding discussion about the utility of these indexes for use in assessing service member total force fitness follows. The four indexes reviewed are: The Wellness Inventory, SaluGeneCists Smart Tools, the Global Assessment Tool (GAT), and the TestWell: Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire.

INTRODUCTION
Charged by Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, ADM Mike Mullen, to define “total force fitness” and to identify metrics that can measure it, this article discusses the findings of a brief assessment of the literature on existing, multidimensional measures of wellness. The aim of this article is not to present an exhaustive list of available metrics or surveys that purport to assess wellness, fitness, or health in general. Nor is it to assess only metrics used in or developed by the military. Rather, this article’s purpose is to select several exemplar indexes from within and outside of the military that can serve as a model for developing an index to assess, in a holistic, multidimensional way, the state of an individual’s health and wellness that goes beyond just the absence of disease or injury. To that end, as outlined at the 2009 Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century conference report, any measure of total force fitness should examine physical, psychological, behavioral, medical, environmental, nutritional, spiritual, and social constructs.

Total force fitness is defined by the Uniformed Services University (USU) Consortium for Health and Military Performance (CHAMP) and the Samueli Institute as a state in which the individual, family, and organization can sustain optimal well-being and performance under all conditions… and is manifest by health, resilience, and human performance optimization. Total force fitness, as defined here, is in line with other multidimensional definitions of wellness. Additionally, this definition underscores the importance of measuring wellness with both salutogenic (positive health) and pathogenic (negative health) factors in mind. Many health/wellness indexes simply assess known risk factors leading to negative health outcomes. However, to truly assess a construct that is as holistic as wellness requires that we determine not only to what extent negative health is present, but also to what extent positive health is present.

METHODS
As this is not intended to be an exhaustive systematic review of the available literature, we employed a more rapid, systematic assessment of the literature intended to quickly scan common databases as a starting point. The methodology proceeds much as a traditional systematic review except it is less comprehensive. A review team was assembled to explore appropriate search terms and the team agreed upon the following keywords: (biopsychosocial, or multidimensional, or emotion*, or wellness or whole*, or lifestyle or psychol*) and (measure* or assessment or survey or tool). We ran our full keyword searches, as well as more abbreviated searches where warranted, in the following databases: CINAHL, Health and Psychological Indexes Database (HAPI), PsychInfo, Google, and PILOTS. Based on a brief scan of abstracts as well as face validity (i.e., whether the title and brief description appear to support the index as being a multidimensional, wellness measure), the authors selected 261 articles for further review. After a more thorough read of the abstracts, we refined our selection to 22 possible wellness indexes. We pulled all 22 articles (or other relevant web-based information) and constructed a more comprehensive set of inclusion criteria. The criteria were sent to a group of military and civilian experts involved in wellness index development and/or the Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century conference working groups for review and feedback. The inclusion criteria are as follows:

- All indexes/tools must be multidimensional, measuring at least the physical, psychological, and social domains.
- All indexes/tools must be set up with the intention of linking to a behavioral feedback system that individuals can use to improve their health.
- All indexes/tools must be computer-based, interactive, and give “real time” feedback.
- All indexes must be for the health of individuals.
- All indexes must be written in English.

These criteria were chosen to enable us to seek out existing metrics with a multidimensional approach to wellness that provide real-time feedback to users regarding their current state of wellness as well as useful, proactive information to be used to increase positive health behaviors and decrease negative health behaviors. We were also interested in selecting indexes that could be used longitudinally to track the progression of wellness over time. On the basis of these criteria, we were able to more narrowly refine our potential group of indexes from...
Both authors agreed that these indexes represented the best examples of wellness indexes available through our review. Table I is a list of the initial indexes reviewed.

While many of the indexes listed above fulfilled all of our inclusion criteria, because our aim is to present a brief review of several exemplar indexes, we selected four to present in greater detail below.

Our exemplar indexes will be discussed in relation to a set of descriptive categories that were also vetted by a group of military and civilian experts involved in wellness index development and/or the Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century conference working groups. The descriptive categories are:

(1) Index development:
   a. Who developed the index?
   b. Why was it developed?
   c. How was the development of the index funded?
   d. Is it based on research?
   e. Has it been evaluated for reliability (i.e., criterion related, construct, test–retest) and/or validity (does it measure what it purports to measure)?
   f. Where is the index being used or where has it been used?

(2) Index validation:
   a. Has the index been validated on clinical populations? size?
   b. Has it been normed for nonclinical populations? size?
   c. Are there published references about validation/utility?

(3) Index evolution:
   a. Year first developed?
   b. Has it ever been updated?
   c. How often has it been updated?
   d. What is the method for updating?
   e. Has updating improved its reliability or validity?

(4) Utility for military populations:
   a. Was the index developed specifically for military populations?
   b. Has the index ever been used or modified for the military?
   c. If yes, what branches and how widely?
   d. If not, can it be?

(5) Index administration:
   a. Format (e.g., paper/pencil, computer)?
   b. How long does it take to complete?
   c. Can it be filled out and interpreted by a lay individual or is a health professional/educator necessary for administration?
   d. Does it assess overall health? Can it assess health by subtopic or domain?

(6) Correspondence with the concept of total force fitness:
   a. Does the index measure the domains used in the military definition of total fitness?
   b. Does it use the metrics recommended by the Total Force Fitness working group?

(7) Index focus:
   a. Does the index measure pathogenesis (e.g., disease risk factors)?
   b. Does it measure salutogenesis (e.g., positive health behaviors)?
   c. Does it measure resiliency factors (e.g., hope, optimism, self-efficacy)?

Each review will provide a brief introduction to the index and then a more detailed discussion around how the index does or does not address the descriptive criteria outlined above. The four wellness indexes we will review are: Wellness Inventory, SaluGeneceists Smart Tools, the Global Assessment Tool (GAT), and TestWell: The Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire. These particular indexes were chosen because they were deemed to be good examples of existing, multidimensional, interactive indexes. We do not mean to imply that these are the only indexes worthy of review. While, as mentioned above, other indexes measuring wellness are in use, both within and outside of the military, these four were particularly comprehensive, user friendly, and/or salutogenically focused and could be considered as potential models for an effective total health and fitness index.

WELLNESS INVENTORY
The Wellness Inventory is a 120-item “whole person” assessment and lifestyle program designed to maximize human potential by helping users gain personal insight into their state of physical, emotional, and spiritual wellness and provide them with guidance and tools to make lasting changes in their
health and well-being. The Wellness Inventory is part of a five-step process in which users complete the assessment, receive personal wellness and satisfaction scores, and identify areas of strength and areas with motivation to change. This is followed by creating a personal wellness plan with simple action steps in areas the user is motivated to change and utilizing an array of tools (e.g., online wellness resource and study centers, a personal wellness journal) designed to help users successfully implement each step. Users are able to continually update their personal wellness plans and monitor progress by retaking the assessment every 6 months. Users receive wellness action steps in regular e-mail reminders, use an edit tool to regularly update action steps, and use a test comparison feature to track progress. Authors of the Wellness Inventory see it as an educational tool as well as an assessment.

In accord with selection criteria, the Wellness Inventory is written in English, measures the wellness of individuals, and is computer-based and interactive, giving immediate feedback linked to creation of an action plan so that the user can improve his/her whole person wellness. It is multidimensional, measuring 12 key aspects of physical, emotional, behavioral, nutritional, spiritual, and social wellness. Specifically, the Wellness Inventory measures: self-responsibility and love, breathing, sensing, eating, moving, feeling, thinking, playing and working, communicating, intimacy, finding meaning, and transcending. It was chosen as an exemplar because in addition to meeting all the inclusion criteria, it is very comprehensive in nature, is adaptable, and has a strong focus on health rather than disease.

**Index Development**

The original version of the Wellness Inventory was authored by John W. Travis, MD, MPH, an early pioneer in the field of wellness. While serving with the U.S. Public Health Service’s Division of Health Services Research, Dr. Travis was a protégé to Dr. Lewis Robbins, creator of the first Health Risk Appraisal (HRA). In 1975, Dr. Travis gave up the practice of sick care to open up one of the world’s first wellness centers, Wellness Resource Center, in Mill Valley, California. The same year he personally created the Wellness Inventory as a way to assist individuals in gaining personal insight into their state of wellness and transforming their awareness into long-term sustainable change. The Wellness Inventory incorporates Dunn’s concepts of high-level wellness, and Prochaska’s Transtheoretical Model (TTM) of behavior change, also known as Stages of Change. The Wellness Inventory has been used by individuals and groups in a variety of populations and settings across the United States and abroad, including healthcare workers, patients, students, teachers, administrators, and veterans at workplaces, schools, colleges, clinics, and hospitals. Today, the online, interactive Wellness Inventory is provided through HealthWorld Online, an Internet network for wellness and healthy living (www.wellpeople.com).

**Index Validation**

The Wellness Inventory was evaluated with a population of 141 full-time college students and determined to be a psychologically sound measure for wellness. It was demonstrated to be internally consistent and reliable. Content validity and internal consistency validity were supported. The Wellness Inventory has not been normed on a clinical population. Currently, the tool is being used in several pilot research studies, one with 600 BlueCare healthcare workers in Australia, another with students at Grand Valley State University, Allendale, Michigan, and a third with teachers and school administrators from a Phoenix, Arizona area school district.

**Index Evolution**

The Wellness Inventory was first developed in 1975. It has been updated on an ongoing basis since then, most recently in 2009. In 2003, the original author, Dr. Travis, collaborated with HealthWorld Online to create an expanded, online version of the Wellness Inventory, with added functionality and features, including an assessment of the user’s satisfaction (motivation) level for each of the 12 dimensions, a wellness action plan feature, a personal journal, resource centers, and a self-study center. This expanded program was designed to be used by individuals and wellness coaches, health and wellness professionals, and organizational consultants. In 2006, HealthWorld Online created the Wellness Inventory Certification Training, a 14-week training for wellness and life coaches, nurses, social workers, and other health and mental health professionals, wellness and fitness professionals, and corporate trainers. The certification training is designed to support implementation of the Wellness Inventory within individual, group, and organizational settings.

The Wellness Inventory is updated by three staff at HealthWorld Online who have intimate knowledge of the tool and the contexts in which it is being used—the president/CEO, the medical director, and the original author. Updating the inventory is a fluid, non-scientific process. By working directly in the field and soliciting and receiving feedback, the three staff become aware when aspects of the tool need to be refined or changed. They bring suggestions for modification to the other staff and work together as a team to update it.

**Utility for Military Populations**

The Wellness Inventory was not developed for and has not been used by the United States military. However, it is used in a variety of settings as a personal self-care tool to prevent burn-out and support people to live better, healthier lives and could be used similarly with military populations. According to the president/CEO of HealthWorld Online, the survey can easily be modified for military and Veterans Administration (VA) populations and they are currently in conversations with the VA to do so. Several of the Wellness Inventory certified coaches are veterans or spouses of veterans, and one of the primary HealthWorld Online staff also serves as chief neurologist at a VA site. The survey can be used as a stand-alone tool or incorporated into an already existing program. Wellness Inventory administrators think the survey could be quite effective in helping maximize human potential by creating wellness and wholeness in the lives of service members and their families.
Index Administration
The original 1975 Wellness Inventory was a paper/pencil tool and remained in that form for over 25 years. In 2003, the tool was expanded and put online, with added features to help users take action steps toward wellness goals, and to support and engage users by constantly monitoring and reassessing progress. Currently, the Wellness Inventory is 120 items and takes 30–45 minutes to complete. It measures 12 dimensions and overall wellness. For each dimension there are 10 statements, each of which describes a wellness action, skill, belief, attitude, or awareness. If a user is unable to complete the assessment at one sitting, they can save their results and login at a later time to complete it.

Upon survey completion, a user is given immediate feedback. They are given “wellness” and “satisfaction” scores for each of the 12 dimensions of wellness, as well as overall scores. The “wellness” scores show users where they are strong in wellness and where there is room for improvement. The “satisfaction” scores, most importantly, help users identify areas in which they are most motivated to change. A personal wellness plan is created focusing on action steps in the areas an individual is motivated to change. The chosen action steps are small and attainable (e.g., 10 minute walk 3 times/wk. vs. 30 minutes of aerobics/day), based on the philosophy that small doable action steps are most likely to be integrated into a person’s life and maintained over time. In interpreting results, it is helpful, but not mandatory, for users to work with a professional who has gone through the Wellness Inventory certification training.

Correspondence With Total Force Fitness Concept
The multidimensional Wellness Inventory measures six of the eight dimensions determined to comprise military total force fitness at the recent Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century conference—physical, emotional, behavioral, nutritional, spiritual, and social. It does not measure two of the total force fitness domains—medical and environmental. The Wellness Inventory does not use any of the suggested metrics proposed by the Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century report.

Index Focus
The Wellness Inventory has a very strong focus on creating health and wellness (salutogenesis) and maximizing human potential. It does not focus on disease or disease prevention (pathogenesis). As such, the tool measures positive health behaviors and does not include measurement of disease risk factors. Some of the measures it covers, such as satisfaction, meaning, and motivation to change, would be considered factors that contribute to resiliency.

SALUGENESISTS SMART TOOLS
The SaluGenecists index is a predictive risk tool developed by SaluGenecists, Inc. led by Dr. Joseph Pizzorno, ND. Although this index, for the most part, has been used commercially by employers to benchmark the health of their employee population and to demonstrate improved health over time, there is also a version designed for healthcare providers. The index is delivered as a modular assessment covering five elements of health: financial, relationships, spiritual, physical, and emotional. Upon completion of the index, the user receives a personalized assessment with suggestions for health improvement and risk reduction ranging from targeted life style modifications, nutritional supplements, and diet modifications and suggestions. The employer receives an aggregated report of the general health status of the employee population.

This tool was chosen as an exemplar on the basis of our criteria that it is a multidimensional index, written and delivered in English, online, interactive, it provides detailed feedback to the user, and is longitudinal. The index design enables the system to ask a limited number of initial questions, the answers to which provide smart branching to increasingly targeted, differentiating questions. While the initial list of questions ranges from 50 to 100, their database has over 20,000 potential items that can be targeted to each user based on the initial “smart questions.” By answering the individualized series of questions, the user triggers the system to create a map of his or her unique metabolic and functional needs, ranked by probability, and their potential impact on health.

Index Development
This wellness index, or Smart Tools as they are referred to by the SaluGenecists team, are natural health expert systems that use artificial intelligence to identify each individual’s most important underlying physiological dysfunctions and the steps necessary to remedy them. The tool was developed in response to the demand of consumers and healthcare professionals for an evidence-based index incorporating a highly technical yet user friendly platform that would encourage users to take a more active role in affecting their health and well-being. This wellness index uses the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) as its norming base and makes extensive use of peer-reviewed scientific evidence and information from the United States 2000 census upon which it bases its feedback. This is accomplished using rigorous probabilistic reasoning algorithms.

Index Validation
At this time it does not appear that this index has been clinically or psychometrically validated and there are no peer-reviewed publications supporting its validity or utility. As mentioned above, the NHANES database and the 2000 United States census are used for norming.

Index Evolution
Developed during the early 2000s, this wellness index is updated periodically (every 6 months) but without regularity. As new scientific health evidence is generated, the scientific team at SaluGenecists, Inc. evaluates it for inclusion into the existing database. Each study receives an “evidence grade” based on the assessment of three reviewers. The level of evidence is graded as follows:

1A: Multiple high-level research trials provide a hard statistical finding. Examples of high-level research
has defined total force fitness as encompassing the following dimensions: physical, psychological, behavioral, medical, environmental, nutritional, spiritual, and social. This index examines the health (health behaviors and risk factors), financial, relationships, spiritual, physical, and emotional domains. It does not utilize any of the suggested metrics proposed by the Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century report.

**Index Focus**

This tool is essentially a predictive risk tool. It aims at identifying each individual’s “most important underlying physiological dysfunctions” and offers lifestyle, diet, and other health-related behavior modifications to improve overall health and well-being.

**GLOBAL ASSESSMENT TOOL (GAT)**

The Global Assessment Tool (GAT) is an assessment tool used by the United States Army as a component in its Comprehensive Soldier Fitness (CSF) program, which strives to enhance performance and build resilience among service members, families, and Army civilians, preparing them for the challenges they might face throughout their military career and life. The GAT assesses fitness in four dimensions—emotional, social, spiritual, and family. Upon completion, users receive a rapid assessment of their individual fitness in these four dimensions as well as an individualized profile to guide them through self-development training modules appropriate for their level of performance in each dimension. Users are able to track self-development and growth in these four dimensions over time. By using aggregate scores of the Army population, the Army can determine which aspects of its training are most effective in building emotional, social, spiritual, and family strength.

In accord with our selection criteria, the GAT is written in English, measures the health of individuals, and is computer-based and interactive, giving immediate feedback with the intention of linking to a behavioral feedback system so that the user can improve his/her strength in each domain. Important to mention is that though the GAT is a multidimensional survey, it does not include measurement of the physical domain, one of the selection requirements. The decision was made to still include the survey in this review because the physical health of users is measured elsewhere as part of the CSF program and is included in the service members’ training. GAT was chosen as an exemplar because as well as being online, interactive, and linked to a behavioral feedback system, it is based on a holistic prevention and wellness model, was developed specifically for our population of interest (the military), and has been effectively administered to 540,000 service members in the U.S. Army.

**Index Development**

The Global Assessment Tool was developed by research psychologists in the U.S. Army in collaboration with top psychologists and researchers at the University of Michigan. GAT is an initiative of the chief of staff of the United States Department of the Army and its development was funded from the Army budget. The GAT was developed to measure the emotional, social,
spiritual, and family fitness of service members, families, and Army civilians. The tool is used as part of the Comprehensive Soldier Fitness (CSF) program, which was launched by the Army in October 2009 to invest in the readiness of the force and the quality of life of service members, family members, and Army civilians by giving the same emphasis to psychological, emotional, and mental strength that has previously been given to physical strength. The CSF program takes a holistic approach to fitness by optimizing the five dimensions of strength outlined in the World Health Organization (WHO) definition of health: physical, emotional, social, spiritual, and family. The GAT assists by assessing strength in four of those domains (all but physical), giving feedback to individual users based on their scores, and linking them to self-guided training modules that can build their strength and resiliency in each domain. The Global Assessment Tool is based on principles of positive psychology. According to one of its authors, the majority of its items are taken from or based on published scales used in peer-reviewed literature.

All service members in the U.S. Army are required to take the GAT by May 31, 2010, and then every 2 years or 120 days following a deployment. The Army’s plans also call for new service members to take their first GAT during basic combat training. As of April 2010, approximately 540,000 of the Army’s 1.1 million service members have completed the GAT. GAT is also voluntarily used by U.S. Army family members. As of March 2010, more than 1,300 family members Army-wide have completed the survey.

**Index Validation**

The original GAT included over 300 items that were pilot tested with 10,000 Army soldiers. Through factor analysis, items were discarded until approximately 105 remained. The index has been found to have a normal distribution, skewed slightly to the right, with service members in the U.S. Army. The GAT has been evaluated for reliability through an acceptable Cronbach’s α and through factor analysis was found to divide into one large factor and four subfactors, suggesting reliability. It has not been tested for predictive validity or used or normed in any clinical populations.

**Index Evolution**

The GAT was originally developed in 2009. It has been modified for use by families by removing service member-focused language and addressing the family members specifically. There is also a version specific to initial entry training service members and a version in development that will be used by Army civilians. All versions measure strength in the same four domains (emotional, social, spiritual, and family) and provide online self-development modules to improve user’s knowledge and skill set in the four dimensions of strength.

Only recently developed, the GAT has not had a whole-scale review for updating purposes though authors and administrators regularly look at the tool to see whether there are items that should be added or deleted. For future updates, authors, administrators, and top experts in each of the domains covered by GAT will meet to review items and discuss how they perform. Authors do not anticipate frequent or large-scale changes since analysis so far indicates a normal distribution among users.

**Utility for Military Populations**

The GAT was developed specifically for the United States Army. It can be modified for other military branches. Currently, the Coast Guard and Navy are looking at GAT and the CSF program to determine whether they would fit with their needs and purposes.

**Index Administration**

The GAT is administered via computer, taking an average of 13 minutes to complete. Users fill it out and are immediately provided with an individualized profile comprised of four scores corresponding to emotional, social, spiritual, and family fitness. No overall score is given. Users are also given feedback based on their scores, which guides them through self-development training modules appropriate for their level of performance in each dimension.

**Correspondence With Total Force Fitness Concept**

The GAT measures three of the eight dimensions determined to comprise military total fitness—psychological, social, and spiritual. It does not include measurement of the five remaining total fitness domains—physical, medical, nutritional, behavioral, and environmental—although the physical, medical, and nutritional domains are measured elsewhere as part of the Army’s CSF program and incorporated into the service members’ training. The GAT does not include the standardized tools recommended by Total Force Fitness working groups to measure psychological, social, or spiritual fitness. However, it does measure some of the components recommended as indicators within the domains, such as family support as an indicator of social fitness and relational connection to humanity as a measure of spiritual fitness.

**Index Focus**

The Army’s CSF program is a preventive model, aiming to enhance resilience and coping skills that will enable service members, families, and Army civilians to grow and thrive throughout their Army career and life. As such, the GAT’s focus is on salutogenesis and resiliency. It aims to measure the positive aspects of people and what is “right” with them and in their lives rather than what is “wrong.”

**TESTWELL: THE HOLISTIC LIFESTYLE QUESTIONNAIRE**

TestWell (The Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire) is an online wellness assessment application designed for health professionals and wellness administrators. It is currently managed by the National Wellness Institute, Inc. This 100-question index is based on the six-dimensional model of wellness as conceived by Dr. Bill Hettler over 25 years ago. According
to information from his website, Dr. Bill Hettler has been a driving force in health promotion and wellness for more than 20 years. As a pioneer, he defined (and defended with zeal) the wellness concept as it emerged. In 1975, he cofounded the National Wellness Institute and guided it to the dominant position it holds today. Dr. Hettler’s original six dimensions of health assessed by this index include, social, intellectual, occupational, emotional, physical, and spiritual. A newly revised version of the assessment now also includes nutrition, self-care, environmental, and sexuality dimensions. TestWell assessment tools are designed to help individual users become more aware of these different areas and to help them identify the areas that need improvement and better understand that creating a balance within 10 specified domains of health will lead to a greater sense of wellness. Examples of the The TestWell tools and reports can be accessed via the Web at www.testwell.org. Attempts by the authors to contact TestWell for additional information were not successful.

The Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire has been customized for four different populations: teen, college, adult, and older adult. Each domain assessed consists of 10 sections. Each section represents a dimension of wellness. The sections are: physical activity, nutrition, self-care, safety, social and environmental wellness, emotional wellness and sexuality, emotional management, occupational wellness, intellectual wellness, and spirituality and values. The Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire meets all of our inclusion criteria. It has been chosen as an exemplar index due to the fact that it is very comprehensive and holistic, can be used longitudinally to track multidimensional aspects of health and wellness over time, and has a particularly interactive platform with immediate feedback in the form of individual and/or group reports.

Index Development
The Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire is one part of a larger package of assessment tools offered by TestWell.org. According to information provided on their website, this tool is part of an online application consisting of a group of wellness assessments. The assessment tools can be used individually or together to create an assessment package designed to fit the needs of the client. They consist of the following:

— Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire (HLQ) is a 50- or 100-question assessment encompassing the full spectrum of wellness categories and designed as an educational and awareness tool. Based on the six-dimensional model of wellness as conceived by Dr. Bill Hettler over 25 years ago, this multidimensional model emphasizes the importance creating balance in one’s life.

— Health Risk Assessment (HRA) is an assessment that uses statistics from the Centers for Disease Control to calculate the user’s top health risks. The assessment reports the user’s appraised and achievable health age and provides suggestions for reducing risk and achieving a healthier lifestyle.

— Custom Questions (CQ) is an assessment created by the administrator and can include a variety of questions in a flexible choice of formats: one-line text box, check box, radio button, drop-down combo box, list box, or memo. The assessment can include basic validation and individualized help and can be tied to the other assessments via a unique, computer-generated identification number.

— Topic for Personal Growth (TPG) is a short assessment that asks the user to checkmark any of the listed topics about which he or she would like more information. The user is provided with a list of custom resources, and the administrator is given popularity counts for each of the topics.

Their website outlines the primary consumers of their product as professional wellness consultants, high school counselors, university health and wellness educators, and large corporations looking to enhance their employee wellness programs.

Index Validation
At the time of this report there was no information available regarding the validation of Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire, but information from TestWell.org indicates that their Health Risk Assessment utilizes information from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to calculate a health risk profile based on information gathered from the user. As with all of the indexes reported on here, the questionnaire appeared to have very good face validity. We were unable to gather any published documents regarding the validity or utility of this index.

Index Evolution
As has been previously mentioned, the original work upon which this tool was developed is more than 25 years old. It has been expanded from the original 6 dimensions of wellness to the 10 dimensions of wellness described above. As of the writing of this report there was no additional information available regarding updating procedures.

Utility for Military Populations
This index was not developed for, nor has it ever been utilized on a military population.

Index Administration
Individuals can take the assessment from any location in the world with an Internet connection. After completing the wellness inventory, the user is immediately taken to a screen displaying the results of his or her assessment. The results and scores are categorized by section and a chart is displayed, so that the relative strengths and weaknesses of the user’s wellness status are shown. The report also includes a list of recommended resources as well as a 10-step behavior change guide that can be used by the individual as a guideline for making long-term positive modifications to targeted behaviors.
TestWell can also provide additional group reports, among them:

1. Overall group analysis.
2. Scores broken down by demographics.
3. Demographic distribution.
4. Reports comparing the results of two or more groups.

The administrator can also export all data to a standard ASCII file and use this data in a spreadsheet or database for further analysis.

**Correspondence With Total Force Fitness Concept**

This index does measure all of the wellness constructs deemed important at the Total Force Fitness conference as well as several other dimensions not targeted; namely, safety, sexuality and emotional awareness, intellectual wellness, and occupational wellness. It does not, however, utilize the specific metrics suggested by domain experts at the conference.

**Index Focus**

The focus of the questions that make up this index are delivered from a positive perspective. For example, questions such as, “I take action to minimize my exposure to tobacco smoke,” and “I express my feelings of anger in ways that are not hurtful to others” exemplify the approach to information gathering within the 10 dimensions of health. The dimensions of emotional management, and sexuality and value measure factors that we would define as resiliency factors such as positive affect, self-efficacy, and positive emotion. There is much less emphasis on pathogenic risk factor assessments.

**CONCLUSION**

Armed with a definition of “total force fitness” as, “A state in which the individual, family, and organization can sustain optimal well-being and performance under all conditions… and is manifest by health, resilience, and human performance optimization,” the authors of this article took to the literature databases and the Internet to determine to what extent, and in what form, measures of a holistic, multidimensional approach to “fitness” exist. The goal was to look for exemplars upon which to model an interactive measure of service member total fitness that would be easy to administer (preferably online), would utilize multiple dimensions of fitness or wellness (including physical, psychological, and social), would present feedback in real time, would link to a behavioral feedback system used to improve health, and would have the capacity to be longitudinal in nature. Using a methodology of quickly assessing common databases for relevant reports, the authors uncovered 11 potential indexes. Most of the 11 indexes met the majority of the inclusion criteria defined above. In the interest of space and time constraints, four exemplar indexes were reviewed: the Wellness Inventory, SaluGenecists Smart Tools, the U.S. Army Global Assessment Tool, and the TestWell Holistic Lifestyle Questionnaire. Although all four of these indexes offer unique perspectives to the measurement of wellness, none were an exact fit to our definition and none were based on the list of suggested, standardized metrics proposed by domain experts convened at the Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century conference. This is not entirely surprising given the plethora of definitions and dimensions of what constitutes wellness. What we did discover, however, are four multidimensional, interesting, well-developed models with potential to inform the development of a total fitness assessment tool customizable for military and other populations. From this brief review we would not attempt to pinpoint any one of these indexes as the best or only index upon which to model a service member total fitness metric and delivery platform. Some of the indexes were more obviously evidence based whereas others were more theoretically derived. All display high face validity, that is, at face value they appear to measure constructs associated with and related to overall health and wellness, but none have a history of peer-reviewed publications to bolster their overall validity or utility. We are encouraged, however, to discover several user-friendly, high-tech, holistically modeled assessment tools with the capacity to deliver immediate health and wellness feedback that can be used over time to assess wellness and improve health.

A best next step would be a more thorough review of the four targeted indexes presented in this article as well as a continued review of other potential indexes not uncovered by this approach. On-site demonstrations with the index developers would greatly enhance this review and inform relevant partners working to develop and deliver such an index to the military.
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Lessons Unlearned, Education Forfeited: Military Hygiene Enters the 21st Century

COL Stephen C. Craig, MC USA (Ret.)

ABSTRACT Obtaining and maintaining a military force hearty enough for the trials of campaign and combat is the concern of military hygiene. It has been a challenge for governments and commanders for centuries. Empirical practices in recruiting, training, and maintaining service members gave way to more scientific, evidenced-based practices of the 18th century, and the research-driven, laboratory-proven methods of the late 19th century. As science made military medicine predictable, it widened the intellectual and professional gap between commander and medical officer, weakening trust and hindering communication. It also distanced the medical officer from the more mundane health and fitness concerns of service members by transforming military hygiene into military preventive medicine. Medical misadventures consequent to this state of affairs continue into the 21st century and will remain until a philosophical and educational shift in the value of military hygiene occurs.

INTRODUCTION

For efficiency and success, a military organization must be composed of individuals fit enough to withstand the rigors of a sustained campaign and combat action. It is a simple concept to understand; in fact it is intuitive. Achieving that goal through the application of medical science in a military environment has been, and continues to be, a challenge for both line and medical officers. Not because the knowledge, experience, and materials do not exist to obtain and maintain such an organization, but because the lessons of history go unlearned. This article presents a short review of Western military establishment efforts to obtain and maintain a fit force. It focuses on the importance of science to those efforts and the imperative of sound line and medical officer education and communication.

FITNESS BEFORE SCIENCE

The Romans recruited their soldiers from the young men of the northern provinces who engaged in the more manly trades: blacksmiths, carpenters, wagon makers, and hunters. These fellows were considered healthier, stronger, quicker to learn, and easier to train. Basic training consisted of weapons exercises, military drill, ditch digging, felling trees, and marching with equipment. The armies of Imperial Rome were some of the most mobile known to history. The legionary carried 50 (U.S.) pounds as he marched along smooth Roman roads. That weight was decreased to 44 pounds as the enemy was approached, and the Roman soldier engaged in combat carrying only 33 pounds of equipment. On campaign the legionary carried 3 days worth of iron rations: bacon fat, cheese,hardtack, and sour wine. But the garrison military diet, consisting of protein, carbohydrates, and fat, was quite nutritious, depending on time of year and location of garrison. The Roman army also had an organized, well-trained medical service, which cared for the physical, if not the psychological trauma of battle, and military hospitals existed in some garrisons later in the empire. The Romans obtained and maintained their army in a systematic manner entirely on the basis of empirical evidence.

From the fall of Rome to the Renaissance, European armies came and went, but none were organized, trained, or maintained on the scale or in the detail of those of Imperial Rome. As the modern nation-state began to emerge in the late 15th century and with it the continuing development of gunpowder weapons, standing armies were created on the continent. Through the 16th and 17th centuries the organizational structure—recruiting, training, paying, and supplying—of these armies became more complex. The development of the tercio—a military formation of about 1,750 pikemen and arquebusiers organized by companies—by the Spanish army improved tactical efficiency and strength. Later Dutch military reforms increased tactical strength and flexibility once again through routine drill, an established chain of command, and the development of company grade officers. The Swedish army under Gustavus Adolphus II pioneered the idea of a combined arms approach on the battlefield. Standing European armies were living, breathing organisms of the state. They cost money to train and maintain, and therefore the loss of soldiers through injury or illness was a financial loss to the state. Keeping losses to a minimum catalyzed the establishment of formal military medical services, created new responsibilities for a commander, and a new relationship between commanders and the physicians and surgeons serving a force whether on land or sea began to develop.

EMPIRICALLY BASED FITNESS

The opinion of the military physician and military surgeon began to matter. Those opinions reflected the scientific progress, numerous military ventures, and the medical experiences of European colonial expansion of the 17th century. Disease causation as proposed by Thomas Sydenham and John Locke was based upon the relative potencies of contagion, miasmas generated from the decomposition of organic matter, and...
the epidemic constitution of the atmosphere. During their voyages, soldiers and sailors contracted new fevers and developed what are now defined as dietary deficiency diseases. Efforts to prevent these diseases increased during the 18th century and, while empirical, some preventive modalities were evidenced based.

Aboard the HMS Salisbury during the War of Austrian Succession, James Lind conducted the first case-control study using oranges and lemons in the treatment of scurvy. Although he proved the value of citrus fruit as a treatment and preventive for the disease, it would take another 50 years before his findings were implemented by the Royal Navy. Disease rates were also found to decline if sailors were made to change their clothes regularly and wear shoes aboard ship, sensible suggestions that were implemented.

Smallpox inoculation—rubbing smallpox scabs into a small incision hopefully to induce a mild case of the disease—was another evidence-based intervention, which gained acceptance in the 18th century. From midcentury the British Army in North America practiced voluntary inoculation in the face of epidemics, but when smallpox threatened to destroy our army at Morristown in the winter of 1777, General Washington ordered that the entire army be inoculated. It was a bold move considering the dangers of inoculation, and to ensure this modality did not generate a smallpox outbreak, soldiers were segregated from nonimmunes and others who were sick.

Segregating those with similar maladies was found to be beneficial later in our war for independence by James Tilton. He designed smaller, well-ventilated hospitals and found less hospital transmission of camp fevers that we recognize today as typhus, streptococcal infections, and respiratory disease. The 18th century also saw a concerted effort on the part of medical officers to educate line commanders. John Pringle, MD, who first defined jail, ship, and hospital fevers as all one disease, what we know today as epidemic typhus, wrote the first English military medicine text in 1752. “My chief intention,” he stated, “was to collect materials for tracing the remoter causes of military distempers, in order that whatever depended upon those in command, and was consistent with the service, might be fairly stated so as to suggest... measures for preventing or palliating such causes in any future campaign.” Pringle’s text and the good relationship the medical establishment had with line officers had a positive effect on soldier health during the Seven Years’ War, in which smallpox, scurvy, and dysentery were the main disease threats.

This desire to educate line officers concerning soldier health continued in 1764 with the publication of Richard Brocklesby’s *Oeconomical and Medical Observations* and Donald Monro’s *An Account of the Diseases which were most Frequent in the British Hospitals in Germany* with advice on military hospitals and soldier health. Monro’s book included specific instructions concerning clothing and diet in various climates, treating cold injury and avoiding heat injury on campaign, and maintaining cleanliness aboard troopships.

Organizational, operational, and logistical requirements of the service, directed by line officers not physicians, determine who is recruited, the type and style of uniform, the soldier’s load, the rations eaten, and the health measures employed. The 18th century British soldier was recruited from the country yeomanry and the sweepings of jails. He was well fed for the era and trussed up in a tight fitting wool uniform, which constricted his respirations and circulation, and altogether weighed close to 80 pounds. His American counterpart was a volunteer who came to the war dressed as he was carrying his own firearms. General Washington, although he tried throughout the war, never had a uniformly clad army or one that was regularly or adequately fed by the government. However, he was devoted to preserving the health of his command. In early 1778 he selected a like-minded German officer, Baron Friedrich von Steuben, to train the provincial army then wintering at Valley Forge. Commissioned a major general, von Steuben did a superb job especially in training officers to attend to health issues. Later he produced the first health regulations for an American army.

The following year Dr. Benjamin Rush published *Directions for Preserving the Health of Soldiers*. His text, like Brocklesby’s and Monro’s, was addressed to line officers and provided sound epidemiological observations. Increased transmission of airborne diseases occurs in crowded tents. Young, immunologically naive soldiers brought together from different parts of the country had more illness than older, previously exposed soldiers. Southern troops had a greater incidence of malaria and other parasitic diseases than did their northern neighbors. Also Rush specifically noted the role and authority of the line officers in preventing disease and ensuring health with the advice and support of their medical officer.

Medical science began to positively impact army and soldier fitness in the 18th century. However, the line–medical officer relationship always suffered from a lack of concensus in, and predictability of, that science in the medical advice offered. Inoculating with smallpox might preclude an outbreak, but it might generate the epidemic one wished to avoid; changing camps frequently might reduce disease, but maybe not if carriers of typhoid, diphtheria, or meningitis were in the ranks; and citrus juice might prevent scurvy if the vitamin C had not been destroyed in preserving it.

Some early 19th century medical officers, such as Army Surgeon General Joseph Lovell, systematically employed the current science to improve soldier fitness. Surgeons maintained meteorological records, investigated the relationship of disease incidence to climate and weather, and provided recommendations on the health of forts and barracks on the basis of these descriptive epidemiologic studies. Lovell advocated placing recruiting and disciplining practices within the domain of the medical officer. His reports to the secretary of war concerning proper diet, exclusion of strong spirits, proper clothing and quarters, policing of camps, and his recommendation for the senior surgeon of an army or district to function...
as medical director and inspector of hospitals demonstrate a concerted effort to improve soldier fitness on a broad scale.11

Scientific predictability, however, remained elusive for military physicians of the early and mid-19th century. During this era, John Dalton introduced atomic theory; Friedrich Woehler established organic chemistry, Justus von Liebig began studying the chemical components of food, and Claude Bernard established physiology as a science. Furthermore, Britain and America were embracing a more humanitarian approach to social problems. The wretched working conditions of industrial factories were exposed, poverty became associated with disease, as did filth and immorality, and a growing public consciousness and responsibility for these issues arose.

SCIENCE-BASED FITNESS

Before the new science or social consciousness could impact the military, the Crimean War intervened and proved to be a powerful catalyst for change in the British Army Medical Service. The 18th century line–medical relationship had vanished, concern for the common soldier was nonexistent, the supply system failed miserably, and evacuation was inadequate. Cholera, malaria, dysentery, and scurvy soon inundated the ranks compounding the supply and transport problems, overcrowding the hospitals, and increasing the mortality rates.

The British minister of war dispatched Florence Nightingale and the English Sanitary Commission to re-establish order and efficiency. In 1857, a royal commission was appointed to inquire about the sanitary condition of the British army and prepared a new edition of the Queen’s hospital regulations.12 The new regulations made the medical officer an advisor to the commanding officer “in all matters affecting the health of troops whether as regards garrisons, stations, camps and barracks, or diet, clothing, drills, duties, or exercises.” The commission also recommended the establishment of an Army medical school in which “the specialties of military medicine, surgery, hygiene, and sanitary science” could be taught to new medical officers.13 To assist with this educational task, Edmund A. Parkes wrote Practical Hygiene, a text book that addressed the medical officer’s duties and responsibilities in recruiting, feeding, clothing, training, and quartering the soldier, based on science and experience.

The time between the work of the royal commission and Parkes’ text and the beginning of the American Civil War was too short to impact the U.S. Army Medical Department. Medical care at First Bull Run was as disastrous as the battle. This led to the creation of the U.S. Sanitary Commission, a civilian directed organization with semiofficial government status and plenty of political clout, which they used to have William Hammond inserted as surgeon general. Hammond’s tenure would be short—he and Secretary of War Stanton never got along, but his ideas for the administration, education, and operational employment of the department make him one of the U.S. Army’s finest surgeons general. In the spring of 1862, he ordered the establishment of an army medical museum, directed a medical history of the war be prepared, and planned for a postgraduate army medical school. The following year he published A Treatise on Hygiene and had it issued to medical officers. In it he defined the parameters of the military physical examination, temperament, heredity, and the impact of age, etc., on recruits and reasons for their rejection.13

In the 40 years following the Civil War, a wide range of technical sciences developed that changed the organization and operations of our military and naval forces. Likewise, physiology, bacteriology, and immunology began to redefine the practice of surgery, medicine, and public health. In both the military and in medicine, these new sciences created a specialized body of knowledge that required specific and continued education. While this fostered a new sense of professionalism, it also broadened the intellectual gap between line and medical officers. The expanse of that gap became apparent in our war with Spain in 1898. Yellow fever terrorized our army on Cuba, but malaria brought it to its knees. Simultaneously typhoid fever ravaged state volunteers in mobilization camps where sanitation and hygiene discipline had been ignored by troops, commanders, and regimental surgeons alike.14

In the aftermath, the Dodge Commission investigated why the army and its medical department had not covered themselves with glory. Many recommendations were forthcoming regarding medical personnel, supplies, reporting, etc., and Surgeon General George M. Sternberg added an additional responsibility: education of the line officer concerning soldier health. This revival of 18th century thought was supported in full by Edward Munson’s comprehensive text, Military Hygiene, in 1901 as he noted it was meant as “a practical guide to officers of the line.”15 In it he discussed rations, clothing, equipment and weight, marching, camps, etc. Four years later courses in sanitation and hygiene, taught by medical corps officers, were begun at West Point, and in 1914 a textbook was published for the cadets.16 In 1908, Captain Munson was detailed to the School of the Line at Fort Leavenworth where he worked with Major John Morrison to integrate soldier health into the military art curriculum and educate the commander about his sanitary assets, responsibilities, and the value of his medical staff.17 The beneficial results of their efforts—as well as medical advances, such as water chlorination, typhoid immunization, and the Lyster bag, which prevented diseases common to soldiers—were seen during the expedition to Mexico in 1916 and continued as we deployed soldiers to the war torn fields of France the following year.

World War I was a watershed in military and military medical history, the first industrial war. The use of automatic weapons, heavy artillery, submarines, aircraft, and chemical weapons became routine and lethal, and medical science achieved a tremendous amount of predictability. Medical examinations were now more efficient at filtering out recruits mentally and physically unfit for service, typhoid immunization, and camp sanitation and hygiene became standard practices. The First World War was also a laboratory for learning
about the performance, endurance, and resilience of soldiers on the modern battlefield.

Trench warfare and the climate of the Western Front resulted in a new appreciation of cold injuries. Additional clothing increased the soldier’s load and the diagnosis of trenchfoot was added to the lexicon. The threat of chlorine gas brought more protective equipment, increasing the soldier’s load and risk of overuse injuries once again. Weaponry and tactics could generate thousands of casualties in a single day creating a never ending collage of horrors from which there was no escape. What we call post-traumatic stress disorder was first noticed by British, French, and German armies early in the war. The French established immediate forward treatment of psychiatric casualties with the expectation that they would return to the trenches and were therapeutically quite successful, boasting a 91% return to duty rate. The British labeled these cases as “shell shock” and began treating them in forward areas with rest and hypnosis, but ignored expectancy. By the time Surgeon General William C. Gorgas sent Thomas Salmon, MD to study British and French methods of dealing with war neurosis in 1917, the treatment imperatives of proximity, immediacy, and expectancy had been established. Salmon incorporated the best parts of French and British therapy into three levels of psychiatry at the front—through division psychiatrists, at neurologic hospitals, and at base hospitals.

MILITARY HYGIENE VERSUS PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

In the immediate postwar years, military hygiene as an integrated line to medical education process at Leavenworth continued, but was significantly reduced as the course was cut from 2 years to 1. Moreover, during the interwar years the term military hygiene faded away to be replaced by military preventive medicine, a term with a more modern and scientific ring. Science was developing preventive and treatment modalities that tremendously affected soldier fitness. The causes of dietary deficiency diseases—beri-beri, pellagra, rickets—were being worked out and a new player known as a vitamin was being described, work that would improve the nutritional value of future military rations. German scientists developed an effective synthetic antimalarial (Atabrine) and the first safe, efficient, and practical antimicrobial agent (Prontosil) that would be followed rapidly by more efficient second and third generation sulfa drugs. In 1937, a safe and effective yellow fever vaccine was produced and a year later a fairly effective epidemic louse-borne typhus vaccine, and the National Institutes of Health established the requirements and standards for tetanus toxoid and cholera and plague vaccines, both produced in the 1920s. By 1939, the United States had the means in its medical arsenal to preclude most of the mobilization and operational infectious disease threats it would encounter in World War II. In fact, the medical science of the interwar years gave physicians something they had never had before: an ability to intervene in the infectious diseases they encountered. Specialization blossomed during this era; the American Medical Association (AMA) gained power and prestige. Medical corps officers began to identify with these organizations, exchange knowledge, and work with civilian colleagues more routinely than in the past. By the time the Axis Powers declared war on the U.S., the Division of Medical Sciences of the National Research Council in conjunction with its military liaisons created seven primary committees to answer the military’s burgeoning number of questions across the whole field of medicine. COL James S. Simmons, Chief, Preventive Medicine Division for the Surgeon General, established the Board for the Investigation and Control of Influenza and Other Epidemic Diseases in the Army. Consisting of distinguished civilian scientists and medical department officers, the board—known today as the Armed Forces Epidemiological Board—worked in coordination with their respective research facilities to solve major disease problems affecting the army.

However, military preventive medicine was not military hygiene. COL George Dunham, MC, USA wrote Military Preventive Medicine, but it was never intended as a guide for line officers as Munson’s had been. No discussion of rations, clothing, equipment weight, marching, or hot and cold climates was included. Modern medicine, which had improved the general fitness of the armed forces through rational recruiting standards, immunizations, and the sulfa drugs, only broadened the educational and social gap between line and medical officers. This, to some extent, disengaged the medical officer from critical staff planning and the mundane health problems of an army on campaign. From this situation, lessons from the First World War notwithstanding, occurred some of the more memorable blunders affecting performance, endurance, and resilience during World War II.

LESSONS UNLEARNED

As General MacArthur went on the offensive in the Southwest Pacific area following the Battle of Midway in summer 1942, the power of the malaria parasite was given low priority. The capture of Dutch Indonesia in 1942 gave Japan control of the world’s largest supplies of chinchona. The U.S. armed forces reserved quinine for treatment only, but had no appropriate dosing schedule for Atabrine and no malaria discipline on the fighting line. On Guadalcanal, 12–23% of the 1st Marine Division was ineffective from malaria between August and November. At the same time on New Guinea, the inadequately trained, poorly supplied, and poorly led 32nd Infantry Division was being pummeled by mosquitoes, the Japanese, and dysentery until LTG Robert Eichelberger assumed command. Eichelberger instilled leadership and discipline, straightened out logistics problems, and by January 1943 had helped the Australians beat the Japanese. However, the heavy toll of Plasmodium falciparum and vivax malaria on Allied forces had to stop. In March 1943, MacArthur put tropical disease control on his agenda by establishing a combined advisory committee, which reported directly to him, under the direction of COL Neil Fairly. Their recommendations received
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not only MacArthur’s support but also that of Army Chief of Staff George C. Marshall. Antimalarial education, research, and development became energized. Army schools of malariology were established. Educational programs defining the dangers of mosquito exposure and methods of protection were intensified. New repellents and a new pyrethrum bug bomb began making their way to the South Pacific in mid 1943, and by early 1944 a new and versatile insecticide called DDT was also going to the front. Vector control teams expanded their operations as more territory was secured. Through COL Fairley’s research, Atabrine doses were standardized and issued under supervision to troops weekly. Malaria control in the Pacific, however, did not really begin until mid 1944. A lack of American campaign experience with malaria provides a comforting alibi for these misadventures; not so for fighting in the cold.

The army gained valuable experience in cold weather operations during the Indian Wars and it learned of the debilitating effect of wet and cold on feet encased in leather boots from the British in World War I. But in March 1943 the 7th Infantry Division began the Attu Island Campaign without properly insulated, wind-proofed, and water-proofed clothing or footwear. In 3 weeks of combat, the 7th sustained 3,829 casualties, 31% of which were due to the cold, a rate identical to the rate of wounded in action. Commanders had ignored the quartermaster recommendations to wear special clothing and footgear and officers and enlisted were poorly trained to fight in cold, wet climates. Foot hygiene was not enforced and often wet clothing was discarded rather than dried out. Colonel Dunham’s book had not discussed cold injuries or their prevention for medical officers. *The Medical Department Soldier’s Handbook* did not mention trench foot and *The Guide to Therapy for Medical Officers* not only excluded trench foot but advised troops to lace shoes snugly, which only decreased distal circulation. It would take two more severely cold, wet winters in Italy and France to convince the U.S. army to pay attention to the problem.

The soldier’s load went unaddressed by line or medical officers as well. In the 1920s, a British commission studied how soldiers were loaded down over the centuries. They concluded that on a training road march the soldier’s load should be in excess of 40–45 pounds, roughly one-third of the soldier’s body weight. In the 1970s, 1,000 cases/1,000 soldiers/year and it was worse in the battles of Maknassy and El Guettar, 70% of the 494 casualties were back in combat within 48 hours.

In the generation after World War II the explosion of oral medications—antibiotics, antihypertensives, and psychotropic agents, as well as newer and better vaccines—only marginalized the importance of military hygiene. The idea of pill as cure all and medical officer as scientist only widened the intellectual gap between line and medical officers. The Department of Military Hygiene at the U.S. Military Academy went away and in the late 1960s military physicians were replaced by medical service corps officers at the U.S. Command and General Staff Course.

In Vietnam, we had to relearn lessons from the trenches of the First World War.

Wet feet wrapped in wet socks and boots for a prolonged period could destroy the combat effectiveness of a unit. Granted it was warm water and called paddy foot, but the result was the same and so was the prevention. Malaria was a major problem for the First Air Cavalry early on in the northern jungle highlands. The unit experienced the same rates that so concerned General MacArthur a generation earlier, about 1,000 cases/1,000 soldiers/year and it was worse in the battalions, the real population at risk. (R. J. T. Joy, personal communication) It was Guadalcanal all over again because malaria discipline was not enforced.

And battle fatigue? Well, a 1-year rotation policy, the intermittent nature of guerrilla warfare, and the rapid ramping up of division psychiatric assets combined to keep rates low. That same rotation policy, however, took soldiers home as individuals not units. Furthermore, they could be home in hours to days not weeks as in earlier wars and, therefore, the therapeutic catharsis achieved through informal group therapy with one’s combat buddies was never obtained. By the late 1970s, post-Vietnam syndrome was a diagnosis and the rates were burgeoning. In the early 1980s, the concept of chronic post-traumatic stress disorder became accepted, and it took only 20 more years to deploy combat stress teams to the battlefield.

EDUCATION FORFEITED

Victories in military hygiene are slow to come, but not because the factors that influence the performance, endurance, and resistance of service members are unknown. Over the past century many have been described and studied and a number of effective interventions developed to improve them. Victories in military hygiene are slow to come because many lessons observed go unlearned by both line and medical officers. The physical injury and mental fatigue generated in the overloaded soldier was revisited by S. L. A. Marshall in *The Soldier’s Load and the Mobility of a Nation* in 1950. But
33 years later soldiers and marines in Grenada contended with heavier loads than Marshall had warned against and in an article in the Washington Post in February 2009 the travails of the continually overloaded infantryman in Afghanistan were described. In September 2003, Marines in Liberia sustained 69 cases of Plasmodium falciparum malaria, 4 of them with cerebral symptoms, and 44% of the landed force were affected because malaria discipline was completely ignored by line and medical officers. In fact, medical officers reviewing the problem considered requiring unit commanders to directly observe people taking antimalarial medication impractical or unnecessary. Moreover, the criminal neglect of line and medical officers was passed on to the troops. Military medical history unlearned, education forfeited.

CONCLUSION
Correcting such ignorance and neglect can be done, but it will be a three-phased challenge. First, what knowledge, already available and valid concerning performance, endurance, and resilience factors must be assessed. Second, the determination of what new research will broaden our knowledge. We know overloading the soldier is detrimental to performance and endurance. How do we stop commanders from doing it? We know battle fatigue is a natural reaction to an unnatural and often bizarre situation that can lead to chronic PTSD. But how much exposure is needed? Is there a dose–response curve? Can the stress control mechanism be reset? We know repetitive deployments are bad, but how bad are they? What have we learned from the deployment experience of the 10th Mountain Division in the 1990s or as peacekeepers in the Balkans? What have we learned from other armies addressing the same problem?

Third, the philosophy of line to medical education and communication that existed just a century ago must be resurrected. Medical science must be continually translated into strategic, operational, and tactical terms that a commander can understand. The role of the line staff surgeon must be energized, and, most importantly, the theory and practice of military hygiene as an educational imperative for line and medical officers must be re-established for the 21st century and beyond.
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The Principal Challenge of Realizing Total Force Fitness: Changing Our Readiness Culture

BG Michael Rounds, USA (Ret.)

ABSTRACT The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) has directed the development of an instruction issued under his signature that outlines guidance on the establishment of total force fitness programs across the military. The key element of the instruction is a framework that portrays the essential elements of total force fitness. Individual elements of the framework are, in many cases, adequately covered by programs in one or more of the services. The concept of establishing programs that integrate more than one fitness domain when addressing the needs of our warriors, their families, their organizations, and communities is a break from normal operations associated with an organization involved in preparing for or executing combat operations. In essence, the CJCS has fundamentally challenged the military to shift from the current course of fitness efforts to embrace a new paradigm associated with the readiness of our organizations to deploy. The directed change will be difficult to implement during a time of conflict, but it is necessary to establish an accurate reflection of the fitness of our warriors and their surrounding environment.

THE PRINCIPAL CHALLENGE OF IMPLEMENTING TOTAL FORCE FITNESS—CHANGING OUR READINESS CULTURE(S)

“So in this total fitness, total health, how do you get at the integration of the spiritual, the mental, the social, the physical, etc.? What does it mean to us and what does it mean for families? It is a readiness issue because, if you are not successful in that, you are not ready to carry out your mission individually, as a unit, etc.”

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, ADM Mike Mullen, December 9, 2009

When the CJCS directed a total force fitness integration effort he fundamentally challenged the military to shift from the current course of fitness efforts to injecting a new paradigm when determining our readiness. Traditional fitness has largely been defined in the military by our capacity to manage physical challenges. Under current standards, an organization’s readiness (fitness) is tied to the access of adequate manpower, availability of equipment, the maintenance levels of that equipment, and the ability of manned and equipped units to execute essential tasks (training levels). The measure of readiness is accomplished by putting units through exercises to demonstrate their ability to execute these essential tasks. In the military’s current deployment cycle, these assessments are called mission rehearsal exercises (MREs) and are the primary validation that an organization is ready for the next operational mission. The CJCS, however, is concerned that the current assessment strategy is limited in scope, and that 21st century challenges merit a more comprehensive readiness assessment.

The chairman has challenged us to do a better job at understanding and taking care of our most valuable resource—our warriors and their families. After 9 years of conflict, the military is under considerable, sustained stress. This stress is having an increasingly significant impact on the readiness of the force. To continue to be fully prepared to execute our central mission, to fight and win the country’s wars, the culture of how we understand, maintain, and assess the fitness of the force needs to be adjusted. It is no longer sufficient to simply assess an organization’s manning, equipping, maintenance, and training levels. A holistic, integrated approach is necessary for us to assess and sustain the optimal well-being of our warriors and their families for the current conflict and well into the future.

But change, especially prescribed change, is inevitably hard. Cultural change can best be described as a form of organizational transformation that is a fundamental shift from current practices. This change usually involves adjusting basic values, norms, and beliefs in an organization to improve organizational performance. The establishment of a common total force fitness paradigm across the military will be a significant shift away from the current approach and will require each service to adjust its readiness assessment process (and mindset).

As previously mentioned, fitness in the military has been traditionally defined by the ability to perform necessary physical tasks. The new total force fitness model advocated by the CJCS is reflected below (Fig. 1):

Per the Total Force Fitness model, the mind domains of behavioral, psychological, spiritual, and social are ideally in relative balance with the body domains of physical, environmental, medical, and nutritional. Equally important is the balance the warrior feels surrounding him/her in the environment defined by his/her family, organization, and community (Fig. 2).

Currently, services and commands have programs that deal with the domains individually and many programs or processes that aim to establish and maintain balance in families, organizations, and communities. The challenge is establishing a holistic integration process across the fitness domains. While there are nascent attempts to address this integration issue, there is no comprehensive effort within our military to establish a total force fitness assessment or supporting...
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metrics. Through the development of a total force fitness instruction under his signature, the chairman has started the integration process and initiated a change to our fitness assessment culture. In his words integration is a “leadership issue” and as the senior military leader he is also “the lead integrator.”

To achieve the CJCS vision of integrated “Total Force Fitness” will require a significant shift in how the military defines and manages fitness/readiness. How we manage the fitness of the force will require a shift away from dealing with a single mind/body domain at a time to the difficult task of establishing cross-domain fitness programs. While the new total force fitness framework is common to all services, combatant commands and support agencies, the processes to attain total force fitness may vary depending on location/mission.

Key Aspects or Considerations in Achieving the Cultural Shift Across the Military to a Mindset of Total Force Fitness

Families Are Central to the Total Force Fitness Equation—How Our Families Are Taken Care of Is a Fundamental Readiness Issue

A service member cannot be fully prepared to execute his/her mission unless they are comfortable that the needs of their family are being addressed. The definition of what constitutes a family should be considered. A service member who does not have the traditional family support structure may look to replace the structure within the unit/organization. During periods of increased or peak stress, such as an injury, service member access/communication with their family, however it is defined, needs to be a strong consideration.

A Community Is the Supporting Environment That Surrounds Each Military Organization

In most cases communities can be seen as concentric circles around an organization with military members working or operating largely within their organization but, along with their families, dependent upon the support of the surrounding community. The immediate community circle that encompasses multiple organizations consists, in most cases, of the military installation and the comprehensive soldier and family support structure associated with each installation. The outer circle is the infrastructure that has grown up around the installation to, ideally, meet the needs of the service members and their families and supplement the services provided by the military installation.

Establishing a Stigma-Free Environment Across Our Military

Individual balance issues in one or more of the domains will often require a prompt, dynamic (integrated) response. Individuals should feel comfortable that necessary treatment is supported by all echelons of their leadership. A stigma-free environment is critical to getting or keeping our warriors in balance and those who are willing to seek assistance.

Organizational Fitness Programs Must Be Adequately Resourced

Available resources to execute all aspects of our mission will continue to be constrained. Installation fitness programs have traditionally been at risk in a fiscally constrained environment. Leaders at all levels need to establish metrics to determine the comprehensive cost associated with every effort to reduce support to total fitness programs.

Total Force Fitness Programs Should Be Prevention Centric

Establishing resilience in our warriors, families, organizations, and communities is a critical component of achieving total force fitness.

Clear and Open Lines of Communication Across the Total Force Fitness Community Are Essential

Much of the great work that is being done in individual fitness domains is not being effectively shared across domains even
where there is a clear relationship between efforts. Service and command total force fitness programs should be established with information sharing as a primary goal. Within the Department of Defense, a Human Performance Resource Center is being established with a mission to provide a bridge on fitness domain issues between the experts and the field and to provide the information in a format that is understandable and useful to our warriors.

**Total Force Fitness for Our Warriors and Their Families Should Be Considered a Lifetime Commitment**

There is a responsibility, at a minimum, to ensure that warriors are fully ready to be discharged when they have completed their service. They should be engaged during the separation process where a holistic separation suitability evaluation is conducted. Our commitment to validate their readiness to transition back to public life is the right thing to do for our service members as well as a realistic expectation of society.

**The Culture of How We Execute Personnel Management Needs To Be Aligned With Our Focus on Ensuring That Individuals and Organizations Are Totally Fit**

An individual’s resilience is enhanced by extended dwell opportunities. At a minimum, each warrior should have a 12-month dwell between operational deployments. Tracking systems have to be sophisticated enough to ensure that individuals who are being reassigned shortly after a deployment are not pushed to a unit in the final stages of reset.

**Total Force Fitness Programs/Approaches Need to Be Inclusive and Innovative**

All of the stakeholders identified in the total force fitness diagram need to be involved in the shaping of local programs. Stakeholder engagement is important to ensure that all equities are addressed and that the program design is adequate for the local situation. In some instances new or better ways to take advantage of resources or capabilities that are already available should be leveraged. An example is the chaplain corps. Chaplains are the focal point for managing spiritual fitness. At the same time, they have unique insights into the balance of individuals, families, organizations, and the community. Properly utilized and not jeopardizing any privacy concerns, their insights could be invaluable as leaders proactively manage their total fitness programs across multiple domains.

**Extending Total Force Fitness Across the Entire Force Is Critical**

Particularly challenging will be providing the same total force fitness programs to the reserve component that are emerging throughout the infrastructure of the services. As these programs mature, there should be consideration for how they can be made as universally available to the reserve component as they are to the active component warrior. A considerable impediment that needs to be addressed will be the physical separation of many reserve component service members and their families from traditional installation-based total force fitness.

In conclusion, establishing total force fitness across the military will not be easy. It is not an exact science and will require patience, resolve, and flexibility throughout the process. Optimally, it is a collaborative effort where best practices are rapidly shared and integrated by commands as appropriate. Ultimately we should see a new paradigm emerge that reflects the true or holistic readiness of our organizations. An accurate reflection of the fitness of our warriors and their surrounding environment will be the primary benchmark for both important resource and deployment decisions.
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